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Abstract 
The crossing minimisation problem is of outmost importance in the field of 
graph drawings. The aesthetical properties and readability of graphs are heav-
ily dependent on the number of crossings in a drawing. Moreover, crossing 
minimisation is the most important goal in the linear Very Large Scale In-
tegration (VLSI) circuit design and Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA), 
since smaller crossing number means lower cost. Another application is for the 
problem of computing an mRNA sequence of maximal codon-wise similarity 
to a given mRNA (MRSO problem) in bioinformatics computing. 
The simplest graph drawing method is that of putting the vertices of a graph 
on a line (spine) and drawing the edges as half-circles on K, half planes (pages). 
Such drawings are called K,-page book drawings. In a 1-page book drawing, 
all edges are placed on one side of the spine, and in a 2-page book drawing, 
all edges are placed either above or below the spine. The minimal number of 
edge crossings in a book drawing is called the book crossing number (BCN). 
To minimise the crossing number, the 1-page book crossing number problem 
(BCNP) is to find a good order of vertices, and the 2-page BCNP is to further 
find a good edge distribution in two pages. Both problems have been proved 
to be NP-complete. Moreover, the 1-page and 2-page BCNs of a graph provide 
an upper bound for the standard planar crossing number of the graph. 
The main objectives were to develop various algorithms for the 1-page and 
2-page BCNPs, and further to explore graph theory. 
This thesis started with a survey of the previous research on the crossing 
number problem, especially on the 1-page and 2-page BCNPs. Based on the 
previous research, the following work on the 1-page and 2-page BCNPs has 
been done: .. 
(1) presented novel heuristic algorithms to solve the BCNPs, which achieved 
the results better than or comparable with previous algorithms. 
(2) applied genetic algorithms for the BCNPs. The genetic models obtained 
better results than the latest heuristic algorithms. 
(3) created two neural network models for the I-page and 2-page BCNPs, 
respectively. The convergence of the neural network models was investi-
gated and good results are achieved. Especially, the model for the 2-page 
BCNP achieved much better performance in the quality of solutions and 
running time than previous model. 
(4) investigated the complexity of parallel genetic algorithms, and unified the 
framework of PGA models with the function PGA(subpopulation size, 
cluster size, migration period, topology). 
(5) proved some theorems and presented some conjectures about the I-page 
and 2-page crossing number for some structural graphs. 
KEYWORDS: Book drawings, I-page book crossing number, 2-page book 
crossing number, NP-complete, heuristic algorithm, genetic algorithm, neural 
network, parallel genetic algorithm, exact results, conjectural optimal values. 
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Chapter 1 
Introd uction 
1.1 Historical background 
1.1.1 Thran's Brickyard Problem 
Thnin's Brickyard Problem is traced back to the dates of World War II (Thnin 
1977). Thran's regiment was working a brick factory where every brick kiln 
was connected to every shipping depot by rail. Rail carts were pushed on the 
rails from the kilns to the depots. The vertices in one partite set are the kilns 
in a brickyard; the vertices in the other partite set are the shipping depots. 
Each kiln is to be connected by a train track to each depot. However, when 
tracks cross the cars are likely to be derailed. Hence it is useful to find the 
layout of kilns, depots, and tracks that minimises the number of crossings. 
Thran described a graph theoretic problem, where brick kilns and shipping 
depots are vertices in a graph, and tracks are edges of the graph. The minimum 
crossing number that Thran referred to has become well known as the plane 
crossing number of a graph. 
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1.1.2 Development of the research on the crossing num-
ber problem 
The standard crossing number (denoted as cr(9)) is the minimal number of 
crossings over all possi ble drawings of 9 in a plane. 
Zarankiewicz (1954) provided a conjecture for the crossing number of a com-
plete bipartite graph (see Section 3.3.1), and he provided what he believed 
was a proof for counting crossing number of the complete bigraph. However, 
in 1969 Guy found an error in Zarankiewicz's proof (Guy 1971). Zarankiewicz's 
calculation is not the exact crossing number for all complete bipartite graphs, 
but it is at least an upper bound to the exact value, and went on to conjecture 
the crossing number of the complete graphs. Guy (1960, 1968, 1971) initi-
ated the search for the crossing number of complete graphs, and presented a 
conjecture for it (see Section 3.3.1). 
There are a lot of research on crossing number problems (see Section 3.3.1). 
Di Battista et al. (1994, 1999) asserted: "The crossing number problem is one 
of the problems of graph drawings, a field that has grown tremendously within 
the last decade". 
From the standard crossing number problem, there are several branches devel-
oped. 
A graph is biplanar, if 9 = 91 U 92, where 91 and 92 are planar graphs. 
The biplanar crossing number of a graph 9, which is denoted as cr2 (9), and 
defined as min{cr(91) + cr(92)}, where the minimum is taken over all unions 
9 = 91 U92 of all graphs 91 and 92. A biplanar drawing means drawings of two 
subgraphs, 91 and 92, of 9, on two disjoint planes for minimising the biplanar 
crossing number. Owens described a biplanar drawing of the complete graph 
Kn with cr2(Kn) ~ 7n4 /1536 + O(n3 ). Similarly, crk(Q) stands for k-planar 
drawings of 9, making 9 a union of k subgraphs. 
The simplest graph drawing method is that of putting the vertices of a graph 
on a line called a spine and drawing the edges as half-circles on K. half planes (K.-
pages). Such drawings are called K.-page book drawings. The minimal number 
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of edge crossings in all K-page book drawings of the graph is called the K-page 
book crossing number (BCN) (Shahrokhi et aJ. 1996). 
In the I-page drawing (Shahrokhi et aJ. 1996) one places the vertices of a graph 
Q along a spine and every edge is completely drawn in one page. A I-page 
drawing is equivalent to an outerplanar (Kainen 1990) (also called circular (Six 
& Tollis 1999), or convex (Shahrokhi et aJ. 2004)) drawing, where one places 
all vertices of a graph along a circle, and the edges are drawn as straight lines. 
The minimal number of crossings in all possible drawings of a graph is called 1-
page (outerplanar, convex, or circular) crossing number. Therefore the I-page 
book crossing number problem (BCNP) can be reduced to the task to find 
an order of the vertices, minimising the number of crossings of a graph. We 
denote I-page BCN as 1I1(Q), following the notation ofShahrokhi et aJ. (1996). 
The problem has been proved to be NP-complete (Masuda et aJ. 1987). 
In the 2-page drawing one places the vertices of a graph Q along a spine and 
every edge is completely drawn in one of two pages. The smallest number of 
crossings in all possible drawings of Q is called the 2-page crossing number of 
Q, denoted by 1I2(Q). Equivalently, the vertices can be put on a circle and the 
edges can be drawn as straight lines and coloured by two colours. The 2-page 
crossing number is the same as the smallest number of crossings of edges with 
the same colour in all possible drawings of Q. The problem also is NP-complete 
(Masuda et aJ. 1990). 
There is a lot of research on the crossing number problem, and many exact 
results were presented by previous researchers (see Chapter 3). However, the 
exact results are very rare for the I-page and 2-page BCNs of graphs. 
Several heuristic algorithms have been designed for the I-page BCNP, e.g., the 
algorithm by Miikinen (1988), CIRCULAR algorithm (Six & Tollis 1999), the 
algorithm by Baur and Brandes (2004), and so on (see Section 3.5). 
The 2-page BCN as an approximation to the plane crossing number was first 
studied by Nicholson (1968) and Melikov et aJ. (1971), but no thorough testing 
was done there. Cimikowski and Shope (1996) solved the 2-page crossing 
number problem with Hopfield neural network. The most important paper 
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in this area is that of Cimikowski (2002), where first an order of vertices for 
some structural graphs is given by a Hamiltonian cycle, and then eight different 
heuristic algorithms to find a good distribution of edges between the two pages 
were designed and tested. Recently, Winterbach (2005) proposed heuristics for 
the 2-page crossing numbers and applied them to estimating the plane crossing 
number of some small complete multipartite graphs. 
1.2 Motivation of the research 
1.2.1 Aesthetics 
The primary requirement of graph drawings is that the graph should be read-
able, that is, it should be easy to understand and follow. Readability issues 
are expressed by means of aesthetics, which can be formulated as optimisa-
tion goals for the drawing algorithms. In general, the aesthetics depend on 
the graphic standard adopted and the particular class of graphs of interest. A 
fundamental and classical aesthetic is the minimisation of crossings between 
edges (Di Battista et al. 1994, Di Battista et al. 1999). 
Graphs that can be drawn without edge crossings (Le. planar graphs) have 
a natural advantage for visualization. When visualising non planar graphs, a 
natural approach is to draw the graph with as few edge crossings as possible. 
Especially, when we want to draw a graph to make the information contained 
in its structure easily accessible, it is highly desirable to have a drawing with as 
few edge crossings as possible (Purchase 1997, Purchase et al. 1997). In fact, 
Purchase proved experimentally, that crossing number criterion is the most 
important among all drawing criteria, such as area, symmetry, etc., from the 
readability and aesthetics point of view. 
In a circular layout one places the vertices along the perimeter of a circle and 
edges are drawn across the circle. The circular layout method is particularly 
effective for representing cliques of a graph, as it emphasises the regularity of 
the graph. Even if there is no clique in a graph, the circular layout can be 
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used to present the clusters for a large scale of graph with as few crossings as 
possible, in order to improve the readability of the graph (see Fig. 1.1). 
Figure 1.1: A drawing of clusters of a graph 
1.2.2 The important goal of VLSI design 
Motivated by printed circuit boards (PCB) (Fig. 1.2), Owens (1971) intro-
duced the biplanar crossing number of a graph g. Leighton (1983) proved 
basic results for crossing number with a motivation coming from VLSI. More-
over, determining the k-planar crossing number CTk(g) of a graph g has an 
application in the design of multilayer VLSI circuits (Aggarwal et al. 1991). 
Further, the k-planar crossing number problem is related to the thickness and 
the book crossing number problems. However, even the simplest case k = 2 is 
not sufficiently studied so far. 
A book embedding of a graph consists of an embedding of its nodes along the 
spine of a book (Le., a linear ordering of the nodes), and an embedding of its 
edges on the pages so that edges embedded on the same page do not intersect. 
The book thickness problem is to minimise the number of pages used. The 
minimum number of pages in which a graph can be embedded is called the 
pagenumber of the graph. The research on this problem is motivated largely by 
an approach to fault-tolerant VLSI design (Leighton 1983, Chung et al. 1983, 
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Figure 1.2: A printed circuit board 
Chung et al. 1987). Briefly, processing elements have to be interconnected 
to form a desired pattern. The processing elements are arranged (logically 
or physically) on a line. There are" bundles" of wires running over the line. 
The faulty elements are bypassed, and the healthy ones are interconnected 
through the bundles. If the bundles function as stacks, then the minimum 
number of bundles required to realise an interconnection graph is equal to its 
pagenumber. 
On the other hand, book drawings are applied for the linear VLSI design. Edge 
crossing minimisation is the most important goal in the linear VLSI design, as 
a book drawing with less crossings is more realisable, consequently, meaning 
lower cost design. 
1.2.3 Minimisation of crossings in Quantum and Molec-
ular Computing 
Another application of crossing minimisation algorithms is for Quantum-dot 
Cellular Automata (QCA). QCA is a novel computing mechanism that can 
represent binary information based on spatial distribution of electron charge 
configuration in chemical molecules. QCA layout (Fig. 1.3) is currently re-
stricted to a single layer with very limited number of wire crossing permitted, 
as the crossing number problem is too costly to be solved via intersection 
molecules. Thus, wire crossing minimisation is crucial in improving the manu-
facturability of QCA circuits (Chung et al. 2005, Smith & Lim 2005). Chung 
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et a!. introduced algorithms for crossing reduction during partitioning, place-
ment, and routing. Their research results are used to generate computationally 
interesting and optimised designs for experiments by QCA physical scientists. 
e-
d quantum ~ tunneling 
(a) QCA device 
fQel 
~ 
leolreoJ IeOl 
l£.!J ~ l£!.I 
IeOl 
i£!J 
(b) majority gate that 
can implement AND2 or OR2 
~ 
I~~II~~I~I~~II~~I 
~ 
(c) horizontal and vertical wires 
as well as wire crossing. 
Figure 1.3: A high-level diagram of a four-dot metal QCA cell as well as logic 
gate and wires 
1.2.4 Applications in bioinformatics 
Messenger RNA (mRNA) is a copy of the information carried by a gene on the 
DNA. Codon is a sequence of three adjacent nucleotides constituting the ge-
netic code that specifies the insertion of an amino acid in a specific structural 
position in a polypeptide chain during protein synthesis. Blin et a!. (2005) con-
sidered the problem of computing an mRNA sequence of maximal codon-wise 
similarity to a given mRNA (and consequently, to a given protein) that addi-
tionally satisfies some secondary structure constraints, called MRSO (stand-
ing for Messenger RNA Structure Optimization) problem, which is APX-hard 
(denying the existence of a polynomial-time approximation scheme) (Backofen 
et a!. 2002, Blin et a!. 2005). They map a source mRNA sequence of length 3n 
with a structure graph r (Fig. 1.4). The MRSO problem is to find a target 
mRNA sequence which is compatible with respect to r, and which achieves the 
highest possible similarity score with respect to F, where F is a set of n simi-
larity functions for the source mRNA sequence. Further, they map the graph 
r to an implied structure graph Qr by block-wise joining three consecutive 
vertices in r into one compressed vertex, which correspondingly represents 
a codon or a triplet of nucleotides (see Fig. 1.4). They proved the MRSO 
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problem is fixed parameter tractable parameterized by the number of crossing 
edges of Yr, thus solving an open problem proposed in (Bongartz 2004). 
r 
Figure 1.4: A structure graph r compressed into its implied structure graph 
Yr. 
1.2.5 Upper bounds of standard crossing number for 
graphs 
From the theoretical point of view, the I-page and 2-page BCN of a graph 
provide an upper bound of the standard crossing number of the graph. The 
2-page crossing number as an approximation to the plane crossing number 
was first studied by Nicholson (1968) and Melikov et al. (1971). Recently, 
Winterbach also did this for some small complete multipartite graphs (Fig. 
1.5). 
1.3 Objectives of the work 
The goals of the work mainly are to explore new approaches for the I-page 
and 2-page BCNPs, and to present some exact results and conjectures. The 
objectives of the work are outlined as follows: 
• To survey the current research state of the art about the BCNPs. 
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* 3 4 5 (a) K", 3 1 5 (b) A drawing of K", 
o 3 1 425 (c) The optimal I-page draiwng of K", (d) The optimal 2-page drawing of K", 
Figure 1.5: Drawings of the complete bipartite graph K 3,3 
• To design new heuristics and algorithms for the problems with an em-
phasis on 
* genetic algorithms 
* neural networks 
* ad hoc methods 
• To compare the new methods with the best known methods. 
• To implement the parallelisation of genetic algorithms 
• To prove exact results for some structural graphs, and present conjectures 
supported by the experimental data with the approaches above, 
1.4 Test suites and experimental platforms 
1.4.1 Test suites 
All experiments are done on the following test suites: 
• Random Connected Graphs (RCG) is our graph library, including 
connected undirected graphs with different edge densities and different 
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sizes of vertices (see Section 4.2.4) . 
• Rome graphs, are from GDToolkit (GdToolKit n.d.). We use the two 
undirected graph sets, RND..BUP and ALF_CU. 
- RND_BUP is a set of random biconnected undirected planar graphs, 
including 10 groups of graphs, for which the vertex number ranges 
from 10 to 100, and each group has 20 different graphs with same 
vertex number. 
- ALF _CU is a set of connected undirected graphs. This graph set 
contains about 10000 graphs extracted from the ALF graph base, 
used by Di Battista et al. (1997) . 
• Structural graphs include Complete graphs, Complete p-partite graphs, 
3-row meshes, 4-row meshes, Halin graphs, Cartesian products Cm X Cn, 
Hypercubes, circulant graphs, and Xtree (see Section 2.1.7). 
1.4.2 Experimental platforms 
(1) Sequential algorithm test platform 
The platform for the test of all sequential programs is a DELL desktop 
with Intel Pentium (R)4 CPU3.00GHZ and 1GB RAM. 
(2) Parallel algorithm test platform 
The parallel test platform is a SGI Altix 350 parallel machine, which of-
fers global shared memory in configurations of 32 Intelltanium 2 micro-
processors with 1.5GHz and 1.6GHz, based on the 64-bit Linux operating 
system and 384GB of memory. 
1.5 An overview of the thesis 
This thesis is comprised of following eight chapters with this Introduction 
chapter. 
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In Chapter 2, a brief overview of basic concepts and definitions of graph theory, 
algorithm complexity and NP-complete problems involved in the research is 
presented as a preliminary background of the research. 
In Chapter 3, the existing literature for the crossing number problem and the 
BCNPs is surveyed. The main focus of the chapter is on the algorithms for 
minimising the I-page and 2-page BCNs by other researchers, and previous 
theoretical achievements on the crossing number problems. Some researches 
for some problems related to the crossing number problems are mentioned, 
which could be references for solving the BCNPs. 
Chapter 4 describes the novel contribution of the work for the BCNPs. The 
chapter is focused on the novel heuristic algorithms for the BCNPs, including 
AVSDF+ algorithm for the 1-page BCNP (He & Sykora 2004), and four strate-
gies of edge distribution for the 2-page BCNP (He et al. 2005, He et al. 2006). 
Chapter 5 focuses on the genetic algorithms applied to the 1-page (He et al. 
2005a) and the 2-page BCNPs (He et al. 2006a) respectively. 
Chapter 6 is concerned with two models of neural networks, a model of Hopfield 
network for the 1-page BCNP and an improved model of Hopfield network for 
the 2-page BCNP. 
Chapter 7 discusses the improvement of genetic algorithm performance with 
an example of parallelisation of genetic algorithms for the 2-page BCNP (He 
et al. 2006, He et al. 2006). 
Chapter 8 presents novel exact results and conjectured optimal results for the 
1-page and 2-page BCNs of some structural graphs (Fulek et al. 2005, He 
et al. 2005, He et al. 2006) supported by the experimental results based on the 
algorithms in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. 
Chapter 9 presents the comparison of the algorithms above, the summary of 
the contributions of the work, and the considerations of further work. 
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Chapter 2 
Graph Theoretic Prerequisites 
This chapter gives a gentle yet concise introduction to the most of the termi-
nology used later in the thesis. Here most concepts of graph theory in Section 
2.1 are from Diestel's (1997) book, and Diestel provides proofs for all of the 
following propositions and theorems, except for those with a citation. The 
descriptions in Section 2.2 ~ Section 2.4 are about representations of graphs, 
complexity of algorithms, and NP-complete problems, which are mainly from 
Jungnickel's (1999) book. 
2.1 Graphs 
2.1.1 Basic concepts of graphs 
We can divide graphs into two categories, directed graphs and undirected 
graphs. 
Definition 2.1.1. A directed graph (digraph) 9 is an ordered pair 9 = (V, E) 
with 
(1) V, a set of vertices or nodes; 
(2) E, a set of ordered pairs of vertices, called directed edges (arcs). An edge 
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e(x, y) is considered to be directed from x to y; y is called the head and 
x is called the tail of the edge. 
An undirected graph is a graph in which the vertices are connected by undi-
rected edges. Hence, e(x, y) and e(y, x) represent the same edge in an undi-
rected graph. We mainly discuss undirected graphs in this thesis. 
The usual way to picture a graph is by drawing a dot for each vertex and 
joining two of these dots by a line if the corresponding two vertices form an 
edge (Fig.2.1). 
5 
4 
• 7 
Figure 2.1: The graph on V={O,I,2,3,4,5,6,7} with edge set E={(O,I), (0,2), 
(0,4), (1,2), (1,4), (3,6), (4,5)} 
A graph with vertex set V is said to be a graph on V. The vertex set of a graph 
Q is referred to as V(Q), and its edge set as E(Q). The number of vertices of 
a graph Q is written as lVI, and the number of edges is denoted by IEI. 
A vertex v is incident with an edge e if v E e, then e is an edge at v. The two 
vertices incident with an edge are its endverlices or ends, and an edge joins 
its ends. The set of all the edges in E at a vertex v is denoted by E(v). Two 
vertices u, v of Q are adjacent, or neighbours, if (u, v) is an edge of Q. Two 
edges e # f are adjacent if they have an end in common. 
Let Q = (V, E) and Q' = (V', E') be two graphs. We call Q and Q' isomorphic 
and write Q ~ Q', if there exists a bijection cp : V -t V' with (u, v) E E <* 
(cp(u), cp(v)) E E', for all u, v E V. Such a map cp is called an isomorphism. If 
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9 = 9', it is called an automorphism. We do not normally distinguish between 
isomorphic graphs. Thus we usually write 9 = 9' rather than 9 ~ 9'. 
We set 9 U9' = (VU V', E U E') and 9 n9' = (V n V', En E'). If 9 n9' = 0, 
then 9 and 9' are disjoint. If V' ~ V and E' ~ E, then 9' is a subgraph of 9 
(and 9 is a supergraph of 9'), written as 9' ~ 9. 
If U is any set of vertices (usually of 9), we write 9 - U for 9(V \ U), which is 
obtained from 9 by deleting all the vertices in Un V and their incident edges. 
For a subset F of V 2 we write 9 - F = (V, E \ F) and 9 + F = (V, E U F). 
If 9 and 9' are disjoint, we denote by 9 * 9' the graph obtained from 9 U 9' by 
joining all vertices of 9 to all the vertices of 9'. For example, K2 * K3 = Ks, 
where Kn is a complete graph with n vertices. The complement 9 of 9 is the 
graph on V with edge set V 2 \ E (Fig. 2.2). 
(a) 9 (b) {; 
Figure 2.2: A graph isomorphic to its complement 
2.1.2 The degree of a vertex 
Let 9 = (V, E) be a nonempty graph. The set of neighbours of a vertex v in 
9 is denoted by Ng(v), or briefly by N(v). More generally for U ~ V, the 
neighbours in V \ U of vertices in U are called neighbours of U, denoted by 
N(U). 
The degree dg(v) = d(v) of a vertex v is the number IE(v)1 of edges at v, 
namely, it is equal to the number of neighbours of v. A vertex of degree 0 is 
isolated. The number 6(9) = min{d(v)lv E V} is the minimal degree of 9, 
and the number A(9) = max{d(v)lv E V} is the maximal degree of 9. If all 
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vertices of 9 have the same degree k, then 9 is k-regular. A 3-regular graph 
is called cubic. 
The number d(9) = I~I L d(v), is the average degree of9. Obviously, 6(9) ~ 
vEV 
d(Q) ~ ~(9). The average degree quantifies globally what is measured locally 
by the vertex degrees: the number of edges at each vertex of 9. Sometimes 
it will be convenient to express this ratio directly, as 'Yt(9) = IEI/IVI. The 
quantities d and "It are intimately related. If we sum up all vertex degrees in 
9, we count every edge exactly twice: once from each of its ends. Thus 
1" 1-IEI = 2 L.Jd(v) = 2d(9)1V1, 
vEV 
and therefore, 
1 -
'Yt(9) = 2d(9). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Proposition 2.1.2. The number of vertices with odd degree in a graph is 
always even. 
2.1.3 Paths and cycles 
A path is a non-empty graph P = (V, E) of the form 
where the ViS are all distinct. The vertices Vo and Vk are linked by P and 
called its ends; the vertices Vb V2, ... , Vk-l are the inner vertices of P. The 
number of edges of a path is its length, and the path of length k is denoted by 
Pk = VOV1 ... Vk (Fig. 2.3). 
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IfP = VO ..• Vk-l is a path and k ~ 3, then the graph C = P+(Vk-1> vo) is called 
a cycle. As with paths, we denote a cycle by its cyclic sequence of vertices, 
VOVJ ••• Vk-JVO. The length of a cycle is its number of edges (or vertices); the 
cycle of length k is called a k - cycle and denoted by Ck • The minimal length 
of a cycle, if any, in a graph 9 is girth g(9) of 9; the maximal length of a cycle 
in 9 is its circumference. 
Proposition 2.1.3. Every graph 9 contains a path of length 6(9) ~ 2 and a 
cycle of length at least 8(9) + 1 (provided that 8(Q) ~ 2). 
The distance d( u, v) of two vertices u, v in 9 is the length of a shortest u - v 
path in 9; if no such path exists, we set d(u, v) = 00. The greatest distance 
between any two vertices in 9 is the diameter of 9, denoted by diam(9). 
Diameter and girth are related: 
Proposition 2.1.4. Every graph 9 containing a cycle satisfies 
g(9) ~ 2diam(9) + 1. 
A vertex is central in 9 if its greatest distance from any other vertex is as small 
as possible. This distance is the radius of 9. 
rad(9) = min{max d(u, v)}. 
uEV ttEV 
(2.3) 
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The following relationship holds true: 
rad(Q) :<::; diam(Q) :<::; 2rad(Q). (2.4) 
Does a graph Q = (V, E) contain a closed walk that visits every vertex of Q 
exactly once? If [VI ;::: 3, then any such walk is a cycle: Hamiltonian cycle of 
Q. If Q has a Hamiltonian cycle, it is called hamiltonian. Similarly, a path in 
Q containing every vertex of Q is a Hamiltonian path. There are the following 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle. 
Theorem 2.1.5. (Dirac 1952) Let Q be a graph with n ;::: 3 vertices. If the 
minimal degree at least n12, then Q is Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 2.1.6. (Ore 1960) Let Q be a graph with n ;::: 3 vertices. If for any 
two non-adjacent vertices u and v, d(u) + d(v) ;::: n, the Q is Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 2.1.7. (Ore 1961) Let Q be a graph with n vertices and m edges. If 
m;::: ~(n - 1)(n - 2) + 2, then Q is Hamiltonian. 
2.1.4 Connectivity 
A non-empty graph is connected if any two of its vertices are linked by a path 
in Q. If U ~ V(Q) and Q(U) is connected, we also call U itself connected in Q. 
Let Q = (V, E) be a non-empty graph. A maximal connected subgraph of Q is 
called a component of Q (Fig. 2.4). 
Figure 2.4: A graph with two components, and a minimal spanning connected 
subgraph in each component 
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If A, B ~ V and X ~ VUE are such that every path from A to B in 9 
contains a vertex or an edge in X, we say that X separates the sets A and B 
in g. This implies in particular that An B ~ X. More generally we say X 
separates g, and call X a separating set in g, if X separates two vertices of 
g- X in g. A vertex which separates two other vertices of the same component 
is a cutver/ex, and an edge separating its ends is a bridge (Fig. 2.5), thus the 
bridges in a graph are precisely those edges that do not lie on any cycle. 
Figure 2.5: A graph with cutvertices v, x, y, wand bridge e(x, y) 
Complete graphs 
A complete graph is a graph in which each pair of graph vertices is connected 
by an edge. The complete graph with n vertices is denoted Kn and has (;) = 
n(n-l)/2 (the triangular numbers) undirected edges, where (~) is a binomial 
n' -
coefficient (= (n _ ~)!k!)' The graph sum 9 + 9 on a n-vertex graph 9 is 
the complete graph Kn, where 9 is the complement graph of g. The graph 
complement of the complete graph Kn is the empty graph on n vertices. An 
empty graph on n vertices consists of n isolated vertices with no edges. 
k-connected graphs 
9 is called k-connected (for kEN) if IVI > k and 9 - X is connected for every 
set X ~ V with IXI < k. In other words, no two vertices of 9 are separated 
by fewer than k other vertices. Every non-empty graph is O-connected, and 
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the I-connected graphs are precisely the non-trivial connected graphs. The 
greatest integer k such that 9 is k-connected is the connectivity K(9) of 9. 
Thus, K(9)=O if and only if 9 is disconnected or a K1 , and K(Kn) = n -1 for 
alln~l. 
If IVI > 1 and 9 - F is connected for every set F <;;; E of fewer than ledges, 
then 9 is called l-edge-connected. The greatest integer 1 such that 9 is l-edge-
connected is the edge-connectivity '>'(9) of 9. In particular, we have .>.(9) = 0 
if 9 is disconnected. 
For every non-trivial graph 9, we have 
K(9) :<::: '>'(9) :<::: 6(9), (2.5) 
so in particular high connectivity requires a large minimal degree. Conversely, 
large minimal degree does not ensure high connectivity, not even high edge-
connectivity. It does, however, imply the existence of a highly connected sub-
graph: 
Theorem 2.1.8. Every graph of average degree at least 4k has a k-connected 
subgraph. 
2-connected (biconnected) graphs 
A maximal connected subgraph without a cutvertex is called a block. Thus, 
every block of a graph 9 is either a maximal 2-connected subgraph, or a bridge 
(with its ends), or an isolated vertex. Conversely, every such subgraph is a 
block. Different blocks of 9 overlap in at most one vertex, which is then a 
cutvetex of 9. Hence, every edge of 9 lies in a unique block, and 9 is the union 
of its blocks. In a sense, blocks are the 2-connected analogues of components, 
the maximal connected subgraphs of a graph. While the structure of 9 is fully 
determined by its components, however, 9 is not captured completely by the 
structure of its blocks, since the blocks need not be disjoint. One can define 
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another structure to describe 9 coarsely: Let A denote the set of cutvertices 
of g, and B the set of its blocks. A natural bipartite graph on A U B is formed 
by the edges (a, B) with a E A, B. The block graph of 9 is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
bs 
b3 
b7 
o 0 bs 
Figure 2.6: A graph and its block graph 
Proposition 2.1.9. The block graph of a connected graph is a tree. 
Proposition 2.1.10. A graph is 2-connected if and only if it can be con-
structed from a cycle by successful adding 1i-paths to graphs 1i already con-
structed (Fig. 2.7). 
Figure 2.7: The construction of 2-connected graphs 
Proposition 2.1.11. (Jungnickel 1999) Let 9 be a graph with at least 3 
vertices, which does not contain any isolated vertices, then the following con-
ditions are equivalent: 
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(1) Q is 2-connected. 
(2) For any two vertices of Q, there exists a cycle containing both of them. 
(3) For any vertex v and edge e of Q, there exists a cycle containing both v 
and e. 
(4) For any two edges of Q, there exists a cycle containing both of them. 
(5) For any two vertices x and y and any edge e of Q, there exists a path from 
x to y containing e. 
(6) For any three vertices x, y, Z ofQ, there exists a path from x to y containing 
z. 
(7) For any three vertices x, y, z of Q, there exists a path from x to y not 
containing z. 
2.1.5 Trees 
Lemma 2.1.12. Any connected graph on n vertices contains at least n - 1 
edges. 
A tree is a simple, undirected, connected, acyclic graph. The vertices with 
degree 1 are its leaves ( Fig. 2.8). 
Figure 2.8: A tree 
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Theorem 2.1.13. The following assertions are equivalent for a tree 7: 
(1) 7 is a treej 
(2) any two vertices of 7 are linked by a unique path in 7j 
(3) 7 is minimally connected, i.e. 7 is connected but 7 - e is disconnected 
for every edge e E 7 j 
(4) 7 is maximally acyclic, i.e. 7 contains no cycle but 7 + (u, v) does, for 
any two non-adjacent vertices, u, v E 7. 
Corollary 2.1.14. The vertices of a tree can always be numerated, say as 
VD, VI, ... , Vn-I, so that every Vi with i ;::: 1 has a unique neighbour in {Vo, ... , vi-d. 
Corollary 2.1.15. A connected graph with n vertices is a tree if and only if 
it has n - 1 edges. 
Corollary 2.1.16. If7 is a tree and Q is any graph with o(Q) ;::: 171-1, then 
7 c;;:; g, i. e. Q has a subgraph isomorphic to T 
A binary tree is a tree-like structure that is rooted and in which each vertex 
has at most two children and each child of a vertex is designated as its left or 
right child. The relative positions of the children is significant. 
The height of a binary tree is the number of levels within the tree. For a binary 
tree of height h with n nodes, 
(2.6) 
These extremes correspond to a balanced tree (each node except the tree leaves 
has a left and right child, and all tree leaves are at the same level, also called 
a perfect binary tree) and a degenerate tree (each node has only one outgoing 
branch), respectively. For a search of data organised into a binary tree, the 
number of search steps S(n) needed to find an item is bounded by 
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log n ::; S(n) ::; n. (2.7) 
A complete binary tree (Fig. 2.9) is a labelled binary tree containing the labels 
o to n - 1 with root 0, branches leading to nodes labelled 1 and 2, branches 
from these leading to 3, 4 and 5, 6, respectively, and so on (Knuth 1997). 
o 
3 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
Figure 2.9: A complete binary tree 
2.1.6 p-partite graphs 
Let p :::: 2 be an integer. A graph g = (V, E) is called p-partite if V admits a 
partition into p classes such that every edge has its ends in different classes: 
vertices in the same partition class must not be adjacent (Fig. 2.10). The 
p-partite graphs with p = 2 are called bipartite. An p-partite graph, in which 
every pair of vertices from different partition classes are adjacent, is called 
complete; The complete p-partite graph for all p together are the complete 
multipartite graphs. The complete p-partite graph Kn, * ... * Knp is denoted 
by Kn" ... ,np' If nl = ... = np = n, we abbreviate it as Kn(P) (Fig. 2.10 (b)). 
Proposition 2,1.17. A graph is bipartite if and only if it contains no odd 
cycle (a cycle of odd length). 
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(a) K"2,, (b) K2,2,2 
Figure 2.10: Two 3-partite graphs 
2.1.7 Special graphs 
Here some special structural graphs are introduced, as they will be used as 
test suites of algorithms. 
Halin graphs 
A Halin graph is a plane graph 1£ = TuC, where T is a plane tree with no 
vertex of degree two and at least one vertex of degree three or more, and C is 
a cycle connecting the leaves of T in the cyclic order determined by a plane 
embedding of T (Fig. 2.11). 
Cartesian product graphs 
The Cartesian product (Fig. 2.12) 9 = 91 X 92 of graphs 91 and 92 with 
disjoint vertex sets VI and V2 and edge sets El and E2 is the graph with vertex 
set VI x V2 and U = (Ul, U2) adjacent with v = (VI, V2) whenever [Ul = VI and 
U2 adj V2] or [U2 = V2 and Ul adj VI], where (Ul, vd E Eh (U2, V2) E E 2, and U 
adj V means that U is adjacent with V (Harary 1994). 
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Figure 2.11: A Halin graph 
11.. ~ w 
0' .' .' (b) 92 = 'P3 
~.~ ~.v, ~.w, 
I:J:l..w, 
(c) 9, x 9, = p, X P3 
Figure 2.12: A Cartesian production 
(1) Mesh graphs Let Pm be an m-vertex path. A mesh graph can be 
constructed by the Cartesian product of Pm and Pn • Let Pm X Pn denote the 
mxn mesh graph. The graph Pmx Pn is a union ofm paths of type Pn (called 
rows) and n paths of type Pm (called columns). As an example, Fig. 2.12 is a 
Cartesian product of P2 and P3, constructing the mesh graph P2 x P3. 
(2) Toroidal mesh graphs Let Cm be an m-vertex cycle. A toroidal graph 
can be constructed by the Cartesian product of Cm and en, denoted by Cm x Cn, 
which is a 4-regular graph. Fig. 2.13 shows two layouts of the toroidal graph 
C4 x Cs. 
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...- I-
Figure 2.13: A toroidal graph 
Xtree graphs 
An Xtree consists of a perfect binary tree, in which the vertices of each level. 
are connected in turn. If the height of the tree in an Xtree is h, we denote the 
Xtree as Xt(h). Fig. 2.14 is the Xtree graph Xt(5). 
Figure 2.14: A Xtree graph 
Circulant graphs 
A circulant graph Cn(ao, ... , aj, ... , ak), where 0 < ao < al < ... < ak < (n+ 1)/2, 
is a regular Hamiltonian graph with n vertices, in which the i-th vertex is 
adjacent to the (i + aj)th and (i - aj)th vertices for each aj in the list. The 
circulant graph Cn (1, 2, ... , Ln/2J) gives the complete graph and the graph Cn (1) 
gives the cyclic graph Cn (Fig. 2.15). 
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(a) C.(l) (b) C.(l,2,3,4) 
Figure 2.15: Circulant graphs 
Generalized Peters en graphs 
n-1 
The generalized Petersen graph P(n, k) for n ;::: 3 and 1 :::; k :::; l-2-J is a 
graph consisting of an inner star polygon S(n, k) (circulant graph Cn(k)) and 
an outer regular polygon with n vertices (cycle graph Cn ) with corresponding 
vertices in the inner and outer polygons connected with edges. P(n, k) has 
2n nodes and 3n edges. Fig. 2.16 show the construction of the generalized 
Petersen graph P(5, 2). 
(a) Star polygon C,(2) (b) Regular polygon C5 (c) Generalized Petersen 
graph P(5, 2) 
Figure 2.16: Construction of a generalized Petersen graph 
Hypercubes 
The hypercube is a generalisation of a 3-cube to n dimensions, also called a 
measure polytope. It is a regular polytope with mutually perpendicular sides, 
and is therefore an orthotope. It is denoted Qn. The number of k-cubes 
contained in an n-cube can be found from the coefficients of (2k + 1)n, namely 
(;) 2n-k, where (;) is a binomial coefficient. The number of nodes in the n-
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hypercube is therefore 2n, the number of edges is 2n- 1n. The number of cubes 
is 2n - 4n(n - 1)(n - 2)/3. The 1-hypercube is a line segment, the 2-hypercube 
is the square, and the 3-hypercube is the cube. The hypercube in JR.4, is called 
a tesseract, also called the 8-cell or octachoron (Fig. 2.17). 
o 00 01 
ID 
10 11 
000 001 
~ 
ktdJ 
010 011 
Figure 2.17: Hypercubes: Q), Q2, Q3 and Q4 
2.2 Representing graphs 
If we implement an algorithm handling graphs, we have to decide how to 
represent a graph. Simply say, in a digraph, e(x, y) # e(y, x), while in an 
undirected graph, e(x, y) = e(y,x). Therefore, if we represent a digraph, then 
an undirected graph can be treated by looking at its complete orientation. The 
easiest method to represent 9 is to list its edges. 
2.2.1 List of edges 
A digraph 9 on vertex set {O, 1, ... , n -1} is specified by : 
(1) its number of vertices nj 
(2) the list of its edges, given as a sequence of ordered pairs (Ui, Vi)' that is 
ei = (Ui, Vi). 
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The digraph 9 of Fig. 2.18 is then given by: 
(1) n=6j 
(2) (0,1), (1 ,2) ,(2,3),(0,4),( 4,1), (5,4) ,(3,5),(5,3), (3,0) ,(5,2) ,(1,4) ,(0,2). 
The order of the edges is chosen arbitrarily. 
2 
~3 
4 5 
Figure 2.18: A digraph 9 
A list of m edges can, for example, be implemented by two arrays with m 
elements (named 'head' and 'tail') of type integer. In C language, we could 
define a type EDGE as a structure of two elements of type integer, and then 
use array with m elements of the type EDGE to store the list of edges. 
Lists of edges need only little space in memory (2m places for m edges), but 
they are not easy to work with: If we need, for example, all the vertices 
adjacent to a given vertex, we have to search through the whole list. We can 
avoid this disadvantage by ordering the edges in a reasonable way or by using 
adjacency lists. 
2.2.2 Adjacency lists 
A digraph having vertex set 0, ... , n - 1 is specified by: 
(1) the number of vertices nj 
(2) n lists Aa, AI, ... , An-I, where Ai contains all vertices j for which 9 contains 
an edge (i, j). 
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The digraph of Fig. 2.18 is represented by adjacency lists as follows: 
(1) n=6; 
(2) Aa : 1,2,4; Al : 2,4; A2 : 3; A3 : 0,5; A5 : 1; A5 : 2,3,4. 
If, in the directed case, we often need all edges with a given end vertex as 
well as edges with given start vertex, it might be helpful to store 'backward 
adjacency lists' (where the end vertices are given) as well. For implementation, 
it is common to use ordinary or doubly linked lists. Then it is easy to work 
on all edges in a list consecutively, and to insert or remove edges. For an 
undirected graph, each edge occurs now in two of the adjacency lists, whereas 
it would have been sufficient to put it in the edge list just once. 
2.2.3 Adjacency matrix 
A digraph 9 with vertex set 0, ... , n -1 can be specified by an (n x n)-matrix 
A = (aij), where aij=1 if and only if (i, j) is an edge in G, and llij=O otherwise. 
A is called the adjacency matrix of g. For the digraph of Fig. 2.18 we have 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
A= 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 
Adjacency matrices can be implemented simply as an n x n array. For an 
undirected graph g, the adjacency matrix of 9 is symmetric with a 'zero' 
diagonal as we do not allow edges from one vertex to itself. As they need a lot 
of space in memory (n2 places), they are often used to represent graphs having 
many edges. 
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2.3 The complexity of algorithms 
Complexity theory studies the time and memory space an algorithm needs as 
a function of the 'size' of the input data. To do this in a formally correct 
way, we would have to be more precise about what an algorithm is; we would 
also have to make clear how input data and the time and space needed by the 
algorithm are measured. This could be done e.g., by using Thring machines 
(introduced by Thring (1936)), but that would lead us too far away from our 
original subject. 
Thus, we will use the number of vertices or edges of the graph we are dealing 
with, for measuring the size of the input data. The time complexity of an 
algorithm A is the function f, where fen) is the maximal number of steps A 
needs to solve an instance of a problem having input data of length n. The 
space complexity is defined analogously for the memory space needed. We do 
not specify what a 'step' really is, but count the usual arithmetic operations, 
access to arrays, comparisons, etc. as one step. 
Note that the complexity is always measured for the worst possible case (for a 
given size of input data). This is not always realistic; for example, the Simplex 
Algorithm in Linear Programming has exponential complexity although it does 
work very fast in practice. Thus, it might often be better to use an 'average 
complexity'. But then, we would have to set up a probability distribution 
for the input data, and the whole treatment becomes much more difficult. 
Therefore, it is common practice to consider the worst case complexities. 
In most cases, it is impossible to calculate the complexity fen) of an algorithm 
exactly. We are then content with an estimate of how fast f (n) grows. We use 
the following notations: Let f and 9 be two functions mapping from N to 1R+ . 
We write 
- fen) = O(g(n)), if there is a constant c > 0 such that fen) ~ cg(n) for all 
sufficiently large n; 
- fen) = n(g(n)), if there is a constant c> 0 such that fen) :::: cg(n) for all 
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sufficiently large nj 
- f(n) = 8(g(n)), if f(n) = O(g(n)) and f(n) = !1(g(n)). 
If f(n) = 8(g(n)), we say that f has the rate of growth g(n). If f(n) = O(g(n)) 
or f(n) = !1(g(n)) respectively, then f has at most or at least the rate of growth 
g(n) respectively. If the time or space complexity of an algorithm is O(g(n)), 
we say that the algorithm has complexity O(g(n)). 
Mostly we consider the time complexity only, and and use the phrase complex-
ity. The space complexity is at most as large as the time complexity, because 
the data taking up memory space in the algorithm have to be read first. 
For a graph Q, we obviously have IEI = O(1V12)j if 9 is connected, Lemma 
2.1.12 implies that IEI = !1(IVI). Graphs with IEI = 8(1V1 2) are often 
called dense, graphs with IEI = 8(1V1) are sparse. Note that O(loglEI) and 
O(loglVl) are the same for connected graphs, because the logarithms differ 
only by a constant factor. 
If, for a problem P, there exists an algorithm having complexity O(f(n)), 
we say that P has complexity at most O(f(n)). If each algorithm for P has 
complexity !1(g(n)), we say P has complexity at least !1(g(n)). If, in addition, 
there is an algorithm for P having complexity O(g(n)), then P has complexity 
8(g(n)). 
Unfortunately, in most cases, it is much more difficult to find lower bounds for 
the complexity of a problem than to find upper bounds, because it is hard to say 
something non-trivial about all possible algorithms for a problem. There might 
exist another problem working with the above notations for the complexity of 
algorithms: Disregarding constants when looking at rates of growth means 
that the rates of growth are only asymptotically significant (that is, for very 
large n). However, for the algorithms we are going to look at, the constants 
will always be small (mostly :5 10). 
The polynomial algorithms, that is, the algorithms of complexity O(nk), for 
some k, are considered effiCient. Problems for which a polynomial algorithm 
exists are also called easy, whereas problems, for which no polynomial algo-
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rithms are known, are called intractable or hard. This terminology becomes 
clear if we consider the difference between polynomial and exponential rates 
of growth. Table 2.1 illustrates this difference which is most evident for large 
values of n: 
Table 2 l' The rate of growth 
f(n)Ln I 10 I 20 I 30 I 50 I 100 
n 10 20 30 50 100 
n 100 400 900 2,500 10,000 
n 1,000 8,000 27,000 125,000 1,000,000 
n 10,000 160,000 810,000 6,250,000 100,000,000 
2" 1,024 1,048,576 "'10 
'" 10" ~ lO"U 
5" 9,765,625 '" 10" '" 10" '" 10" '" 10'" 
For a N P-complete problem not only no polynomial algorithm is known, but 
there is good reason to believe that such an algorithm can not exist. 
2.4 N P-complete problems 
A decision problem is such a problem whose solution is either 'yes' or 'no'. 
An optimisation problem is such problem that among all possible structures 
of given kind, we look for the optimal one with respect to a certain criterion. 
Examples for such problems are to find shortest paths, minimal spanning tree, 
etc. However, each optimisation problem corresponds to a decision problem. 
Between decision problem and optimisation problem one might consider eval-
uation problems, where the value of an optimal solution is asked for, without 
requiring the explicit solution. Obviously, any algorithm for an optimisation 
problem solves the corresponding evaluation problem as well; analogously, solv-
ing an evaluation problem also gives a solution for the associated decision prob-
lem. It is not clear whether the reverse of these statements is true. In generally, 
using binary search, we can solve an evaluation problem using the solutions of 
the corresponding decision problem. But we do not know how to construct an 
optimal solution if we only know its value. Anyway, an optimisation problem 
is at least as hard as the corresponding decision problem. 
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Problem 2.4.1 (Hamiltonian cycle (HC». Let 9 be a given connected 
graph, does 9 have a Hamiltonian cycle? 
Problem 2.4.2 (Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP». On the complete 
graph K n , we have a given weight function w : E -t jR+. Find a cyclic 
permutation 1r = (vo, VI, ... , Vn-I) of the vertex set {O, ... , n - I} such that 
n-I 
w(1r) = L W( {Vi, V(i+I) mod n) 
i=O 
is minimal. We call any cyclic permutation 1r of {o, ... , n - I} and the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian cycle in Kn a tour. Ifw(1r) is minimal among all tours, 
we call1r an optimal tour. 
Problem 2.4.3 (Decision problem for TSP). On the complete graph K n , 
we have a given weight function w : E -t jR+. Find a Hamiltonian cycle whose 
cost is at most M. 
We denote the class of all polynomial decision problem by P (for 'polynomial'). 
The class of decision problems for which a positive answer can be verified 
in polynomial time is denoted by NP (for 'non-deterministic polynomial'). 
Namely, we do not only require the answer 'yes' or 'no', but also the explicit 
specification of a certificate which allows to verify the correctness of a positive 
answer. However, the definition of N P does not demand that a negative answer 
can be verified in polynomial time. The class of decision problem for which 
a negative answer can be verified in polynomial time is denoted by 'co-NP'. 
Obviously, we have P ~ N pn co-NP: Any polynomial algorithm for a decision 
problem gives the correct answer in polynomial time, and thus can be used 
to verify a given answer. On the other hand, it is not clear whether every 
problem from NP is also in P or in co-NP, respectively. For example, we do 
not know any polynomial algorithm for the TSP. Nevertheless, we can verify 
a positive answer in polynomial time (by checking whether the certificate 1r is 
a cyclic permutation of the vertices, calculating w(1r) and comparing it with 
M). However, we do not know any polynomial algorithm which could check a 
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negative answer for the TSP (namely the answer: 'there is not tour of length 
::; M'). In fact, the questions whether P = NP or NP =co-NP are the 
outstanding open questions of complexity theory. 
A problem is called N P-complete if it is N P and if the polynomial solvability of 
this problem would imply that all problems in N P are solvable in polynomial 
time as well. In other words: each problem in N P can be transformed (in 
polynomial time) to the given NP-complete problem such that a solution of 
the NP-complete problem also gives a solution of that other problem in NP. 
NP-completeness is a strong condition on a problem: if we found a polynomial 
algorithm for such a problem, this would imply that P = NP. 
Theorem 2.4.4. He and TBP are NP-complete. 
For the rather technical and lengthly proof is referred to Garey and Johnson 
(1979) or Papadimitriou and Steiglitz (1982). 
Having found some NP-complete problems (such as HC and TSP), other 
problems can be shown to be NP-complete by transforming the known NP-
complete problem in polynomial time to these problems. Thus, it has to be 
shown that a polynomial algorithm for the 'new' problem implies that the 
given N P-complete problem is polynomially solvable as well. 
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Chapter 3 
Literature Review 
In this chapter, different drawings and variant crossing numbers corresponding 
to their drawings are introduced. This chapter chiefly reviews the current 
state of the art on crossing numbers and algorithms that can be used for 
the book crossing number problems (BCNPs). Especially, the 1-page and 
2-page BCNPs, corresponding to the 1-page and 2-page book drawings, are 
emphasised, which are the core problems that the thesis is investigating. 
3.1 Embeddings and drawings 
3.1.1 Drawing a graph in a plane 
A planar drawing can be defined as follows: 
Definition 3.1.1 (Planar drawings). A planar drawing (representation) V 
of a graph 9 = (V, E) is a mapping of the vertices in V to distinct points in 
the plane and of the edges in E to Jordan arcs with the following properties: 
(1) For all edges e E E, the representation of edge e = (VI, V2) connects the 
representation of VI with the representation of V2' 
(2) The representation of two disjoint edges el = (VI,V2) and e2 = (UI,U2) 
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have no common points except at common end points. 
(3) The representation of edge e = (Vl,V2) does not contain the representation 
ofva E V with Va # {Vl,V2}' 
A Jordan arc is a piece of finite length of a Jordan curve, which is a curve 
that falls in a plane and is topologically equivalent to the unit circle in that 
it is simple, closed, and does not cross itself. The curve divides the plane into 
exactly two parts, one part that is inside of the curve and another part that is 
outside of it. It is impossible to pass continuously from one part to the other 
without crossing the curve. 
A plane graph is a pair (V, E) of finite sets with the properties above. An 
embedding in the plane, or planar embedding, of an abstract graph 9 is an 
isomorphism between 9 and a plane graph g. To be brief, a graph embedding 
preserves connectivity. Skiena (1990) considers a number of different types of 
embeddings, including circular, ranked, radial, rooted, and spring (Fig. 3.1) . 
......... 
......... . ............. . 
//,'.... . ........... -1, .. .ll-':'-"'! 
\ (; ( • 
""'" ........... . 
................................. 
(a) Circular embedding (b) Radial embedding (c) Ranked embedding 
• 
(d) Spring embedding 
(e) Rooted embedding 
Figure 3.1: Different types of embeddings 
If 1) is a planar drawing the set ]R2 - 1) is open and its regions are called the 
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faces of V. Since V is bounded, exactly one of the faces of V is unbounded, 
which is called the outer face of the V. Every drawing defines a planar and a 
combinatorial embedding of the graph g. Such an embedding essentially fixes 
the topology of g. A combinatorial embedding is defined as a clockwise ordered 
list of adjacent neighbours for vertex v E V. When, in addition, the outer face 
is fixed, the combinatorial embedding is also called a planar embedding of g. 
An alternative definition of a combinatorial embedding is for each face f an 
anti-clockwise ordered list of the edges bordering f. 
Definition 3.1.2 (Planar Embedding). Two drawings VJ and V 2 of a pla-
nar graph g realize the same planar embedding of g, if and only if the following 
two conditions hold: 
(1) The cycles of g that bound the faces of VJ are the same cycles that bound 
the faces of V 2 • 
(2) The outer face in VI is bounded by the same cycle of g as in V 2• 
Szekely (2003) presented the following definition of a drawing in "normal 
form" . 
Definition 3.1.3. A drawing V(g) of a graph g is said to be in normal form 
if, for any three curve ct, C2, and C3 corresponding to edges in E(g), 
(1) any pair of edges cross each other a finite number of times, so that the 
number of disjoint maximal subsets in Cl nC2 (and also, C2nC3 and Cl nC3) 
is finite; 
(2) curves are nowhere tangential- if one side of a curve is seen as 'left' and 
the other as 'right', if Cl and C2 share a point, Cl is present both on the 
left and right of C2; more formally, if Cl and C2 share a point, then for 
any c: > 0, the disc U with centre p and radius c: is such that U \ C2 has 
two connected components, both intersecting Cl; 
(3) no three edges share a crossing point, or Cl n C2 n C3 = 0. 
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This definition is well justified, as it accommodates almost all the definitions 
of graph drawings used by researchers in the field. The significance of graph 
drawings in normal form is that all graph drawings with a finite number of 
edge intersections in normal form will guarantee all drawings do not increase 
the total number of pairwise edge crossings. 
(1) It is easy to guarantee that there is no shared sub-curve between Cl and 
C2' Actually, a shared sub-curve can be avoided by drawing Cl close 
alongside C2 where they could have an intersection, then so that Cl and 
C2 intersect at a single point (Fig. 3.2 (la), (lb)). 
(2) A tangential point shared by Cl and C2 can be removed by moving Cl away 
from C2 at the tangential point (Fig. 3.2 (2a), (2b)). 
(3) "No three edges share a crossing point" can be implemented by moving a 
curve Cl away C2 and C2 that intersect with Cl at a single point (Fig. 3.2 
(3a), (3b)). 
\171 W2C3 c2 cl (2a) (3a) (la) 
f2!;2 c3 (3b) cl (lb) (2b) 
Figure 3.2: Three criteria in a normal-form drawing. 
Some researchers give more constraints for the definition of a normal form 
drawing: 
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* adjacent edges do not intersect. 
* no pair of edges cross more than once; 
For example, Garey and Johnson (1983) require that no pair of edges cross 
more than once, but adjacent edges may intersect; Thtte (1970) requires that 
adjacent edges do not intersect, but the edges may cross multiple times for 
Thtte Theory. 
A normal drawing with the additional constraints above is called a single-cross 
normal form drawing by Winterbath (2005). Szekely (2003) calls it as a nice 
drawing, and gives the following definition. 
Definition 3.1.4. A drawing 'D of a graph Q is nice, if, in addition to be-
ing in normal form, it satisfies the following properties for any two edges, 
e\, e2 E E(Q): 
(1) 11J(el)n1J(e2)1 = 0, if e\, e2 E E(Q) are adjacent ---+ Adjacent edges never 
cross. 
(2) 11J(eJ) n'D(e2)1 ~ 1 for all el, e2 E E(Q) ---+ Edges cross each other at most 
once. 
Usually, straight-line drawings, in which each edge is drawn as a straight line 
segment, are used for single-crossing normal form in graph theory, and are 
called rectilinear drawings. Since all edges are straight, it is only possible for 
a pair of edges to have a single mutual crossing. 
3.1.2 Planar graphs 
Any graph isomorphic to a plane graph is called planar. Thus, the planar 
graphs are exactly those graphs which can be drawn in the plane without 
additional points of intersection between the edges. Such a drawing is a planar 
embedding of Q. 
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Theorem 3.1.5 (Euler's Formula). Let 9 be a connected planar graph with 
n vertices, m edges and f faces, then n - m + f = 2. 
Theorem 3.1.6. Let 9 be a connected planar graph on n vertices. If 9 has 
girth at least g, then 9 can have at most g(n - 2) edges. 
g-2 
Thtte proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1.7. {Thtte 1956} Every 4-connected planar graph has a Hamilton 
cycle. 
Corollary 3.1.8. Let 9 be a connected planar graph with n vertices, where 
n ;:: 3. Then 9 contains at most 3n - 6 edges. 
Therefore, by Corollary 3.1.8, Ks is not planar, as a planar graph on five 
vertices can have at most nine edges. K 3,3 has girth 4 and, as it has more than 
eight edges, it is not planar by Theorem 3.1.6. 
A subdivision of a graph is a graph 1£ which can be derived from 9 by applying 
the following operation once or several times: Replace an edge e = (u, v) by 
a path (u, Xl, ... , xn ), where all the Xi are new vertices, which have not been 
contained in 9 so far. Two graphs 1£ and 1l' are called homeomorphic if they 
are subdivisions of the same graph g. 
Theorem 3.1.9 (Kuratowski's Theorem). {Kuratowski 1930} A graph 
9 = (V, E) is planar if and only if it does not contain a subgraph which is 
homeomorphic to Ks or K 3,3. 
If we identify two adjacent vertices u and v in a graph g, we get an elementary 
contraction of g. More precisely, we omit u and v and replace them by a new 
vertex w which is adjacent to all vertices which were adjacent to u or v before. 
Fig. 3.3 shows a subdivision and a contraction. 
Theorem 3.1.10. {Wagner 1937} A graph 9 is planar if and only if it does 
not contain a subgraph which is contractible to Ks or K 3,3. 
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Figure 3.3: K 3,3, a subdivision and a contraction 
Definition 3.1.11 (Maximal Planar Subgraph). A maximal planar sub-
graph of a graph 9 is a subgraph 9' = (V, E') of 9 in which there exists no 
edge in E - E' that can be added to 9' without losing planarity. 
3.1.3 Book drawings and circular drawings 
A k-page book is the union of k half-planes. The half-planes intersect exactly 
on their finite boundaries, and this line is called "spine" of the book. The half-
planes are the pages of the book. In a book drawing (Shahrokhi et al. 1996), 
the vertices are placed on the spine of a book, and each edge must be drawn 
wholly on a single page of the book. A book drawing is in normal form. A 
1-page and a 2-page book drawings of a graph with eight vertices may be 
seen in Fig. 3.4(a) and (b) respectively. Book drawings provide a simple 
combinatorial framework for estimating the crossing number of a graph, and 
it is easy to enumerate the different book drawings of a graph. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ (a) A l-page book drawing 
Vo 
(b) A 2-page book drawing 
Figure 3.4: Two book drawings 
A circular (Six & Tollis 1999) (also called outerplanar (Kainen 1990)) drawing 
is equivalent to a k-page drawing, when the vertices of a graph 9 are placed 
along the circumference of a circle in the order given by the spine of the 
book drawing, and edges are drawn as straight lines with k different colours 
corresponding to k pages in the book drawing. Fig. 3.5 shows the equivalent 
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circular drawings of Fig. 3.4, in which the broken edges correspond to the 
edges in the second page in the 2-page drawing . 
.... 
~o-------------~ ___ ~ 
'. Vs '. '" .. ' 
V4 (a) A 1-page circular drawing 
", ...... . 
" ..... 
v7 ... vI 
V 
,: 2 
" ,: 
, . 
, : 
, : 
, . 
V " ,/ ,,' V:3 S ..... . 
. ........ :.~ ... '. " 
V4 (b) A 2-page circular drawing 
Figure 3.5: Two circular drawings 
However, we usually view a circular drawing as a I-page drawing, if there is 
no special description. 
Definition 3.1.12 (Outerplanar graph). An outerplanar graph is a graph 
which has an embedding on the plane such that the vertices lie on a fixed circle 
and the edges lie inside the disk of the circle and do not intersect. 
Proposition 3.1.13. A biconnected outerplanar graph contains a unique 
Hamiltonian cycle. 
Mitchell (1979) presented a linear time algorithm to recognize outerplanar 
and maximal outerplanar graphs. Maximal outerplanar graphs have a simple 
structure. They can be seen as a triangulation of a convex polygon. Mitchell 
also presented the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1.14 «Mitchell1979)). A graph Q with n nodes is outerplanar 
if and only if either Q is a triangle or 
(1) Q has at most 2n - 3 edges; 
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(2) Q has at least two degree two nodes; 
(3) no edge of Q lies on more than two triangles, and 
(4) for any degree two node u which is adjacent to nodes v and w, the graph Q 
minus node u plus the edge e(v, w) if not already in Q, is also outerplanar. 
3.2 Extensions of the crossing number prob-
lem 
3.2.1 Standard crossing number 
Given a graph Q, the crossing number, denoted cr(Q), of Q in R2, is the 
minimum number of crossings with which the graph can be drawn in single-
cross form. A graph with crossing number 0 is a planar graph. 
Definition 3.2.1. For any drawing V in single-cross normal form, of a graph 
Q, the relationship of two distinct edges e, f can be described: 
x(e, f, V) = { 1 ifIV(e) n VU)! = 1 
o otherwlse. 
The crossing number of a drawing V is 
1 
cr(V) = 2 L x(e, f, 'D), 
e,jEE(Q) 
and the crossing number of Q is 
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(3.1) 
(3.2) 
cr(9) = mini crv(9)}. 
veg) 
3.2.2 Book crossing number 
(3.3) 
A ~-page book drawing V of a graph 9 indicates two sets of information: (1) 
the order of vertices of 9 on the spine of the book; (2) the edges distributed 
on each page. The crossing number is related to the order of vertices and the 
distribution of edges. The minimum crossing number of a graph 9 over all ~­
page drawings of9 is called the ~-page book crossing number of 9. Winterbach 
(2005) presented a formal definition of book crossing number (BeN). 
Definition 3.2.2. For any book drawing V of a graph 9, define an indicator 
function: 
(
I ijIV(e) n V(/)I = 1, 
Xb(e, j, V) = e and j are on the same page in 1). 
o otherwise. 
Then the ~-page BeN of a drawing V, is 
1 
vv,. = '2 L Xb(e, j, V), 
e,/EE(Q) 
whilst the ~-page BeN of 9 is defined as 
v.(9) = min{vv .(9)}. 
V(Q) , 
The I-page BeN corresponds to the minimum number of crossings over all 
I-page drawings of 9, and is denoted as V1(9). The 2-page BeN corresponds 
to the minimum number of crossings over all 2-page drawings of 9, and is 
denoted as V2 (9). 
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3.2.3 Other crossing numbers 
Biplanar crossing number. A graph 9 is biplanar, if one can write 9 = 9 1 U 
92, where 91 and 92 are planar graphs (a graph is understood as a set of edges). 
Although planarity can be tested in polynomial time, testing biplanarity is 
NP-complete (Mansfield 1983, Szekely 2003). Owens (1971) introduced the 
biplanar crossing number of a graph 9, denoted cr2 (9), which is defined by 
cr2(9) = min {cr(9d + cr(92)}, where cr is the planar crossing number. 
Q=Q,UQ, 
There are also other versions of the crossing number problem: 
Pairwise crossing number (Pach & T6th 1998, Pach & T6th 2000). crpair(9) 
is equal to the minimum number of unordered pairs of edges that cross each 
other at least once (i.e. they are counted once instead of as many times they 
cross), over all normal drawings of 9. 
Odd crossing number (Pach & T6th 1998, Pach & T6th 2000). crodd(9) 
is equal to the minimum number of unordered pairs of edges that cross each 
other odd times, over all normal drawings of 9. 
Independent-odd crossing number (Tutte 1970). criodd(Q) is equal to the 
minimum number of unordered pairs of non-adjacent edges that cross each 
other odd times, over all normal drawings of 9. 
Some researchers (Eggleton 1986, Jensen 1971, Pach & T6th 2000) study an-
other kind of crossing number: 
Rectilinear crossing number(Eggleton 1986, Jensen 1971, Pach & T6th 
2000) erlin is the minimum number of crossings in a straight line drawing of a 
graph in a plane. 
For a complete graph with n ~ 10, the rectilinear crossing number is always 
larger than the standard crossing number of the graph. For the complete graph 
Kn with, n =1, 2, ... , the rectilinear crossing number is 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 3, 9, 19, 
36, 62, ... (White & Beineke 1978, Scheinerman & Wilf 1994). Although it 
had long been known that crlin(KlO) was either 61 or 62 (Singer 1971, Gardner 
1986), it was finally proven to be 62 by Brodsky et al. (2001). Aichholzer et al. 
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(2002) presented updated lower bounds and best known minimising examples 
(upper bounds) for the rectilinear crossing number of the complete graph of a 
set of n vertices in the plane (n up to 100). 
3.2.4 Relationship between different kinds of crossing 
numbers 
The gap between the standard and the book crossing numbers 
Given 9 = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges, cr(Q) denotes the crossing 
number of 9, VI(Q) denotes the 1-page BCN, V2(Q) denotes the 2-page BCN, 
and dv denotes the degree of vertex v. Clearly, the following inequality holds 
true. 
For instance, we have known cr(Ks) = 18 (Shahrokhi et al. 2003a), v2(Ks) = 
18 (Cimikowski & Shope 1996), and vI(Ks) = G) = 70 (Shahrokhi et al. 
2003a). 
Shahrokhi et al. (1996) showed 
vI(9) = O«cr(9) + Ld~)log2n). (3.4) 
vEV 
Even et al. (2002) proved that for every degree bounded graph, 
VI (9) = O«cr(9) + n)log n). (3.5) 
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Relationships between crossing numbers 
The following chain of inequalities is obvious from the definitions: 
(3.6) 
Moreover, we have er(9) ~ erlin(9) ~ 111(9) (Shahrokhi et al. 2003a). How-
ever, it is not known if erlin(9) must be larger than 112(9) for all graphs, 
although it is true for some graphs. For example, erlin(Ks) = 19 (Shahrokhi 
et al. 2003a), and 112(9) = 18 (Cimikowski & Shope 1996). 
Pach (1998) considers the problem of the possible equality of criocld, erocld, 
er pair, and er as the most important open problem on crossing numbers. Mohar 
(1995) independently posed the open problem whether 
crpair(9) = er(9). 
The smallest graphs with er(9) = 1 are Ks and K3,3. For these graphs the 
following stronger result holds: 
Theorem 3.2.3. (Chojnacki 1934) eriodd(Ks) = 1 and criodd(K3,3) = 1. 
The proofs were given by Pach and Toth (2000) and Tutte (1970). 
Most recently, it was proved that odd crossing number is strictly smaller than 
crossing number in general (Pelsmajer et al. 2006). 
Sykora, Szekely, and Vrt'o (2002) refuted Halton's conjecture, which asserted 
(among other things) that any graph of maximum degree 6 is biplanar. 
Recent work of Sykora, Szekely, and Vrt'o (2005a, 2005b) focused on the bi-
planar crossing number. They showed that for all graph 9, 
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However, one can not give an upper bound for cr(9) in terms of cr2(9), since 
there exist n-vertex and m-edge graphs with crossing number cr(9) = 8(m2) 
(Le. as large as possible) and biplanar crossing number cr2(9) = 8(m3/n2) 
(Le. as small as possible), for any m = f(n), where m/n exceeds a certain 
absolute constant (Szekely 2003). 
Sykora, Szekely, and Vrt'o also showed that 
(3.7) 
for n ;:: 12. Note that Ks,n is biplanar for n :::; 11. 
It is easy to observe that cr2(9) ~ 114(9), where 114(9) is the 4-page book 
crossing number (Czabarka et al. 2006) 
3.3 Previous research achievements 
3.3.1 On crossing number 
The crossing number problem is NP-complete 
There already exist efficient and linear-time algorithms for testing whether a 
graph has crossing number cr(Q) = 0, Le., for testing whether a graph is planar 
(Hopcroft & Tarjan 1974). However, Garey and Johnson (1983) have proved 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.1. (Garey (3 Johnson 1983). The crossing number problem is 
NP-complete. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, Garey of Johnson (1983) used the OLAP prob-
lem. 
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Problem 3.3.2 (Optimal Linear Arrangement Problem (OLAP): ). 
Given a graph g = (V, E), and a positive integer B, is there an one-to-one 
function f : {I, 2, ... , IVI}, such that L If(u) - f(v)1 :::: B? 
(u,V)EE 
Lemma 3.3.3. (Garey et al. 1976) OLAP is NP-complete. 
From Lemma 3.3.3, Garey and Johnson (1983) derived even a stronger result 
than Theorem 3.3.1. 
Theorem 3.3.4. (Garey fj Johnson 1983) Bipartite crossing number problem 
is NP-complete. 
Hlineny (2004) proved that crossing number is NP complete even for cubic 
graphs. 
Crossing number of complete bipartite graphs and complete graphs 
Let Kn,m denote the complete bipartite graph (bigraph) on n + m vertices. 
Zarankiewicz's conjecture (1954) asserted that the crossing number of complete 
bipartite graphs can be calculated with formula (3.8): 
(3.8) 
Fig. 3.6 shows the particular drawing of Km,n: place l%J vertices to negative 
positions on the x-axis, r%l vertices to positive positions on the x-axis, l; J 
vertices to negative positions on the y-axis, r ;1 vertices to positive positions 
on the y-axis, and draw mn edges by straight line segments. It is not hard 
to check that the crossing number of this drawing answers for the formula of 
Zarankiewicz's conjecture. 
Kleitman (1970) presented the upper bound for bipartite graphs. 
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Figure 3.6: A drawing of K6,6 
Theorem 3.3.5. (Kleitman 1970). The crossin9 number of the complete bi-
partite graph satisfies the inequality 
Kleitman (1970, 1976) proved that Zarankiewicz's conjecture predicts the cor-
rect values for all complete bipartite graphs Ks,n, K6,n for all positive n. 
Moreover, Woodal (1994) proved it for all m ::; n such that m ::; 8 and n ::; 
10. Zarankiewicz's conjecture provides an upper bound to the actual number. 
Table 3.1 gives the known results. 
Table 3.1: The values for m < 8, n < 10 of Zarankiewicz's conjecture 
m nil I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 , 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 2 4 6 9 12 16 20 
4 4 8 12 18 24 32 40 
S 16 24 36 48 64 80 
6 36 54 72 96 120 
7 81 !O8 144 180 
8 192 240 
A recent result by Nahas (2003) shows that 
1 n n-1 
cr(Kn,m) ~ 5m(m - IlL2J L-
2
-J) + 9.9 x 1O-6m 2n2 , 
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for sufficiently large m and n. 
More recently, de Klerk et al. (2006) presented an improved lower bound: 
Theorem 3.3.6. (de Klerk et al. 2006) With Zarankiewicz's conjecture Z(m, n), 
lim cr(Km.n) > 0.83~, lim cr(Kn,n) > 0.83 
n-+oo Z(m, n) - m - 1 n-+oo Zen, n) -
Guy's conjecture suggests that the crossing number for the complete graph 
can be given by formula (3.9). The values of the formula for n=l, 2, ... are 0, 
0,0, 0, 1,3, 9, 18, 36, 60, 100, 150, 225, 315, 441, 588, ... (Sloane's A000241 ), 
although it has not been proven that these agree with the actual crossing 
numbers for n ;:: 11. 
(3.9) 
which can be rewritten: 
if n is even; 
(3.10) 
if n is odd. 
Guy (1972) presented the upper bound for complete graphs. 
Theorem 3.3.7. (Guy 1972) The crossing number of the complete graph sat-
isfies the inequality 
The equality has been shown to hold in Theorem 3.3.7, for n ::; 10 (Guy 1972). 
More recently, de Klerk et al. (2006) presented an improved lower bound: 
Theorem 3.3.8. (de Klerk et al. 2006) With Guy's conjecture Zen), 
I· cr(Kn) > 083 lm Z() - . . n-too n 
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Crossing number of toroidal graphs Cm X Cn 
It is not difficult to get a drawing of Cm X Cn with crossing number cr( Cm X 
Cn) = (m - 2)n. Fig. 3.7 (a) and (b) show the drawings of C4 X C4 and 
C4 X C5 , respectively. 
(a) C4 x C, (b) C, x C5 
Figure 3.7: A drawing of Cm X Cn 
Harary et al. (1973) proved that toroidal graphs can have arbitrarily large 
crossing numbers, and they put forward the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3.3.9. (Harary et al. 1973) The crossin9 number cr(Cm x Cn ) of 
the Cartesian product is (m - 2)n, for all m, n such that n ;:::: m ;:::: 3. 
For toroidal graphs satisfying n ;:::: m, m :os: 7, the conjecture has been proved 
by some researchers (Ringeisen & Beineke 1978, Dean & Richter 1995, Klesc 
et al. 1996, Richter & Salazar 2001, Anderson et al. 1997, Adamsson & Richter 
2004). Juarez and Salazar (2001) presented the drawings of Cm X Cn • Further, 
Glebsky and Salazar (2004) showed that Conjecture 3.3.9 holds for all but 
finitely many n, for each m ;:::: 3, and proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.10. Let m, n be integers such that n ;:::: m(m+ 1), m ;:::: 3. Then 
cr(Cm X Cn ) = (m - 2)n. 
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Crossing number of generalized Petersen graphs P(n, k) 
Let P(n, k) be the generalized Petersen graph. Exoo et al. (1981) have the fol-
lowing results about the crossing number of some generalized Petersen graphs: 
Theorem 3.3.11. (Exoo et al. 1981) 
cr(P(2a,2)) = 0, 
cr(P(5, 2)) = 2, 
cr(P(n, 2)) = 3, for n :::: 7. 
Recently, Richter and Salazar (2002) proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.12. (Richter & Salazar 2002) The crossin9 number of the gen-
eralized Peters en graph P(3a + b, 3) for a :::: 3, 
cr(P(3a+b,3)) = { :+3 
a+2 
except for a = 3, b = 0, cr(P(9,3) = 2. 
if b = 0, 
if b = 1, 
if b = 2, 
Furthermore, Salazar (2005) gave upper bound and lower bounds for the gen-
eralized Petersen graphs P(n, k). 
Theorem 3.3.13. (Salazar 2005) 
Let k, n be integers such that k 2: 5 and n :::: k. Then 
2 4 2 k2 k 5-[(1- k )(n - k4)] + (4k2 + 1- k3) ~ cr(P(n, k)) ~ (2 - k)n + ("2 + 2" + 1). 
Crossing number of Hypercubes 
It is known that cr(Qn) = 0, for n = 1,2,3, and that cr(Q4) = 8 (Dean & 
Richter 1995). No other exact values are known. Eggleton and Guy (1970), 
announced a drawing which implied that 
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cr(Q ) < ~4n _ Ln2 + 1J2n- 2 
n -32 2 . 
Erdos and Guy (1973) conjectured 
t · cr( Qn) - 5/32 'l.mn-too 4n - . 
Madej (1991) proved 
4n 4n 
cr(Qn):<;;"6+ 0 ("6)' 
Madej (1991) has derived that 
for some positive constant Q. 
Madej (1991) also proposed a drawing of Qn with 
~4n _ n22n- 3 _ 3 . 2n- 4 + ~(_2)n 
6 48 ' 
crossings, and showed that cr( Qs) :<;; 56. 
(3.11) 
Sykora and Vrt'o (1993) proved that Madej's bound is asymptotically optimal, 
by deriving the following lower bound: 
cr(Qn) ~ 2~4n +O(n22n). 
Faria and de Figueiredo (2000) proved that cr( Q6) :<;; 352 and decreased the 
Madej's upper bound to 
165 4n _ (2n2 _ 11n + 34)2n-3 
1024 ' 
for n ~ 7, which coincides with Equation 3.11 for n = 7,8. 
Faria et al. (2003) presented a new drawing of Qn with the crossing number 
coinciding with Equation 3.11, and further proved Theorem 3.3.14. 
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Theorem 3.3.14. (Faria et al. 2003). For n ~ 3, 
cr(Q ) < ~4n _ Ln2 + 1J2n-2 
n - 32 2 . 
Crossing number of circulant graphs Cn(l, k) 
Yang, Liu, Lu, and Hao have done a lot of research on the crossing number of 
circulant graphs: 
n 
Theorem 3.3.15. (Yang & Zhao 2001). For n ~ 6, cr(Cn (l, L'2J)) = 1. 
n Theorem 3.3.16. (Yang et al. 2004). For n ~ 8, cr(Cn (1,3) = L'3J + 
n mod 3. 
. n n 
Theorem 3.3.17. (Lm et al. 2005a). For n ~ 8, cr(Cn (l, '2 - 1) = '2' 
Theorem 3.3.18. (Lin et al. 2005a). For n ~ 13, 
4h + 2, n = 8h + 1, h ~ 2, 
4h + 2, n = 8h + 3, h ~ 2, 
4h + 3, n = 8h + 5, h ~ 1, 
4h + 5, n = 8h + 7, h ~ 1. 
Salazar (2005) proved a bound for the crossing number of circulant graphs. 
Theorem 3.3.19. (Salazar 2005). Let k, n be integers such that k ~ 5 and 
n ~ k4, then 
Further, Lin et al. (2005b) gave an upper bound for the circulant graphs 
Cmk (l, k) for m ~ 3 and k ~ 3. 
Theorem 3.3.20. (Lin et al. 2005b). 
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cr(Cmk(I, k)) < { (m - 2)k + m - 3, for m = 3,4, 
- min{(m - 2)(k + 1) -1, m(k - 2)}, for m? 5, 
and equality holds for m = 3. 
3.3.2 On the I-page BCNP 
The I-page BCNP is NP-complete 
For the I-page BCNP of n-vertex and m-edge graph 9, there are n! permuta-
tions of the vertices. 
Theorem 3.3.21. (Masuda et al. 1987). The i-page BCNP of a graph 9 is 
NP-complete. 
Masuda et al. divided the problem to two cases: (i) multiple edges are allowed 
in 9, and (ii) multiple edges are not allowed in 9. Correspondingly, The 
problems for the first case and the second case are called MULTIPLE-CR and 
SIMPLE-CR, respectively. 
A subset V' of V is consecutive in a circular drawing 'D of 9 if all of the vertices 
in V' are placed successively on the circumference of 'D. For a subset El of 
E, let Nv (El) denote the number of the crossings in 9. Furthermore, for two 
mutually disjoint subsets El and E2 of E, let Nv(EI, E2) denote the number 
of the crossings in 'D between the edges of El and those of E2 • Define now four 
functions corresponding to four kinds of crossing number by four subdrawings 
of a circular drawing of 9 (Fig. 3.8). 
(1) 91 = Kp, a complete graph with p vertices. Then gl(p) is defined to be 
the number of crossings in a circular drawing 'DI of 91. 
(2) 92 is a complete bipartite graph (VI U V:!, E), such that lViI = P, [V21 = 
q, and E = {(v, w)lv E Vi, w E V2}. Then 92(p, q) is defined to be 
NV2 (E), where 'D2 is a circular drawing of 92 in which VI and V2 each 
are consecutive. 
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(3) 93 = (Vi U V2, El U E2), where 1V11 = p, IV:!I = q, El = {(v, w)lv, w E 
Vd, and E2 = {(v,w)lv E Vi,w E V2}. Then 93(P,q) is defined to be 
NV3(El, E2), where Va is a circular drawing of 9a in which Vi and V2 
each are consecutive. 
(4) 94 = (Vi U V:! U Va U V4,El U E2 U Ea U E4), where IViI = p, I V:! I = q, 
IV:JI = r, 1V41 = S, Ei = {(v,w)lv E V;,w E V; mod 4+d for i = 1,2,3,4. 
Then 94(P, q, r, 8) is defined to be Nv,(El , E2) + Nv,(E3, E4), where V 4 is 
a circular drawing of 94 in which each of Vb V2, Va, and V4 is consecutive 
and they are placed on the circumference of the circle in this order in 
the clockwise direction. 
Lemma 3.3.22. (Masuda et al. 1986) 
1 (1) 9l(P) = 2"p(p - 1)(p - 2)(p - 3); 
1 (2) 92(P, q) = ;jpq(p -1)(q - 1); 
1 (3) 9a(p,q) = 6Pq(P -1)(p - 2); 
1 (4) 94(P, q, r, s) = 2"pr{ q(q - 1) - 8(S - 1)}. 
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Problem 3.3.23 (Modified Optimal Linear Arrangement Problem 
(MOLAP)). Given a graph 9 = (V, E), and a positive integer B such that 
B :::; IVI(IEI- 1), is there a one-to-one function f : V --+ {I, 2, ... , IVI} such 
that 
L (f(v) - f(u) - 1) :::; B? 
(u,v )EE,f( u)-<f( v) 
Assume that in an instance of OLAP, we have IEI :::; B :::; IVIIEI. 
Furthermore, if B ~ IEI, then L If(u) - f(v)1 :::; B, 
(u,v)EE 
if and only if (f(v) - f(u) -1) :::; B -IEI. 
(u,v )EE,/( u)-</( v) 
Therefore, according to Lemma 3.3.3, the follow lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.3.24. {Masuda et al. 1987} MOLAP is NP-complete. 
Lemma 3.3.25. MOLAP is polynomially transformable to MULTIPLE-CR. 
Thus, MULTIPLE-CR is NP-complete. 
Lemma 3.3.26. MOLAP is polynomially transformable to SIMPLE-CR. 
Therefore, SIMPLE-CR is NP-complete. 
Theorem 3.3.21 now follows from Lemmas 3.3.24~ 3.3.26. 
Bounds of 1-page BeN for some graphs 
Let 9 = (V, E), n = lVI, and m = IEI. The degree of a vertex v is denoted as 
dv • 
Theorem 3.3.27. {Shahrokhi et al. 1996}. 111(9) ~ m - 2n + 3, for n ~ 2. 
m3 
Theorem 3.3.28. {Shahrokhi et al. 1996}. 111(9) ~ 37n2' forn ~ 4, m ~ 3n. 
Given f(k) to be a non-negative integer (or real), for any k :::; n/2, 9 satisfies 
the isoperimetric inequality-if for any k-element subset U S;; V, there are at 
least f(k) edges between U and V \ U. Define the difference function (f1J) of 
f as 
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b.f(i) = f(i + 1) - f(i), 
for any i = 0, 1, ... , L~J -1, and set 
/:;.2 f(i) = (/:;.(/:;.J))(i), 
for any i = 0, 1, ... L~J - 2. 
Shahrokhi et al. (2003a) presented a new lower bound: 
Theorem 3.3.29. Assume that 9 = (V, E) satisfies an f(x)-isoperimetric 
inequality so that /:;.f is non-negative and increasing for 1 ~ i ~ 
where n = IVI ;::: 4. Then we have 
n L"2J - 1, 
Shahrokhi et al. (Shahrokhi et al. 2003a) also presented an upper bound for 
the outerplanar crossing number through a divide-and-conquer algorithm, 
111(9) = O((cr(9) + Ld~)loglVl), (3.12) 
vEV 
which demonstrates the gap between standard crossing number cr(9) and 1-
page BCN III (9). 
A mesh Pn x Pn , where Pn is the path on n vertices, is a good example for 
Formula 3.12, since we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.30. (Czabarka et al. 2004) III(Pn X Pn ) = 8(n2Iogn). 
Czabarka et al. (2004) presented even a better lower bound: 
Theorem 3.3.31. (Czabarka et al. 2004) Assume that we have a family of 
graphs 9 = 9n on n vertices for infinitely many n such that f(x) = fn(x) is 
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an isoperimetric function for 9 = (V, E), f(O) = 0 and f(x) > 0, for x ~ l. 
n For the sequences 0::; s = s(n) ::; l"2J - 1 and 0::; So = so(n) ::; s(n), assume 
that I:1f is non-negative and decreasing till s and for each s ::; x ::; l ~ J we 
have f(x) ~ f(so). Define 
Assume that" = "n has a universal upper bound as n --t 00, and in addition, 
as n ~ 00, 
nso = o(IE(Q)I) or f(so)IE(9)1 = o( f(l(u,v))), 
u,VEE;I(u,v)?:SQ 
then we have 
.-1 
vI(9) = -,,(J,so,s)(l- 0(1))' i 'L,f(j)1:12f(j) - ~ 'L,d;. 
j=l vEV 
Further, they presented the following three theorems: 
Theorem 3.3.32. (Czabarka et al. 2004) For any connected graph 9, 
Theorem 3.3.33. (Czabarka et al. 2004) For the n-dimensional hypercube, 
Theorem 3.3.34. (Czabarka et al. 2004) For a Petersen graph pn, 
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Exact results for some structural graphs 
Exact results for the I-page BeN were only known for complete graphs and 
complete bipartite graphs. 
Theorem 3.3.35. (Masuda et al. 1986, Czabarka et al. 2004) The i-page 
BCNofKn is exactly (~) = 2~n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3). 
Theorem 3.3.36. (Riskin 2003) The i-page BCN for complete bipartite graphs 
is 
vl(Km,n) = 112n(m -1)(2mn - 3m - n), if m divides n. 
and for m = n, 
3.3.3 On the 2-page BCNP 
The free and fixed linear crossing number problems are NP-complete 
In a linear embedding, vertices are placed along a line (called "spine"), and 
the edges are drawn as half-circles either above or below the spine. The fixed 
linear crossing number minimisation problem is the problem of finding such 
an embedding of a graph with minimum number of edge crossings under a 
specified vertex order. The problem of finding such an embedding with no 
vertex order specified is called the free linear crossing number problem. The 
linear crossing number problems are related to the book embedding problems 
(Bernhart & Kainen 1979, Chung et al. 1987). Since testing the 2-page free 
embeddability of graphs is NP-complete (Chung et al. 1987), the following 
theorem holds: 
Theorem 3.3.37. The free linear crossin9 number problem is NP-complete. 
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Good solutions for the fixed linear crossing number problem are based on 
a good vertex order. For the 2-page BCNP, there are 2m combinations of 
edge distribution on a fixed order of vertices. Masuda et al. (1987) have 
proved that the I-page BCNP is NP-complete. The subproblem of embedding 
optimaliy the edges for a fixed vertex-embedding had been studied earlier in 
the connection with other problems such as sorting permutations with stacks 
(Even & Itai 1971, Tarjan 1972), and is also NP-complete, at least for general 
graphs (Garey et al. 1980). 
Masuda et al. (1990) presented a formal definition of the fixed linear crossing 
number problem. 
Problem 3.3.38 (Fixed Linear Crossing Number Problem (FLCNP». 
Given a graph Q = (V, E), integer K ;:;0: 0 and one-to-one function: f : V ---t 
{I, 2, ... , IVI}, the problem is to find a linear embedding such that the fixed 
linear crossing number vf(Q) :$ K. 
The special case of this problem in which K = 0 can be solved easily. Suppose 
V = {Vlo V2, ... , vn}, and f(vi) = i, for i = 1,2, ... , n. It is obvious that vf(9) = 0 
if and only if graph (V, E U {(Vi, Vi+l)li = 1,2, ... , n -I} U {(Vn , VI)}) is planar. 
Thus, one can solve the problem in linear time by using one of the existing 
graph planarity testing algorithms (Hwang 1979, Robertson 1958). 
Masuda et al. (Masuda et al. 1990) proved the NP-completeness of FLCNP 
by a sequence of lemmas. 
Problem 3.3.39 (Set Splitting Problem (SSP». Given a collection S = 
{Slo S2,,,,,Sn} of sunsets of a finite set X = {XloX2, ... ,Xm}, is there a set 
splitting of X with respect to S, that is, a partition of X into two Xl and X2 
such that no subset in S is entirely contained in either Xl or X 2? 
Lemma 3.3.40. (Freiman 1961) SSP remains NP-complete even if each subset 
Sj contains either two or three elements. 
Corresponding to S and X, we construct a multigraph 9 = (V*,E*), an 
integer K, and an order f of V * such that vf(g) :$ K if and only if X has a 
set splitting with respect to S. 
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Lemma 3.3.41. Q, f and K can be constructed from S and X in polynomial 
time with respect to m and n. 
Lemma 3.3.42. If X has a set splitting with respect to S holds for S and X, 
then v,(Q) ~ K holds for G, f, and K. 
Lemma 3.3.43. If vJ(Q) ~ K holds for G, f, and K, then X has a set 
splitting with respect to S holds for S and X. 
By Lemma 3.3.40, 3.3.41, 3.3.42 and 3.3.43, the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 3.3.44. FLCNP is NP-complete. 
Further, Masuda et al. (1990) presented the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.45. FLCNP retains NP-complete even if a given graph is simple 
and each of its connected components is a single edge. 
The book thickness of graphs 
A book embedding of a graph consists of an embedding of its vertices along the 
spine of the book (Le., a linear order of the vertices), and an embedding of its 
edges on the pages so that edges embedded on the same page do not intersect. 
The objective is to minimise the number of pages used. The minimum number 
of pages in which a graph can be embedded is called the pagenumber (or book 
thickness) of the graph. Chung et al. (1987) proved that testing the 2-page 
free embeddability of graphs is NP-complete. Determining the fixed book 
thickness is also NP-hard, since it is equivalent to coloring circle graphs which 
was proved to be NP-hard by Garey et al. (1980). The crux of the 2-page fixed 
embeddability problem is in the vertex-embedding part. Once this is fixed, it 
is easy to tell whether the edges can be embedded in two pages. 
Theorem 3.3.46. (Yannakakis 1986) Graphs with pagenumber 1 are exactly 
the outerplanar graphs. 
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Theorem 3.3.47. (Yannakakis 1986) Graphs with pagenumber 2 are the sub-
hamiltonian planar graphs, which are the subgraphs of planar Hamiltonian 
graphs. 
As there are triangulated (maximal) planar graphs which are not Hamilto-
nian, this implies that there are planar graphs which require at least three 
pages (Bernhart & Kainen 1979). Bernhart and Kainen conjectured that pla-
nar graphs have unbounded pagenumber, but this was disproved by Buss and 
Shot (1984) and Heath (1984). Buss and Shot gave an algorithm, based on 
Whitney's theorem, which embeds all planar graphs in nine pages (Buss & 
Shot 1984). Heath used a method of "peeling" the graph to reduce the num-
ber of pages to seven (Heath 1984). Yannakakis (1986) showed that the right 
number is four. They presented a linear-time algorithm which embeds all 
planar graphs in four pages. 
Theorem 3.3.48. (Yannakakis 1986) Four pages are necessary and sufficient 
for the book embedding of a planar graph. 
Bounds on the 2-page or k-page BeN 
There are few results on the 2-page BCN. 
Theorem 3.3.49. (Guy et al. 1968, Cimikowski 2002) The 2-page BCN of 
the complete graph satisfies the inequality 
The equality has been shown for n ::; 10 in the above formula. Cimikowski 
(2002) presented an upper bound for normal graphs 
Theorem 3.3.50. (Cimikowski 2002) 1f9 is a normal graph, V2{Q) ::; n m/21)2+ 
(lm/2J)2 - m)/2. 
For the k-page BCN, there exist the following bounds: 
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m3 27kn 
Theorem 3.3.51. (Shahrokhi et al. 1996) I/k(Q) ~ 37k2n2 - 37' 
Shahrokhi et al. (1996) also presented the following result and a greedy algo-
rithm was given for constructing a k-page drawing of Q from a I-page drawing 
with the indicated number of crossings: 
Theorem 3.3.52. (Shahrokhi et al. 1996) I/k(Q) :'S I/I(Q)/k. 
3.4 Previous algorithms used for one side or-
der problem of bipartite graphs 
The problem of finding vertex orders for I-page drawings is similar with the 
problem of one side vertex order of bipartite graphs with the other fixed side, 
which is NP-hard (Eades & Whitesides 1990, Eades & Wormald 1994). Some 
of the heuristic algorithms for the one side order problem of bipartite graphs 
can be used for the I-page BCNP, such as greedy switching heuristic (Eades & 
Kelly 1986), split heuristic (Eades & Kelly 1986), greedy insertion (Eades & 
Kelly 1986), and sifting algorithm (Rudell1993), by extending the free vertex 
set (e.g. V2) of the tested bipartite graph to the whole vertex set V of g, and 
replacing the calculation of the crossing number with calculation of the BCN. 
Let Q = (V, E) be a bipartite graph, in which V is partitioned into two sets 
VI and V2, such that {u, v} E E implies either u E Vi and v E V2 or U E V2 
and v E Vi. An order of layer V; is specified by a permutation 71'i of V;. So the 
order of VI is expressed by 71'1 and the order of V2 is expressed by 71'2 (Fig. 3.9). 
Let cr(Q, 71'J, 71'2) be the number of edge crossings in a straight-line drawing of 
Q given by 71'1 and 71'2. If the permutation of Vi is fixed, the minimum number 
of edge crossings can be achieved by reordering the vertices in V2. We denoted 
opt(Q,7I'd. Thus 
opt(Q,7I'1) = mincr(Q, 71'1, 71'2). (3.13) 
~2 
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(a) A bipartite graph (b) Another drawing of (a) 
Figure 3.9: Two drawings of a bipartite graph 
If the permutation of Vi is fixed, we define for each pair of vertices u, v E \.'2 the 
crossing number Cu• as the number of crossings between edges incident On u 
and edges incident On v, when 1l"2(U) -< 1l"2(V). Furthermore, we define Co. = 0 
for all u E \.'2. The crossing number Co. depends only On the relative positions 
of u and v but not On the positions of the other vertices. The crossing number 
of Q can be calculated: 
n2-2 n2-1 
cr(Q,1l"j,1l"2) = L Co. = L L Cij (3.14) 
i=O j=i+l 
3.4.1 Greedy switching heuristic 
The greedy switching heuristic (Eades & Kelly 1986), also called adjacent-
exchange (see Algorithm 1), works in a way similar to bubble-sort. If u and 
v are two consecutive vertices in V2 , then switching their positions changes 
the total number of crossings by exactly Co. - Cvu. The algorithm scans all 
consecutive pairs and switches them if this reduces the number of crossings. 
The process is repeated until nO further switching occurs, i.e., for all cOnsec-
utive pairs (u, v) the inequality cu• < c.u holds. Such a vertex order is called 
stable. Since one scan of the vertices can be implemented in 0(n2) and there 
are at most n2 scans, the time complexity of the greedy switching heuristic 
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Algorithm 1 greedySwitch(Q = (V}, \12, E)) 
1: repeat 
2: for (u= 0 to n2 -2) do 
3: if c,,(u+l) > C(u+l)u then 
4: switch vertices at positions u and u + 1; 
5: end if 
6: end for 
7: until the number of crossings was not reduced; 
is O(n~). As suggested by Miikinen (1990) and Gansner et al. (1993), the 
greedy switch heuristic is preferable as a post processing step in combination 
with other heuristics. This is because greedy switching does not recompute 
the order completely but makes changes only when it improves the result. 
3.4.2 Split Heuristic 
The split heuristic (Eades & Kelly 1986) is comparable with quick-sort. First, 
a "pivot" -vertex p is chosen. This can be done by arbitrarily selecting the 
leftmost vertex on the free line. A more sophisticated method would choose 
the pivot vertex randomly. In the next step of the algorithm, every other vertex 
v is placed to the left or to the right of p according to whether c"p < Cpv or 
Cpv < c"p. After this partition, the algorithm is applied recursively to the left 
set and to the right set until both set are ordered and can be concatenated. 
Algorithm 2 shows the function split(i,j : 1, ... ,n2) started from the call of 
split(l, n2)' 
The split heuristic's worst running time O(nD is just the case where the order 
of vertices is optimal and the leftmost vertex is selected as the pivot-vertex. 
But ifthe pivot-vertex is randomly chosen, it runs in time O(n2Iogn2) without 
consideration of computing the crossing number matrix. 
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Algorithm 2 split(i, j : 1, ... , n2) 
1: if (j > i) then 
2: pivot = low = i; high = j; 
3: for (k = i + 1 to j) do 
4: if (Ck p;vo' < cp;vo' k) then 
5: 1r(k) = low; low = low + I; 
6: else 
7: 1r(k) = high; high = high - 1; 
8: end if 
9: end for 
10: 1r(pivot) = low; 
11: copy 1r(i .. j) into 1r2(i .. j); 
12: split(i, low - 1); 
13: split(high + I,j); 
14: end if 
3.4.3 Greedy insertion 
The greedy insertion algorithm (Eades & Kelly 1986) proceeds by successfully 
choosing the next u to be the one which minimises the number of crossings 
that edges adjacent to u make with edges adjacent to vertices to the right of 
u (if starting from left). The running time is in O(n~). 
3.4.4 Sifting 
The sifting algorithm was introduced by Rudell (1993) to reduce the number 
of nodes in reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (ROBDDS). A ROBDD 
is a graph which represents a boolean function and is primarily used in logic 
synthesis and verification. Matuszewski et al. (1999) adapted the sifting al-
gorithm for the one-side crossing minimisation problem. The idea is to keep 
track of the objective function while moving a vertex along a fixed ordering 
of all other vertices. The vertex is then placed in its (iocally) optimal posi-
tion (Algorithm 3). Since every vertex has to be set on every position, the 
time complexity is O(n~). Sifting yields very good results especially for sparse 
graphs but again this is paid with longer running time. 
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Algorithm 3 sifting 
1: for (each U E V2) do 
2: move u to the leftmost position; 
3: cr = L c"v; 
~2(U)<~2(V) 
4: min..cr = er; 
5: for(p=ltolV2I-1)do 
6: er = cr - Cp(p+l) + C(p+l)p; 
7: switch vertices at positions p and p + 1; 
8: if (cr < min_er) then 
9: min_er = er; 
10: besLposition = p; 
11: end if 
12: end for 
13: end for 
14: return min_er; 
3.5 Heuristic algorithms for the I-page BCNP 
For the I-page BCNP, the key is to find the order of vertices of a graph g, 
as the number of book crossing number does not depend on the exact posi-
tions of vertices but on the relative position, i.e. the order of vertices. A lot 
of heuristic algorithms were designed specially for the I-page (outerplanar) 
crossing number problem, e.g., the algorithm of Miikinen (1988), CIRCULAR 
algorithm (Six & Tollis 1999), the algorithm of Baur and Brandes (2004), and 
a Tabu algorithm by Winterbach (2005). 
Simply, there are two basic ways to minimise the number of crossings . 
• minimising the circular length ofthe graph (see the following subsection). 
• maximising the number of edges appearing on the circumference of the 
embedding circle. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to surveying the various circular drawing 
algorithms. 
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3.5.1 The algorithm of Makinen 
Problem 3.5.1 (Circular Dilation Minimisation Problem (CDMP)). 
Given a graph 9 = (V, E), and an integer k, the problem is to decide whether 
there is a vertex order f such that the circular length L e( u, v) ~ k, where 
(u,.)EE 
etu, v) = min (If(U) - f(v)l, IVI- f(u) - f(v)!). 
Miikinen (1988) proved: 
Theorem 3.5.2. CDMP is NP-complete. 
Miikinen (1988) also proposed an algorithm attempting to minimise the num-
ber of crossings by minimising the circular length of a graph. 
The circular length of the graph shown in the Fig. 3.10 (a) is 53 and the 
number of crossings is 37. Fig. 3.10 (b) is the drawing produced by Miikinen's 
algorithm (denoted as MA), where the circular length is reduced to 39 and 
number of crossings to 10. 
v 
V6 Vs 
(a) A circular drawing of a graph 
Vg V. 
2 
(b) The circular drawing by MA 
Figure 3.10: Two circular drawings with different circular lengths of a graph. 
MA consists of two steps: 
• Two vertices with the highest degrees are placed at positions 0 and n-l, 
which correspond to the first position of the right and left halves in the 
drawing. 
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• The other vertices are processed as follows: left and right connectiv-
ity arrays for all the vertices not yet placed are maintained, where the 
connectivity is the number of adjacent vertices already placed on the 
left or right half in the drawing. The vertex with the highest value of 
(rightconnectivity - leftconnectivity) will be placed on the right half. 
The vertex with the lowest (rightconnectivity - leftconnectivity) will 
be placed on the left half. 
The running time of MA is O(nm). 
3.5.2 CIRCULAR 
Six and Tollis (1999) presented an algorithm for drawing biconnected graphs 
based on the algorithm of Mitchell (1979) for recognizing outerplanar graphs. 
Mitchell's algorithm for the recognition of outerplanar graphs is based on the 
iterative removal of vertices, which decomposes an outerplanar graph, until it 
becomes a triangle. 
By Theorem 3.1.14, one can find the unique Hamilton circle of outerplanar 
biconnected graphs by marking the edges that do not belong to it during a 
de-composition similar to Mitchell's. 
CIRCULAR (Six & Tollis 1999) algorithm reduces the number of edge crossings 
by maximising the number of edges appearing on the circumference of the 
embedding circle. The algorithm first removes one edge from every triangle 
subgraph in the graph, If 9 is an outerplanar graph, the removal of these 
edges leaves only the Hamilton circle, whose placement on the periphery of 
an embedding circle gives a drawing where no two edges cross. If 9 is not 
outerplanar, instead of a Hamilton circle, a sparser graph is obtained and 
some longest path heuristic is adopted to place vertices on the circle. Vertices 
not included in the longest path are finally placed next to as many neighbors 
as possible (see Algorithm 4). 
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Algorithm 4 CIRCULAR 
1: Input: A biconnected graph, 9 - (V, E). 
2: Output: A circular drawing of 9 on a single embedding circle. 
3: while (9 has more than 3 vertices left) do 
4: find a lowest degree vertex u, neighbor of the previously removed, or 
some other removed vertex if possible, 
5: currentN ode = u; 
6: for (each pair of adjacent nodes of currentN ode) do 
7: if ( an edge between them exists (pair edge)) then 
8: place the edge into removal List; 
9: else 
10: place a triangulation edge between the current pair of neighbors 
and also into removalList. 
11: end if 
12: remove currentNode and the incident edge from 9; 
13: end for 
14: end while 
15: restore 9 to its original topology; 
16: remove the edges in removal List from 9; 
17: perform a DFS (or a longest path heuristic) on 9. 
18: place the resulting longest path onto the embedding circle; 
19: place the remaining vertices with the following priority: between two neigh-
bors, next to one neighbor, and next to zero neighbors; 
3.5.3 The algorithm of Baur and Brandes 
Baur and Brandes (2004) presented a heuristic algorithm for the circular lay-
out problem. Baur and Brandes' greedy-append heuristic algorithm is shown 
as Algorithm 5. 
Four rules for determining an insertion order are investigated. The rationale 
behind these heuristics is to keep the number of open edges low, because they 
tend to result in crossings later on. An edge is called open, if it connects a 
placed vertex with an unplaced one, and closed, if both its vertices have been 
inserted. 
(1) Degree: Vertices are inserted in non-increasing order of their degree. 
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Algorithm 5 Greedy-Append Heuristic 
1: place start vertex s E V arbitrarily; 
2: Vf-V\{s}; 
3: while (V i 0) do 
4: greedily choose v E V ; 
5: append v at either end of the current layout; 
6: Vf-V\{v}; 
7: end while 
(2) Inward Connectivity: At each step, a vertex with the largest number of 
already placed neighbors is selected, Le. a vertex which closes the most 
open edges. 
(3) Outward Connectivity: At each step, a vertex with the least number of 
unplaced neighbors is selected, Le. a vertex which opens the fewest new 
edges. 
(4) Connectivity: At each step, a vertex with the least number of unplaced 
neighbors is selected, where ties are broken in favor of vertices with fewer 
unplaced neighbors. 
The other degree of freedom left is the selection of an end of the current layout 
at which to append the next vertex. Again, four rules of choice are investigated. 
(1) Random: Select the end at which to append randomly each time. 
(2) Fixed: Always append to the same end. 
(3) Length: Append each vertex to the end that yields the smaller increase in 
total edge length. 
(4) Crossings: Append each vertex to the end that yields fewer crossing of 
edges being closed with open edges. 
The experiments showed that the combination of the Connectivity insertion 
order with Crossings outperforms all other combinations, and it can be imple-
mented efficiently. The running time of the algorithm is O«n+m) logn). Baur 
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and Brandes (2004) used the sifting algorithm as the postprocessing phase of 
their heuristic insertion algorithms, and presented an implementation of the 
sifting algorithm. We denote the best combination algorithm of Baur and 
Brandes as BB, and denote BB algorithm with sifting algorithm as BB+. 
3.5.4 A tabu algorithm for the I-page BCNP 
In the tabu search category of meta-heuristics, the essential idea is to 'forbid' 
search moves to points already visited in the (usually discrete) search space, 
at least for the upcoming few steps. That is, one can temporarily accept new 
inferior solutions, in order to avoid paths already investigated. This approach 
can lead to exploring new regions, with the goal of finding a solution by 'glob-
alised' search. Tabu search has traditionally been applied to combinatorial 
optimisation problems. In order to improve the efficiency of the exploration 
process, one needs to keep track not only of local information (like the current 
value of the objective function) but also of some information related to the 
exploration process. This systematic use of memory is an essential feature of 
tabu search (TS) for recording historical information. Winterbach (2005) used 
a tabu algorithm for the vertex arrangement problem. In the implementation 
of the tabu algorithm by Winterbach, the configuration was setup as below: 
Input: A graph g, an initial permutation 7r of g. 
Output: An permutation 7r with smaller crossing number cr. 
Neighbourhood: vertex v move (shift) from i to j, i # j. 
Best neighbour: The permutation with the smallest crossing number over all 
neighbours. 
Priority queue L: The best neighbour 7r and loc_er is recorded. 
Memory M: Best solution is recorded. 
The implementation of the tabu algorithm by Winterbach is shown in Algo-
rithm 6. 
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Algorithm 6 Tabu Algorithm 
1: Input: A biconnected graph, (i == (V, E). 
2: Output: A circular drawing of a, and crossing number miner 
3: randomly generate 11'; miner:::: calculate...crossings(1I'); 
4: gn:::: Dj revisited:::: false; n == Dj 
5: while (gn < MAX_GEN) do 
6: gn=gn+ljn=n+l; 
7: loc....cr == calculate..crossings(lI'); 
8: for all i E {l..IVI) do 
9: for all j E {l..WI} do 
10: if i i- i then 
11: 11':::: move(vi-.j)j 
12: curr-CT:= calculate..cro8sings(1I'); 
13: t == TabuValue(H,i,j); 
14: if curT -er < loc..cr then 
15: loc..solution f- (1I",loc...cr)j 
16: loc...cr::; curTer; n:::: 0; t:::: Dj r:= FALSE; 
17: end If 
18: if (t == 0 and loc...cr < miner) or (t > 0 and «t == besU and loc...£T < miner) or t < best-t» 
then 
19: besLt :::: tj besU := i; besLj :::: jj miner == IOC-C1'j 
20: end if 
21: 11':::: move(Vj-+i)i 
22: end If 
23: end for 
24: end for 
25: if n == 1 and r:::: FALSE then 
26: insert(L,loc-solution)i 
27: end if 
28: decreaseTenure(H); 
29: if (n > nma'll) then 
30: repeat 
31: extract a least revisited solution from L to 11" and loc-CT; 
32: if (loc-cr > 1.05curr...cr and ILl> 2) then 
33: discard(1I'); 
34: end If 
35: until (loc....cr ~ 1.05curr...cr or ILl $ 2); 
36: insert(L,(1I",loc-cr)); 
37: countvillited = countvillited + 1; 
38: n = 0; revisited = true; 
39: else 
40: besLsoluton = momery(M, H, besLi, best_i, n}; 
41: move 11' to the best position; 
42: end if 
43: end while 
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3.6 Algorithms for the 2-page BCNP 
The 2-page BCN as an approximation to the plane crossing number was first 
studied by Nicholson (1968) and Melikov et al. (1971) but no thorough testing 
was done there. The most important paper in this area is that of Cimikowski 
(2002), where first an order of vertices for some structural graphs is given by a 
Hamiltonian cycle, and then eight different heuristic algorithms to find a good 
distribution of edges between the two pages were implemented and tested, 
including the neural network model for the 2-page BCNP on fixed linear order 
presented by Cimikowski and Shope (1996). 
Cimikowski (2002) developed and tested eight different heuristics. They are 
grouped into two general categories - greedy and non-greedy. The two greedy 
heuristics differ only in the order in which edges are added to the layout. The 
vertices are fixed in the order 1,2, ... , n along the spine. As a pre-processing 
step to each algorithm, they remove all insignificant edges. Observe that edges 
between consecutive vertices on the spine and the edge e(1,n) cannot be in-
volved in crossings according to the constraints of the problem. Also, if there 
is a vertex k such that no edge e(i,j), i < k < j, exists, then edges e(1, k) and 
e(k, n) cannot cause crossings. Hence, these edges are insignificant and may 
be ignored without affecting the final solution. At the same time, the problem 
size is reduced so that larger instances can be solved. The output of each 
heuristic is the minimum number of crossings obtained and the corresponding 
embedding. 
3.6.1 Greedy heuristics 
The Greedy heuristic (Cimikowski 2002) adds edges to the layout in row-
major order of the adjacency matrix of the graph, that is, first all edges e(1, i) 
are added in increasing order of i-value, then all edges e(2, i) in increasing 
i-value order, etc. At each step, an edge is embedded in the page (upper 
or lower) which results in the smallest increase in the number of crossings. 
Ties are broken by placing the edge in the upper page. Heuristic Gr-ran 
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(Cimikowski 2002) uses the same approach but adds edges in random order. 
Both greedy algorithms can yield O(n) crossings when the optimal number is 
1 (Cimikowski 2006), and their time complexity is O(m2 ) (Cimikowski 2002, 
Cimikowski 2006). 
3.6.2 Maximal planar heuristic 
Heuristic Mplan (Cimikowski 2002) finds a maximal planar subgraph in each 
page. In the first phase, edges are added in row-major order of the adjacency 
matrix to the upper page. If an edge causes a crossing, it is put aside until the 
second phase. In the second phase, all edges put aside in the first phase are 
added to the lower page. If an edge causes a crossing, it is once again put aside. 
In the third phase, any edges put aside in the second phase are added to the 
page with the smallest increase in crossings. Mplan can yield O(n) crossings 
when the optimal number is 1 (Cimikowski 2006), and the time complexity is 
O(m2 ) (Cimikowski 2002, Cimikowski 2006). 
3.6.3 Edge-length heuristic 
E-len (Cimikowski 2002) initially orders all edges non-increasingly by their 
length, Le., lu - vi for edge e( u, v). The intuition here is that longer edges 
have a greater potential for crossings than shorter edges and hence should be 
embedded first. Each edge is added one at a time to the page of smallest 
increase in crossings. E-len can yield O(n) crossings when the optimal number 
is 1 (Cimikowski 2006), and the time complexity is O(m2 ) (Cimikowski 2002, 
Cimikowski 2006). 
3.6.4 1-page heuristic 
Heuristic 1-page (Shahrokhi et al. 1996, Cimikowski 2002) initially embeds all 
edges in the upper page. This is followed by a local improvement phase in 
which each edge is moved to the lower page if it results in fewer crossings. 
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Edges are considered for movement in order of non-increasing local crossing 
number, i.e., the number of crossings involving an edge. I-page can yield 
O(m) = O(n) crossings when the optimal number is 0 (Cimikowski 2006), and 
the time complexity is O(m2 ) (Cimikowski 2002, Cimikowski 2006). 
3.6.5 Dynamic programming heuristic 
Unfortunately, the fixed linear crossing number problem does not satisfy the 
principle of optimality which says that in an optimal sequence of decisions each 
subsequence must also be optimal. Subgraphs embedded optimally earlier in 
the process do not necessarily lead to optimal embeddings of larger subgraphs 
when edges are added between the smaller subgraphs later on. However, this 
does not preclude the potential benefit of a dynamic programming approach 
to the problem as a heuristic solution. If most crossings are localised within 
relatively small subgraphs along the node line for a given graph, a dynamic 
programming method may produce a good solution. Cimikowski (2002) devel-
oped a dynamic programming heuristic. 
Let gi .. j denote the subgraph induced by consecutive vertices i, i + 1, ... , j along 
the spine, and let cr[i, k, j) be the number of crossings in the subgraph H = 
guugk+l .. jUEi,k,i> where Ei,k,j is the set of link edges between gi .. k and gk+l..j. 
cr[i, k, j) is greedily computed by adding each link edge to the page with the 
smallest increase in crossings. This leads to a recurrence for the number of 
crossings, nc[l, n), computed by a dynamic programming solution: 
{ 
0, if j - i ~ 3; 
nc[i, j) = i~1~j nc[i, k) + nc[k + 1, j) + cr[i, k, j), if i < j. 
The base cases for the algorithm are the subgraphs with 2, 3, and 4 vertices. 
Optimal embeddings for these are predetermined and shown in Fig. 3.11. 
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..... ~ ...... . .. m ..... 
Figure 3.11: Fixed embeddings for base cases of dynamic programming heuris-
tic 
Dynamic can yield O(n) crossings when the optimal number is 1 (Cimikowski 
2006), and the time complexity is O(m2n2 ) (Cimikowski 2002, Cimikowski 
2006). 
3.6.6 Bisection heuristic 
Bisection algorithm (Bhatt & Leighton 1984, Cimikowski 2002) uses a straight-
forward divide-and-conquer approach. The original graph 9l..n is initially bi-
sected into two smaller subgraphs 9qn/2J and 9Ln/2j+l..n by temporarily remov-
ing the link edges between them. Each subgraph is then bisected recursively 
in the same manner until subgraphs with 4 or less vertices are obtained. Em-
beddings for these base cases are the same as those shown in Fig. 3.11. When 
combining smaller subgraphs, link edges between the subgraphs are embedded 
in greedy fashion as before. The bisection algorithm can yield O(n) crossings 
when the optimal number is 0 (Cimikowski 2006), and the time complexity is 
O(n4) (Cimikowski 2002, Cimikowski 2006). 
3.6.7 Neural network 
Cimikowski and Shope's (1996, 2002) algorithm tries to minimise the number of 
edge crossings in a non planar graph. In a linear embedding, vertex adjacency is 
established by either an upper or a lower edge with respect to the spine. In the 
Cimikowski and Shope's algorithm each edge is associated with an "up" and a 
"down" neuron, representing an embedding of the edge in the upper or lower 
half-plane. Hence, the neurons VUPij and V dOWnij represent the upper and 
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lower connections between vertices i and j, respectively. The state (VUPij = 
1, VdOWnij = 0) indicates an upper edge e(i,j), (VUPij, = 0, VdOWnij = 1) 
a lower edge e(i,j), (VUPij = 1, VdOWnij = 1) a double-edge violation, and 
(VUPij = 0, VdOWnij = 0) nonadjacency. Fig. 3.12 shows the four conditions 
for a pair of crossing edges in a linear embedding of a graph. The restraint 
conditions are expressed as follows: 
A. Condition 1: 
VUPlm = VUPij = 1, for I < i < m < j (see Fig. 3.12 (a)). 
B. Condition 2: 
VUPlm = VUPij = 1, for i < 1< j < m (see Fig. 3.12. (b)). 
c. Condition 3: 
Vdownlm = VdOWnij = 1, for I < i < m < j (see Fig. 3.12 (c)). 
D. Condition 4: 
Vdownlm = VdOWnij = 1, for i < l < j < m (see Fig. 3.12 (d)). 
~ ... ~ .. 
m j i j m 
(a) (b) 
m j i j m 
~ ... ~.
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.12: Four edge-crossing conditions in a linear embedding. 
The following sums correspond to conditions A - D: 
For VUPij: 
L L j(l,i,m)j(i,m,j)VUPlm (3.15) 
I m,l<m 
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L L f(i, I, j)f(l, j, m)VUPlm, (3.16) 
1 m,l<m 
and for V dOWnij: 
L L f(l,i,m)f(i,m,j)Vdownlm (3.17) 
l m,l<m 
L L f(i,l,j)f(l,j,m)Vdownlm, (3.18) 
l m,l<m 
where f(l, m, r) = 1, if 1 < m < r, and 0 otherwise. 
There are two motion equations for the upper and down neurons, respectively 
(Cimikowski & Shope 1996). In the motion equation of upper neurons, sums 
(1) and (2) are inhibitory forces, and sums (3) and (4) are excitatory forces. 
If the number of crossings above the line for edge e(i, j) is greater than the 
number below the line for the same edge, the four terms collectively act as an 
inhibitory force. If the reverse is true, they act as an excitatory force. Inversely, 
in the motion equation of down neurons, sums (1) and (2) are excitatory forces, 
and sums (3) and (4) are inhibitory forces. In addition to the four terms above, 
each motion equation uses also the terms: 
VUPij + VdOWnij-1 (3.19) 
(3.20) 
Expression 3.19 performs an excitatory force if the edge e(i, j) is absent from 
the embedding. If only one copy of edge e(i,j) exists, it has no effect, but 
if both the upper and lower edge e(i,j) are present, it acts as an inhibitory 
force. The function hill (x, y) has value one, if x = y = 0, and zero otherwise. 
Hence, it performs an excitatory force only when the edge is missing. This hill-
climbing term allows the state of the system to escape from a local minimum 
and allows the system to converge to a feasible solution. 
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Chapter 4 
Novel Heuristic Algorithms for 
the BCNPs 
4.1 Introduction 
The 1-page and 2-page BCNPs both are NP-complete (Masuda et al. 1986, 
Masuda et al. 1987). Usually we find approximate methods to solve such a 
NP-complete problem by analysing and using properties of the problem and 
structures of graphs tested. Therefore, first we launch on heuristic algorithms 
for the 1-page and 2-page BCNPs. For the 1-page BCNP, a new heuristic 
algorithm AVSDF and a postprocessing algorithm, local adjusting (LA), are 
presented. We compare the new algorithms with previous algorithms, such as 
the algorithm of Miikinen (1988), CIRCULAR algorithm (Six & Tollis 1999), 
and the algorithm of Baur and Brandes (2004). The new algorithms achieve 
comparable or better results. 
There are three obvious ways to solve the 2-page BCNP: 
(1) based on fixed linear order of vertices; 
(2) based on 1-page drawing of the graph tested. 
(3) synthetically considered vertex order and edge distribution. 
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For the 2-page BCNP, three strategies of edge distribution are introduced. We 
test them on benchmark test suite based on fixed linear order of vertices or 
based on the 1-page drawings produced by the latest 1-page algorithms. A 
hybrid algorithm corresponding to the third way is presented. We test the 
four algorithms on some circulant graphs, and compare the results with the 
best results tested with the eight heuristic algorithms presented by Cimikowski 
(2002). 
4.2 AVSDF+ algorithms for the 1-page BCNP 
4.2.1 Algorithm: Adjacent Vertex with Smallest De-
gree First (AVSDF) 
Depth first search (DFS) starts with a vertex v as the root, and travels as 
far as possible along a path emanating from v. Then it backtracks towards 
v until it finds a first vertex u from which there is an edge to a vertex w 
not yet visited. Minimising the circular length of a graph intutively means 
making every edge of the graph (geometrically a chord of the circle) as short 
as possible. As a spanning tree of a graph will not produce any crossing, the 
key is how to produce a spanning tree with maximal number of the edges on 
the circle and minimal circle length, namely, to minimise the length of chords 
on circle except the edges in the spanning tree. Therefore, it is worth studying 
how to set a suitable weight for the next search. DFS generates a spanning 
tree of a graph, so we change DFS with a search weight of each edge as follows. 
The algorithm first uses the degree of each vertex as a basic weight for the next 
search. The next searched vertex should be among those unvisited adjacencies 
of the current vertex, and the smallest-degree vertex has the highest priority 
for visiting. If the adjacencies of the current vertex have the same degree, 
then the vertex that have the maximum sum of edge lengths (elens) formed 
with already placed vertices will have higher priority. We denote the algorithm 
AVSDF. 
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Therefore, AVSDF algorithm can produce optimal (zero crossing) drawing for 
any tree. Fig. 4.1 presents a random graph and the circular drawing of the 
graph produced by AVSDF algorithm. We denote adjacencies of the vertex v 
as nb(v). The algorithm is described in Algorithm 7. 
Algorithm 7 AVSDF algorithm 
1: Create an adjacency list, in which adjacencies nb( v) of each vertex v are 
sorted on descending degree; 
2: Initialise an array order[O .. n - 1], and a stack, 8; 
3: Get the vertex with the smallest degree from the given graph, and push it 
into 8; 
4: while (8 is not empty) do 
5: Pop a vertex v, from S; 
6: if (v is not in order) then 
7: Append the vertex v into order; 
8: Sort all adjacencies of v with same degree on descending elens. 
9: Push unvisited nb( v) into 8; 
10: end if 
11: end while 
The running time of the AVSDF algorithm without counting of crossings is 
O(m). Counting the crossings increases the running time to O(n2 ). Fig. 4.1 
shows two outerplanar drawings of a random connected graph, one of which is 
produced by AVSDF. 
V6 Vs 
(a) A random connected graph 
Vl Vs 
(b) An outerplanar drawing of (a) 
Figure 4.1: A random connected graph and the outerplanar drawing of the 
graph produced by AVSDF 
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4.2.2 Post processing phase-local adjusting 
In order to improve the results of AVSDF algorithm, we can add some post-
processing phases after AVSDF. Baur and Brandes (2004) used the sifting 
algorithm after their insert algorithm. Here we present another local adjusting 
algorithm: taking vertices in the order of descending number of crossings on 
their incident edges (we start with the vertex whose incident edges create the 
largest number of crossings, and it is not necessary to adjust those vertices 
whose incident edges create 0 crossings), we find the best position among the 
current one and the ones next to adjacent vertices. The adjusting procedure 
is repeated until no vertices can be improved. The algorithm is denoted as 
LA. For each vertex, there are d( Vi) steps of calculation. For one round of 
n 
adjusting, the steps of calculation is Ld(v;). So the number of calculation 
i=l 
for one round of adjusting is O(m). However, during the adjusting procedure, 
the vertex positions are updated at most O(m) times. Since each update of 
vertex position will start a new round of adjusting, so there are at most O(mn) 
steps of calculation. Therefore the running time is O(mn) regardless of the 
calculation of the BCN. We denote AVSDF with LA as AVSDF+. 
In Algorithm 8, we use an array order[O .. n - 1] to save the position of each 
vertex, e.g. order[v] indicates the position of vertex v. An 2-dim array adj as 
adjacency matrix is used to map the current book drawing, where adj[i](j] = 
adj[j](i] = x indicates that the edge connecting with vertices on positions i 
and j is located on the page x. Moreover, adj[i]Ul = adj[j](i] = 0 indicates that 
there is no edge connecting vertices on positions i and j. 
In Fig. 4.2, the vertex V whose incident edges create the largest number of 
crossings is routed first. In this drawing v has three possible positions. 
4.2.3 Counting of edge crossings 
Fig. 4.3 shows the possible distributions of two edges in a page. Given two 
edges e\(i,j) and e2(k,l) in a book drawing, where el and e2 are in the same 
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Algorithm 8 Local adjusting 
1: save the initial order into order[n]; 
2: adj[n][n] is the adjacent matrix of the current drawing; 
3: for (each vertex v E V) do 
4: Pv = order[eurr _v]; 
5: er list[v] = ealeulate_erossings(p, adj); 
6: Sort er -list into er _index according to descending crossing number; 
7: end for 
8: k=O; 
9: repeat 
10: curr -v = er _index[k].v; better _er = er _index[k].er; 
11: better _p = P = order[eurr _v]; 
12: Put the positions of adjacent vertices of curr -v into p-list[O .. dv - 1], 
where dv = degree[curr _v]; 
13: for (each position Pi E plist) do 
14: eurr _p = Pi + 1; 
15: update adj; er = ealculate_erossing(Pi + 1, adj); 
16: if (er < better _er) then 
17: better _p = Pi + 1; better _er = er; 
18: end if 
19: end for 
20: if (better _p '" p) then 
21: update order, er -list, and er -index; 
22: k=O; 
23: else 
24: k=k+1j 
25: end if 
26: until (k=n-l)j 
page and i < k < j < I, then e1 and e2 cross (Fig. 4.3 (b)). 
The calculation of the BeN in a K-page drawing of 9 can be done by the 
following formula (He et al. 2005): 
n-4 n-2 j n-l 
v.(g) = L L L L adj[i]U]Oadj[k][l] (4.1) 
i=O j=i+2 k=i+ll=;+l 
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.... "" . 
v p2 
'. 
'" ...... 
.. ' p3 
Figure 4.2: Three possible positions, PbP2,P3, for vertex v to route 
where 
.... Q ..... w .... 
j k 
(a) 
... ~ .......... . 
j=k 
(c) 
.... ~ .... 
k j 
(b) 
.... ~ 
k j 
(cl) 
Figure 4.3: l-page drawings of two edges in a graph 
adj[i][j] 0 adj[k][l] = { ~ if adj[i][k] = adj[j][l] i- 0 
otherwise. 
and a[i][j] E {O, .'" K}. 
4.2.4 Generation of the Random Connected Graphs 
We created a test suite of Random Connected Graphs (RCG) with different 
densities. A complete undirected graph on n vertices has n( n - 1) /2 edges. 
We define edge density le of a n-vertex and m-edge graph g as the ratio ofthe 
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edge number of 9 and the edge number of K n , i.e. 'Ye = (2m ). A connected 
nn-1 
graph has at least n -1 edges, as the smallest connected graph is a tree, whose 
edge density 'Ye is~. Sometimes, we also define the edge density as the rate 
n 
of the edge number and the vertex number, 'Yt = ~. Obviously, there exists 
n 
the relationship between the two definitions of density: 'Ye = ~. Usually, 
n-1 
we use 'Ye without a special description. 
The algorithm generating a random connected graph includes two steps: 
(1) create a tree; 
First we construct n vertices, select randomly two of them and add an 
edge between them. These two vertices now form a tree, which is grown 
by iteratively picking an isolated vertex and a vertex from the tree arbi-
trarily and adding an edge between them. 
(2) randomly add edges to the graph until the required density is reached. 
4.2.5 Experiments with algorithms 
In order to observe the effect of edge length on the performance of the AVSDF 
algorithm, we test AVSDF without and with the condition- the adjacent vertex 
that has larger sum of edge lengths formed by the vertex with already placed 
vertices will have higher priority, if the adjacencies of the current vertex have 
the same degree. The experimental data have showed that the AVSDF with 
the condition is better than or the same as the one without the condition in 
most cases (see Fig. 4.4). 
Comparison of AVSDF, MA, CIRCULAR, and BB 
We implement MA, CIRCULAR and BB algorithms (see Section 3.5), and 
compare the AVSDF algorithm with MA, CIRCULAR and BB without any 
postprocessing (LA, sifting) improvements on all unstructural graphs, Rome 
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Algorithm 9 Generation of a random connected graph 
1: {Initialisation}: 
2: create two vertex sets uSet[n] and vSet[n] to store all vertices; 
n(n -1) 
3: calculate the edge number, m = 'Ye X 2 ; 
4: initialise adjacency matrix adj with 0; 
5: randomly pick a vertex u E vSet to be stored in uSet, and remove it from 
vSet; 
6: {create a random tree with n -1 edges}: 
7: count = 0; 
8: while (count < n - 1) do 
9: randomly pick a vertex u, from uS et; 
10: randomly pick a vertex v, from vSet; 
11: add an edge between u and v, adj[uJ[v] = adj[vJ[u] = 1; 
12: put v into uSet, and remove it from vSet; 
13: count = count + 1; 
14: end while 
15: {Add remaining edges}: 
16: while (count < m) do 
17: randomly pick two vertices u and v; 
18: if (adj[u][v] of- 1) then 
19: adj[uJ[v] = adj[vJ[u] = 1; 
20: count = count + 1; 
21: end if 
22: end while 
graphs and RCG with densities 1%, 3% and 5%. Table 4.1 shows the times 
each algorithm achieved the best results on RND_BUP, ALF_CU, and RCG. 
The number in parentheses in Table 4.1 is the number of graphs tested. 
In order to observe the performance of AVSDF and BB algorithms, we investi-
gate the experiments on RCG. For each density, 12 groups of graphs with dif-
ferent number of vertices were tested; each group includes 10 different graphs; 
and average time and average crossing number were calculated. 
Fig. 4.5 (a)-(c) show the average crossing numbers of RCG with density 1%, 
3% and 5% by AVSDF and BB, respectively. 
It can be seen that AVSDF achieved better results than BB for density 1% 
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Figure 4.4: Results on RNB_BUP by AVSDF with and without the condition 
Table 4.1: The number of times each algorithm achieved the best results on 
RND..BUP, ALF_CU, and RCG. 
G h I AVSDF I BB I CIRCULAR I MA rap s 
ALF_CU(268\ 207 99 9 1 
RND_BUplWn 99 80 2 0 
RCG(360) 204 164 0 2 
(maximal number of vertices in a graph was 260), for density 3% and n ::; 120, 
and for density 5% and n ::; 75. 
The definition of density le (= (2m )) reflects the relationship between 
nn-1 
the n-vertex graph and the complete graph Kn. The definition of density It 
(= m) reflects the relationship between the n-vertex graph and the minimal 
n 
connected graph with n - 1 edges. Table 4.2 shows the densities ('t). From 
Table 4.2: The densities It of RCG with densities le, 1%, 2% and 5% 
n (5%\ 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 
~t75%) 0.98 1.11 1.22 1.35 1.48 1.6 1.73 1.85 1.98 2.11 2.22 2.35 
n (3%) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 
~t(3%) 1.49 1.56 1.64 1.71 1.78 1.86 1.94 2.01 2.09 2.16 2.23 2.31 
n tl%) 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 245 250 255 
'Yttl%) 1 1.02 1.04 1.07 1.1 1.12 1.14 1.17 1.2 1.22 1.24 1.27 
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Figure 4.5: Test results on RCG with densities 1%, 3%, and 5% with AVSDF 
and BB 
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Table 4.2, when density 5% and n = 75, the corresponding density by the sec-
ond definition It = 1.85; and when density 3% and n = 120, the corresponding 
density by the second definition It = 1.78. Moreover, for all tested graphs 
with density 1%, the corresponding densities with the second definition are all 
smaller than 1.85. So it can be said that AVSDF achieved the best results for 
those sparse graphs with It :::: 1.85. 
When each algorithm runs on RCG with density 5%, the average time is less 
than Wrns except for the algorithm BB, whose running time is less than 25ms. 
Fig. 4.6 shows the time each algorithm runs on RCG with density 3% and 1 %. 
When density is 3%, AVSDF and MA achieved similar and the best time, and 
when density is 1%, AVSDF achieved the best time. 
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Figure 4.6: The average times each algorithm runs on RCG with densities 3% 
and 1% 
Comparison of LA and sifting based on AVSDF 
From the experiments above, AVSDF achieved better results than BB for those 
graphs with density It :::: 1.85. In order to observe performance of different 
postprocessings on AVSDF, we test AVSDF..LA and AVSDF -sift on RCGs 
with density 5% and 1%, respectively. Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 show the average 
crossing numbers and the average running times on RCG with density 5% and 
1 %, respectively. 
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Figure 4.7: The average crossing numbers and running times of AVSDF+LA 
and AVSDF+sifting on RCG with density 5% 
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Figure 4.8: The average crossing numbers and running times AVSDF+LA and 
AVSDF+sifting on RCG with density 1% 
From Fig. 4.7, it can be seen that LA achieves better performance than sifting 
based on AVSDF on RCG with density 5% in both results and running time. 
Fig. 4.8 shows that LA achieves nearly same results as sifting based on AVSDF 
on RCG with density 1%, but the running time of LA is much less than that 
of sifting. 
Comparison of LA and sifting based on BB 
We also test BB-LA and BB..sift on RCGs with densities 5% and 1%. Fig. 4.9 
and 4.10 show the average crossing numbers and the average running times 
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on RCG with density 5% and 1% by BB-LA and BB..sifting, respectively. 
From Fig. 4.9, it can be seen that BB_LA obtains little better results than 
BB..sifting when density is 5%. And form Fig. 4.10, it can be seen that BB_LA 
gets similar results with what BB..sifting obtained. However, BB-LA has much 
better efficiency than BB..sifting. 
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Figure 4.9: The average crossing numbers and running time BB+LA and 
BB+sifting on RCG with density 5% 
(a) Crossing numbers of RCG with 
density 1% 
(b) Running times of BB+ on RCG 
with density 1% 
Figure 4.10: The average crossing numbers and running time BB+LA and 
BB+sifting on RCG with density 1 % 
Performance of LA based on AVSDF and BB 
In order to observe the performance of LA based on AVSDF and BB, respec-
tively, we test AVSDF -LA and BB_LA on RCG with density 5%. Table 4.3 
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Table 4.3: The edge numbers of Rea with density 5% 
n m ,.) "I(BB) RLA' I Rf.A(BB) 
_40 
." u 1 1 1 45 49 20 1 2 
50 61 25 38 1 4 
55 74 55 58 4 15 
60 88 120 128 8 15 
65 104 232 239 15 15 
70 120 395 314 l: 2~ 
'5 I •• 463 519 26 23 
80 158 815 80. 25 29 
-* 
78 1199 ~ 22 39 ,UU 1411 ," 44 
95 223 2073 2003 57 57 
UU 24"' 252' 45 
105 273 3509 3310 7: 92 
110 299 ~ 4212 81 120 15 327 533< "5 
"" 120 357 6945 6921 95 113 
-i¥o- 387 7564 7338 160 20. 
=i ""g. '57" 15" 142 135 11612 10631 224 175 _14U 122"" 170 
145 522 15794 14852 222 172 
shows the crossing numbers and the numbers of adjusting rounds based on 
AVSDF and BB, respectively. 
Fig. 4.11 (a) and (b) show the crossing numbers and the numbers of adjusting 
rounds based on AVSDF and BB, respectively. The results of AVSDF -LA are 
similar with that of BB-LA when n S; 120. The numbers of adjusting rounds 
are all less than the edge number of each tested graph. From Fig. 4.11 (b), 
it can be seen that the number of adjusting rounds usually increases with the 
rise of vertex number, and LA based on AVSDF runs more rounds than based 
on BB when n ~ 130. This indicates that the results of AVSDF are not very 
good when density "It rise to a certain value. So LA following AVSDF has more 
potential to adjust. From Fig. 4.11 (a), obviously, we can see that the results 
by AVSDF -LA are worse than that by BB-LA when n ~ 130. 
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(a) Crossing numbers of RCa with 
density 5% by AVSDF _LA and 
BB-LA 
(b) The number of adjusting rounds 
based on AVSDF and BB 
Figure 4.11: Performance of LA based on AVSDF and BB 
4.2.6 Section conclusions 
We designed a new algorithm, AVSDF, to produce circular drawings, and 
presented a postprocessing LA. The time complexity of AVSDF is O(m), and 
the one of LA is O(mn) without consideration of counting the crossing number. 
We compare AVSDF with previously published algorithms. AVSDF and BB 
(Baur & Brandes 2004) algorithms without postprocessing, e.g. LA and sifting, 
produce better results than the well known algorithm by Miikinen (1988) and 
CIRCULAR by Six and Tollis (1999). For lower densities AVSDF produces 
better results than BB. 
We investigated the performance of LA and sifting. Our experimental data 
indicate that LA has better performance than sifting in results and running 
times, although the sifting algorithm try all possible positions for each vertex. 
Actually, during the procedure of sifting, it is possible to form "deadlock", and 
the results can not be further improved. 
We also observe the performance of LA based on AVSDF and BB, respectively. 
When the density 'Yt is lower, AVSDF -LA and BB-LA get similar results. The 
number of adjusting rounds based on AVSDF is larger than that based on BB 
when n ~ 130. The experimental data indicate that LA following AVSDF has 
more potential to adjust since the results of AVSDF are not very good when 
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density "It rise to a certain value. 
We will further test some structural graphs with AVSDF -LA and AVSDF .sift, 
BB-LA and BB.sift in Chapter 8. 
4.3 2-page crossing minimisation algorithms 
Usually the smaller the I-page BCN, the smaller the 2-page BCN. So we try to 
find an optimal distribution of edges in two pages based on the fixed order or 
the I-page drawing given by I-page algorithms. We use the following strategies 
of edge distribution in the second phase respectively. 
4.3.1 Slope strategy 
In a circular drawing, each edge has a slope to the horizontal line. the SLOPE 
2-page strategy (He et al. 2005, He et al. 2006) distributes the edges between 
pages according to their slopes. If the angle between an edge and the horizontal 
axis is larger than 90 0 , the edge is put on page 2 (solid edges in Fig.4.I2), 
otherwise the edge is put on page 1 (broken edges in Fig. 4.12). 
Figure 4.12: SLOPE distribution strategy 
We can divide a circle into four sections as in Fig. 4.13. Suppose a vertex's 
position on the circle is i, Table 4.4 describes how the positions of vertices are 
related to the four sections. 
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Figure 4.13: Dividing a circle into 4 sections 
Table 4.4: Vertex positions on each section of a circle 
Section Positions 
1 O:<:;i<:i 
2 ::<i<:: 4 - ? 
3 ~:<:; i < ~n 
4 ~n:<:; i < n 
Considering an edge etu, v) with u in position i and v in position j, if i and 
j are both located in the section 1, then 0 < i + j < ~n. If i and j are both 
located in the section 3, then n :<:; i + j < ~n. If i and j are located in section 2 
and section 4, respectively, then n :<:; i + j < ~n. In these cases, we roughly say 
the angle between the edge and horizontal axis is larger than 90 0 • Therefore, 
we obtain the rough relationship between the slope value and the positions of 
two ends of the edge for all cases including the cases that i and j are in the 
same section or in adjacent sections, if (0 < i + j < ~n or n :<:; i + j < ~n) the 
angle between the edge and horizontal axis is larger than 90 0 • Assuming that 
the current drawing has the vertex permutation 11", Algorithm 10 describes the 
distribution of edges based on 11". The running time of the algorithm is O(m). 
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Algorithm 10 Slope(7r) 
1: { 
2: Initial order[O .. n - 1] with 71"; 
3: define a 2-dim array, adj; 
4: for (i=O to n) do 
5: for (j=0 to n) do 
6: u = order[i]; v = order[j]; 
7: if e(u, v) E E then 
8: if (i + j < ~n) or (n ::; i + j < ~n) then 
9: adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = 2; 
10: else 
11: adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = 1; 
12: end if 
13: else 
14: adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = 0; 
15: end if 
16: end for 
17: end for 
18: return adj; 
19: } 
4.3.2 Route edges according to their length 
Intuitively, the longer the length of an edge, the larger the probability of its 
crossing with other edges. Moreover, whether the edges with length=1 are 
on page 1 or page 2, they do not create any crossing. Therefore, initially all 
edges are sorted non-increasingly by their "length", and all edges are placed 
in page 1. Each edge in the sorted list is routed in turn to the page where 
smaller crossings will be produced. The process is iterated until there is no 
improvement or iterations were done 5 times (the number 5 was experimentally 
found to be sufficient). We denote it as LEN. This strategy is similar with the 
algorithm E-len by Cimikowski (2002). The difference of LEN and E-len is 
that LEN is based on I-page drawing, while E-len is based on a fixed linear 
order of vertices. The time complexity of sorting the edge list is O(mlogm). 
In the best case, LEN does only m calculations (no improvement). Normally, 
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each round does m times of calculation, so the running time is at most O(m2 ). 
In our implementation of the algorithm, the number of rounds does not exceed 
5, so the running time is O(m). 
4.3.3 Route edges according to descending crossings 
Route edges according to descending crossings strategy is based on an initial 
I-page drawing with a fixed order and all edges in page 1. First, we create a 
edge list (eplist) with page information of each edge (the initial value is 1), and 
create a list erlist of crossing number created by each edge, which also includes 
index number of each edge in edgelist. We start the edge which creates most 
crossings and put it to page 2. If the crossing number created by the edge 
is smaller than before, then the number of crossings created by those edges 
that intersect with the edge in page 1 will decrease by one, and the number of 
crossings created by those edge intersected with the edge in page 2 will increase 
by 1, and the erlist is sorted on descending crossing numbers. The procedure 
is repeated until no edge can be adjusted. We denote this heuristic as CRS. In 
the worst case running time is O(m2) (in the best case running time is O(m)) 
(see Algorithm 11). 
4.3.4 Hybrid of I-page algorithm and edge assignment 
This is a hybrid heuristic algorithm of AVSDF and the edge distribution, which 
places an edge incident to the currently placed vertex based on the smallest 
crossings produced by the edge and already placed edges. We denote it as 
AVSDF _EP (see Algorithm 12). 
4.3.5 Experiments 
The experiments of Cimikowski (2002) were done based on a fixed Hamiltonian 
cycle for some special structural graphs. However, not every Hamiltonian 
cycle corresponds to an optimal vertex order, and an optimal drawing might 
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Algorithm 11 Adjusting edges on crossings 
1: Create an edge list with page attribute, eplist; 
2: Create a sorted crossing list with edge index, crlist; 
3: Calculate current crossings, currCr; 
4: i=O; lastCr=MAX_CR; 
5: while (i < m or lastCr > currer) do 
6: laster = currCr; 
7: s = crlist[i].post; u = eplist[s].u; v = eplist[s].v; 
8: if (crlist[i].cr=O) then 
9: i=i+l; 
10: else 
11: eplist[s].page = eplist[s].page mod 2+1; 
12: cr = calEdgeCr(eplist); 
/ / calculate the crossing number created by the adjusted edge. 
13: if (cr ~ crlist[i].cr) then 
14: eplist[s].page = eplist[s].page mod 2+1; i = i+1; 
15: else 
16: currer = currCr - crlist[i].cr + cri crlist[i].cr = cri 
17: Modify sorted crlist on crossings, modilist(eplist,crlist,i); 
18: i = 0; 
19: end if 
20: end if 
21: end while 
22: return currCr; 
not correspond to a Hamiltonian cycle. Moreover, for an arbitrary graph, 
a Hamiltonian cycle might not exist, or even· if it exists, we might not be 
able to find it out efficiently. Our experiments aim at finding the relationship 
between I-page drawing and 2-page drawing, and the most important factor to 
affect the crossings. So experiments are done on a variety of graphs described 
previously from the following aspects. 
2-page strategies based on l-page algorithms 
We compare pairs of algorithm combinations formed by two heuristics for 
I-page drawings and four strategies of edge distribution, and explore the rela-
tionship between I-page and 2-page drawings on ALF _CU, RND-BUP, RCGs, 
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Algorithm 12 A hybrid algorithm of AVSDF with distribution of edges 
1: Create an adjacency list, each vertex with a link list in the order of de-
scending degree; 
2: Initialise an array order In], and a stack, S; 
3: Get the vertex with the smallest degree from the given graph, and push it 
into S; 
4: while (S is not empty) do 
5: Pop a vertex v, from S; 
6: if (v is not in order) then 
7: Append the vertex v into order; 
8: for (each vertex u adjacent to v) do 
9: if (u is not in order) then 
10: push u into S, the smallest-degree vertex with max - lens is at 
top of S; 
11: else 
12: Decide the page on which e( u, v) will be put according to the 
crossing numbers when e(u, v) is put on page 1 and on page 2 
respectively; 
13: end if 
14: end for 
15: end if 
16: end while 
3-regular graphs, etc. In Table 4.5, the number oftimes when an algorithm get 
best results in all test data are listed. From Table 4.5, for most graphs, there 
exists the relationship SLOPE -< LEN -< CRS based on AVSDF+ or BB+ 
according to the times. On the other hand, AVSDF-EP gets better results 
than AVSDF+JlLOPE and BB+JlLOPE do. 
2-page strategies based on a fixed order of vertices 
We also test some structural graphs, such as circulant graphs (Cimikowski 
2002), cartesian graphs, complete graphs and complete p-partite graphs and 
others, with the method used by Cimikowski (2002) - first find an optimal 
order of vertices for a structural graph, and then apply a strategy of edge dis-
tribution. Table 4.6 shows the results that are the numbers of times when each 
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Table 4.5: The number of times best results are obtained on each type of 
h 'h 11 b d 1 I'h grap s Wit a strategies ase on ~piJ.ge a gont ms 
~raPh',,) AVSDF+ AVSDF+ AVSDF+ AVSDF BB+ BB+ BB+ 
number .sLOPE .LEN _CRE _EP .sLOPE .LEN _CRE 
ALF_CU(268 52 128 148 92 47 149 170 
RND_BUP 168 19 61 82 40 17 84 85 
RCGs(360 37 94 141 50 17 115 170 
3·d RCG 45) 3 14 12 3 2 17 25 
Cm X en 49 2 16 21 0 2 10 11 
Mesh 49 0 17 17 1 2 23 31 
Halin 400 7 166 274 28 8 \16 211 
-"n\34) 0 10 15 9 1 8 19 
Ckn 1,n)(68 17 21 18 39 7 38 34 
strategy gets best results in all test results on each type of graphs. The results 
indicate that an algorithm has different performance for different structural 
graphs. For example, SLOPE is the best for complete graphs and complete 
p-partite graphs. 
Table 4.6: The number of times the best results are obtained on each 2-page 
strategy based on fi d d £ t t I h a xe or er or some s ruc ura grap s 
Graphs Gn Ckn(1, n) Ko(' Ko Cm xC", 
SLOPE 0 34 \I 28 11 
LEN 23 36 6 14 24 
CRE 25 42 8 21 43 
RCGs with different edge densities 
We compare the combinations AVSDF + ..sLOPE, BB+ ..sLOPE, AVSDF + _LEN, 
BB+..LEN, AVSDF+_CRS, and BB+_CRS on RCGs with edge densities 1%, 2%, 
and 5%, where the density is defined as the rate of edge number to maximal 
possible edge number. Furthermore, we explore the effect of density (Fig. 
4.14-4.16) to the number of crossings on each type of graphs. For each den-
sity, 12 groups of graphs with different number of vertices were tested, and 
each group includes 10 different graphs, of which the average crossing number 
is calculated. Fig. 4.14-4.16 show that AVSDF+..sLOPE gets better results 
than BB+..sLOPE does for all densities, and the results by AVSDF+..sLOPE 
and BB+_SLOPE become closer with the rise of density. No matter AVSDF+ 
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or BB+ algorithm as a prefix of 2-page algorithms, CRS gets slightly better 
results than LEN does, and with the rise of density, the results by CRS and 
LEN become closer. 
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Figure 4.14: The 2-page BCNs of RCG with density=l% 
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Figure 4.15: The 2-page BCNs of RCG with density=2% 
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Figure 4.16: The 2-page BCNs of RCG with density=5% 
Circulant graphs 
Some circulant graphs were tested based on a fixed Hamiltonian cycle, and 
the exact results were listed by Cimikowski (2002). We tested these circu-
lant graphs as well, but first applied a heuristic algorithm to find a good 
I-page drawing, and then applied a strategy of edge distribution. In the sec-
ond right most column (*opt.) of Table 4.7, there are listed either the optimal 
values related to the fixed order of vertices based on the Hamiltonian cycles 
(Cimikowski 2002), or theoretical lower and upper bounds, if the branch-and-
bound algorithm of Cimikowski (2002) was not applicable. The rightmost 
column (*best) contains the best results obtained with 8 heuristic algorithms 
based on the Hamiltonian cycle of each circulant graph by Cimikowski (2002). 
Our results are similar to or better than Cimikowski's (2002) (Table 4.7). For 
some circulant graphs such as C24 (1, 3, 5), C38(1,7), C4o (I,5), C42 (1,4), and 
C46 (1, 4), the best results (italic data in Table 4.7) obtained by the new 2-page 
algorithms are even better than the optimal values obtained by the branch and 
bound algorithm based on a fixed order of vertices (Cimikowski 2002). This is 
because we do not restrict to a fixed order of the vertices. For example, Fig. 
4.17 presents the best solution for C42(1,4), where v2(C42(1,4)) = 38, while 
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the optimal value based on a fixed order of vertices (Cimikowski 2002) was 42. 
Figure 4.17: The best solution for C42 (1, 4) 
4.3.6 Section conclusions 
For an arbitrary graph, 2-page algorithms based on a good I-page algorithm are 
very useful. Our experiments show that the 2-page BCN is not only related to 
the I-page drawing, but also related to the edge distribution and the structure 
of graphs. For Rome graphs, AVSDF+_CRS and BB+_CRS get best results. 
For RCGs, BB+_CRS gets best results. For Halin graphs and Cartesian graphs, 
Cm X Cn, AVSDF+_CRS gets best results. For circulant graphs, Ckn (1, n), 
BB+-LEN and BB+_CRS get best results. Based on a fixed optimal order of 
vertices, for circulant graph, LEN and CRS get best results, and for complete 
graphs and complete p-partite graph, SLOPE gets best results. The hybrid 
algorithm, AVSDF ..EP, sometime gets better results, but almost all of the 
results by AVSDF..EP can't be improved by a following other strategy of edge 
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Table 4.7: Results of circulants for 2-page strategies based on I-page algorithms 
Graphs AVSDF4 AVSDF' AVSDF AVSDF BB+ BB+ BB+ BB+ "'opt. "'best 
J..EN _eRS -SLOPE -SLOPE J..EN _eRS -SLOP -SLOP 
_LEN _eRS J..EN _eRS 
C20(1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C20(1,2,3) 22 24 24 24 22 24 24 24 22 22 
C20 1,2,3,4 84 70 84 84 84 70 84 84 26:870 70 
C22 1,2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 
C22(1, 2, 3) 24 24 30 30 24 24 30 30 24 24 
CO2 1,3,5,7) 216 203 236 210 244 225 229 229 28,1056 200 
C" 1,3 14 15 14 13 14 14 14 14 12 12 
C" 1,35 88 73 74 82 86 70 74 78 72 76 
C" 1,3,5,7) 250 217 242 217 280 237 273 273 30:1260 216 
C" 1,3) 16 17 18 14 18 19 20 17 14 14 
C" 1,3,5) 96 83 88 90 94 80 82 82 6:650 82 
C" 1,4,7,9) 351 365 366 366 344 311 313 313 3H482 364 
C" 1,3 18 19 20 18 19 19 19 19 14 16 
028(1,3,5) 104 87 94 92 92 88 92 92 6,756 86 
C 28(I,2,3,4) 126 98 120 116 126 98 120 116 34,1722 98 
C28(1, 3, 5, 7, 9 561 561 670 561 610 586 655 654 62,3080 560 
C30 (1,3,5) 106 97 97 97 107 96 105 98 6,870 96 
C30(1,3,5,8 319 324 324 308 319 324 343 316 36,1980 302 
C30(1,2,4,5,7 412 392 410 392 434 411 440 420 66:3540 392 
C3' 1,2,4,6 160 192 202 208 128 126 126 128 38,2256 160 
C" 1,3,5 128 105 107 105 116 110 107 106 6:1122 106 
C" 1,4,8,12 575 620 620 620 309 302 324 326 40,2550 574 
C,s 1,2,4) 36 54 62 68 36 36 36 36 6:1260 36 
C3S 1,3,5,7) 348 331 360 340 346 336 356 355 42:2862 328 
C,,(1,7) 76 77 72 72 58 53 53 53 84 86 
C38(1,4,7) 221 187 205 204 190 176 205 186 6,1406 190 
C,.(1,5) 58 61 56 52 49 57 57 56 56 58 
C,,(1,4) 42 40 40 38 48 51 50 50 42 42 
C" 1,3,6 162 164 157 154 118 115 108 115 6:1722 158 
C" 1,2,4,6 228 238 264 266 164 162 158 158 48,3906 210 
C" 1,4,5 168 177 184 178 177 123 149 148 6:1892 180 
C" 1,4,7,10 674 629 653 627 631 634 717 698 50:4290 632 
C,. 1,4) 46 44 42 42 63 63 64 64 46 46 
C" 1,5,8 281 271 281 280 290 267 275 281 6:2070 296 
distribution, this could be because AVSDF -EP gets a local optimal solution, 
and the vertex order and edge distribution are in a kind of "deadlock". SLOPE 
strategy is overshadowed by the LEN strategy and the CRS strategy for most 
graphs. However, SLOPE is useful in preprocessing the edge distribution after 
a good vertex order is provided. With the rise of edge density, the results by 
LEN are closer to the ones by eRS. With our 2-page strategies based on a 1-
page algorithm, the best results of some circulant graphs are even better than 
the optimal values obtained by the branch and bound algorithm based on fixed 
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orders of vertices (Cimikowski 2002). We will present the exact experimental 
results on some structural graphs in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 5 
Genetic Algorithms for the 
BCNPs 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on genetic algorithms for the 1-page and 2-page BCNPs 
(He et al. 2005a, He et al. 2006a). For the 1-page BCN, the effect of some 
parameters, such as crossover rate, mutation rate, and select criteria, on the 
performance of the genetic algorithm is observed, and the genetic algorithm for 
the 1-page BCNP produces best results for most test suites, comparing with the 
latest heuristic algorithms. For the 2-page crossing number problem, different 
implementations of a genetic algorithm are investigated, and the experiments 
of genetic models even improve optimal values based on fixed orders of vertices 
of some circulant graphs used by Cimikowski (2002). 
5.2 Overview of genetic algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a class of randomised optimisation heuristics 
based loosely on the biological paradigm of natural selection. While the exact 
mechanisms behind natural evolution are not very well known, some aspects 
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have been studied in considerable depth. It is believed that chromosomes are 
the information carriers and that the evolution process works at the chro-
mosome level through reproduction. The reproduction can be made by either 
combining chromosomes from the parents to produce offspring, a process called 
crossover, or by a random change occurring in the chromosome pattern, termed 
mutation. 
5.2.1 Standard genetic algorithms 
A genetic algorithm (GA) first creates an initial population of solutions. The 
solutions are then evaluated, using an application-specific criteria of fitness, to 
sort them from most fit to least fit. A subset of the population is selected, using 
criteria that tend to favour the most fit solutions. This subset is then used to 
produce a new generation of offspring solutions by crossover. Finally, a number 
of solutions in this new generation are subjected to random mutations. The 
processes of selection, crossover and mutation are then repeated (Algorithm 
13). 
5.2.2 Markov models of a simple genetic algorithm 
Markov chains can exactly model each generation of a GA by combining the 
effects of the various stochastic sources (such as initial population generation, 
selection, crossover, mutation, and even noisy fitness functions) into a single 
transition probability matrix. Goldberg and Segrest (1987) kept their model 
manageable by dealing with only a "single-locus" genome. That is, the genome 
consists of only one binary position. Thus the only possible individuals are 
"1" and "0". Such a limitation allows an intuitive numbering of states. Given 
a fixed population size N, there are (N + 1) possible states i, where i is the 
population with exactly i ones and (N -i) zeros. Goldberg and Segrest defined 
an (N + 1) x (N + 1) transition matrix P[i,jj mapping the current state i to 
the next state j. 
If a proportionate selection without mutation is used, a member k of the 
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Algorithm 13 GeneticAlgorithm(Q = (V, El) 
1: P -an initial random population; 
2: calculate_litness(P); 
3: best = bestIndv(P); 
4: bestSolution = P[best]; 
5: repeat 
6: for (all individuals of P) do 
7: Do selection; 
8: Do crossover based on crossover rate; 
9: Do mutation based on mutation rate; 
10: end for 
11: P +--- children; 
12: calculate_litness(P); 
13: best = bestIndv(P); 
14: if (P[best].lit > bestSolution.lit) then 
15: bestSolution = P[best]; 
16: end if 
17: worst = worstIndv(P); 
18: P[wor st] +-- bestSolution; 
19: until the termination criteria are met; 
current population is selected for reproduction with probability Pk proportional 
to its fitness relative to total fitness of the population. That is, 
Ik Pk = -N--' 
Lt. 
i=l 
N 
where!k is the fitness of k and Lt. is the sum of the fitnesses of all individuals 
i=l 
in the current population. Each generation will do N selections. 
N 
In the single-locus model, the denominator has the form L t. = ih +(N -i)!o, 
i=l 
where i is the number of ones in the current population, h is the fitness of 
"1", and 10 is the fitness of "0". Then the probability of choosing a one for 
the next generation's population is 
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PI = ih + (N - i)fo· 
If r is the fitness ratio ~I , then PI =. t "). The probability of choosing 
JO 2r+ N-2 
a zero, Po is 1-PI. The probability of going from a state with i ones to a state 
with j ones is 
Substituting PI and Po, we get 
.. (N) ( ir )i( N - i )N-i 
p(2, J) = j ir + (N _ i) ir + (N - i) . (5.1) 
5.3 Genetic algorithm for the I-page BCNP 
5.3.1 Modeling the problem with GA 
Michalewicz (1994) presented a genetic model for TSP. The outerplanar draw-
ing problem is similar to the TSP. Therefore, the genetic model for the outer-
planar drawing problem is designed from the following four aspects: 
The chromosome 
The task of the I-page BCNP is to find a permutation 7r of the vertices, min-
imising the number of edge crossings. So we define any possible permutation 
of all vertices, 7r = {VD, VI, •.. vn-d as a genome of the genetic algorithm. The 
size of population (! is an important parameter. A small population indicates 
that the variation of chromosomes is small, and that the search time is short, 
but it may lead to premature convergence of solutions. A large population 
allows a large variation of chromosomes, so although the search time is longer, 
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it may reduce premature convergence and get better solutions. The rate of the 
number of individuals searched and the search space is larger, the chance of 
getting the best solution is larger. A larger graph has a larger search space. 
During the procedure, the total number of individuals that GA generates is 
I! x generations. Considering the chance of getting the best solution for each 
graph to be as equal as possible, we fix a small size of population, and set 1!=16 
in our experiments. The number of generations is decided by the termination 
criteria, which are related to the size of graphs as described in Section 5.4.1. 
The first population with I! (=16) genomes is produced randomly. 
The fitness function 
Fitness functions are used to evaluate the quality of solutions. Our goal is to 
minimise the I-page BCN, so we can directly define the I-page BCN VI as the 
objective function (to be minimised). In order to observe the effect of different 
fitness functions to the performance of the genetic algorithm, two kinds of 
fitness functions are set: 
1 
h(9,1r) = 1 +VI("D); 
1 
h(9,1r) = 1+ vH"D)" 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
They will have different effects on the performance of GA when the roulette 
selection is deployed. A fitness function 1(9,1r) depends on the vertex order 
1r in the current drawing "D(1r). We use a table, adj, as an adjacent matrix in 
the current drawing of 9 = (V, E). Assuming the vertex u is in position i and 
the vertex v in position j in the current permutation 1r, if an edge e(u, v) E E, 
then we set adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = 1. Otherwise, we set adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = O. 
We can calculate the number of crossings in a I-page drawing of 9 with the 
formula (4.1). The calculation takes time O(n2 ). 
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The termination criteria 
Termination is an important parameter, which is decisive for the running time 
and quality of the result. Generally it heavily depends on the size of the 
chromosome. For the 1-page BCNP, we make the termination condition related 
to the vertex number and then edge number. The termination parameter due 
is defined as 
due = min(2(n + m) + 50, 500). 
The evolution procedure will be repeated until the best solution shows no 
improvement up to due generations or the minimal crossing number is O. In 
this way, if the due is large, the evolution will run for a long time, but might get 
better solutions. The due parameter is fixed for a graph, but the exact number 
of generations is not only related to evolution procedure, but also related to 
the randomness of evolution in each run. 
The genetic operators 
An important purpose in genetic algorithm is to choose parameters of each 
operator to optimise the performance of the genetic algorithm. 
Selection Various selection criteria can be used so that sufficiently good 
individuals are picked for mating (and subsequent crossover). We will discuss 
two kinds of selection criteria, "roulette" and "besLselect". 
Roulette: Better fit individual has larger probability to be selected. For the 
1-page BCNP, we set a probability, prob, to decide the selection operator, and 
the probability of each individual in the current population is in proportion to 
the fitness value. According to Markov model described in Section 5.2.2, the 
probability of each individual will be selected can be calculated as 
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b /;(9, 7ri) pro i = u 
L!;(9,7rj) 
j=1 
where tri is the i-th drawing corresponding to the i-th individual in a popula-
tion. 
Since the fitness is inversely proportional to the 1-page crossing number or to 
the square of the 1-page BCN, the smaller the crossing number is, the larger 
is the probability. 
When a random number is produced, and it is located in the probability range 
of a chromosome, the chromosome will be selected (Algorithm 14). The run-
ning time is O(e). 
Algorithm 14 [Roulette selection] 
Calculate probability of each individual: 
2: i = 1; prob[i] = 0; / /the probability of the first individual starts from o. 
u 
3: sum = Lj;(9,7ri); 
i=l 
4: for (i < e) do 
5: prob[i + 1] = prob[i] + 1i(9, 7ri); 
sum 
6: i=i+1; 
7: end for 
Roulette selection according to the probability: 
9: p = randO mod 100/100; 
10: i = e; 
11: while (p < prob[i]) do 
12: i = i - 1; 
13: end while 
14: return (i); 
BesLselect: A simple selection criterion is to select the best individual in each 
generation. All individuals will crossover with the best solution, and the better 
one of the two children generated will be kept. The running time is O(e). With 
the besLselect criterion, the genetic algorithm will be simplified as Algorithm 
15. 
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Algorithm 15 [Best..select GA] 
1: P -initial random population; 
2: calculate_fitness(P); 
3: best = bestIndv(P); 
4: bestSolution = P[best]; 
5: repeat 
6: for (i = 1 to (!) do 
7: if (i # best) then 
8: [1l"!, 1l"2] = crossover (P[i]' P[best]); / / produce two children. 
9: f" = calculate_fitness(1l"1); 
10: f., = calculate_fitness(1l"2); 
11: if (f" > f.,) then 
12: P[i] f- 1l"1; 
13: else 
14: P[i] f- 1l"2; 
15: end if 
16: mutation(P[i], msate); 
17: end if 
18: end for 
19: calculate_fitness (P); 
20: best = bestI ndv( P); 
21: if (P[best].fit > bestSolution.fit) then 
22: bestSolution = P[best]; 
23: end if 
24: until the termination criteria are met; 
Crossover The purpose of crossover is to create new solution by combin-
ing solutions that have shown to be good temporary solutions. There are 
a lot of methods of crossover, such as multi-point-crossover (MPX), uniform 
crossover (UX), order crossover (OX), partially matched crossover (PM X) , 
Cycle crossover (eX) (Michalewicz 1994), and so on. We use two-point order 
crossover as follows: two parental permutations, 1l"! and 1l"2, are chosen ran-
domly depending on the probability of being chosen. A continuous interval of 
the permutation 1l"1 is chosen, and also an interval starting at the same position 
and of the same length from 1l"2' One could speculate about possible strategies 
to get the two parameters. In our algorithms, both of them are selected ran-
domly. Two new permutations, ".; and 1l"~, are created such that 1l"; contains 
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the interval from 11"2 with the rest being the other elements of 11"\ in the order 
as they were in 11"\. 11"; contains the interval from 11"\ with the rest being the 
other elements of 11"2 in the order as they were in 11"2 (Fig. 5.1). 
start=2 
length=4 
"\ I 2 I 61 's I I I 7 I 31. I 0 I 
"2 I I I , I 7 I 0 I • I 2 I 3 I 6 I 
i : 
,,; I 6 I , I 7 I 0 I • I 2 I I I 3 I 
,,~ I 0 I 4 I , I I I 7 I 3 I 2 I 6 I 
Figure 5.1: Crossover operation 
In the implementation, we use a circle queue to maintain the permutation, so 
that the variation of permutation by crossover operators is double as that by 
using normal queues. Indeed, no matter what the presentation of chromosome, 
if a circle queue is used, then any segment in the circle queue can be chosen 
randomly for crossover, including the connection of head and tail of the circle 
queue. The crossover operation is shown in Algorithm 16. 
Algorithm 16 [Crossover(1I"\,1I"2)] 
1: start = randO mod n; len = randO mod n; 
2: swap(1I"\[start..start + len], 1I"2[start..start + len]); 
3: Insert {11"\} \ {1I"2[start..start + len]} into 11"\ on original element order; 
4: Insert {11"2} \ {1I"\[start .. start + len]} into 11"2 on original element order; 
Mutation After creating ~ children, the step of mutation is executed. The 
mutation, which is the swap of two randomly picked elements of a permuta-
tion, is done with some probability (m_rate) on each child in the population. 
Mutation is shown in Algorithm 17. 
For the CA with roulette selection, the new population is formed by taking 
the best single member of both the parent and child population and taking 
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Algorithm 17 [Mutation] 
1: for (each individual1l"i) do 
2: p = randomO mod 100/100; 
3: if (p < m_rate) then 
4: rl = randO mod n; r2 = randO mod n; 
5: swap(1l"i[rJ],1l"ih]); 
6: end if 
7: end for 
the remaining best children for the rest of the new population. Note that the 
best member maybe one of the children, so sometimes none of the parents are 
in the new population. For the GA with best-selection, the new population is 
formed with all of children. 
5.3.2 Experiments 
All of data are the average values of 20 tests for all graphs with different sizes. 
The effect of parameters on the performance of GA 
During the evolution procedure, different crossover rates (c_rate) and muta-
tion rates (m-rate) will affect the performance of GA significantly. Usually 
crossover rate is as large as possible, and mutation rate is as small as possible. 
We investigated the effect of GA operators on the performance of the GA with 
roulette selection by adjusting c_rate and m-rate. Our experiments were based 
on fixed population size (e) and termination criteria for all tested graphs. Fig. 
5.2 (a)-(d) show the results on roulette selection and fitness function 2 for a 
range of mutation rates based on different crossover rates. 
It can be seen that the results with m_rate = 20% are the best for all crossover 
rates but c_rate = 80%. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the results for a range of the crossover rates on fixed mutation 
rate 20%. It is showed that the results for c_rate = 90% and m_rate = 20% 
are the best. 
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10 20 3J 40 50 60 70 00 90 100 W 
(a) c..rate=70% 
10 
O~~~~~-T-T~--~~ 
10 20 30 40 50 ED 70 eo 9J 100M 
(c) c..rate=90% 
10 ~ 3J ~ 50 60 ro 00 00 1oo~ 
(b) c..rate=80% 
V I " .. ~~ ______ _ 
10 20 30 <10 50 50 70 80 9J 100 M 
(d) c..rate=100% 
Figure 5.2: Crossing numbers by CA with roulette and fitness function 2 for a 
range of mutation rates based on different crossover rates 
We also tested the CA with fitness function 1 for a range of mutation rates on 
different crossover rates. The preliminary experimental data indicate that the 
results when m_rate = 0%,10%, and 20% are better alternately. Moreover, 
without mutation operation (m_rate = 0%), the results on c_rate = 100% are 
the best; If the mutation rate is fixed to be 10%, the results on csate = 80% 
are the best. Similarly, if the mutation rate is fixed to be 20%, the results on 
c_rate = 70% are the best. Fig. 5.4 shows the results of the three cases. It can 
be seen that the results when c_rate = 80% and m_rate = 10% are the best. 
For the best-select, all individuals will crossover with the best individual in 
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11 I 
~~'~'J~.~t.~~~O%~------------­
_C.J .. t.~" 
-I:-o..].t • ..oo" 
_o..].lt.-1oo% 
10 20 30 40 50 60 1IJ 00 90 100 M 
Figure 5.3: Crossing numbers by GA with roulette select for a range of 
crossover rates on fixed mutation rate 20%. 
v, 
9Orr-~--~~-r---------------
80 -'-c_Iate=10~. 
a..n.te=O" 
10 ---c_rate=70ll. 
60 a_ute=201 
50 -6-c_ratfF8~. 
o fL-__ .:.·-", .. ",t~",I", .. :......J"" _____________ 'h-
20 
lO 
O~~~--~~~--~~~--~~ 
2 3 4. 6 11 7 , 10 Ivl 
Figure 5.4: Crossing numbers by tbe GA with roulette selection on fitness 
function 1 for the three cases 
the current population, so crossover rate is {! -1 (~ 1). Moreover, for tbe 
{! 
best-select, the results with fitness functions 1 and 2 sbould be same, as only 
the best individual in each generation is selected. We observe the performance 
of the GA with best-select by adjusting the mutation rate. Fig. 5.5 shows the 
results of the G A with the best-select for a range of mutation rates from 0% 
to 50%. It can be seen that the results when m_rate = 20% are the best. 
Now, we compare the best results of the GAs with roulette for fitness function 
1 and 2, and with best-select respectively. From Fig. 5.6, obviously the results 
for roulette-!J (c_rate = 80%, m_rate = 10%) are the worst; the results for 
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v, 
70 lr::~=._-;;;~"'~,,,,..., 
60 _mfll .. II)'l --,--- ~--­
--6-mfllP 20'l 
50 _m __ 30'l - --- - /A/,"",,_~ 
_m_ .... ....a'l 
40 _mfll~'Ii_ 
20 
10 
O~~~ ______ ~~~~~ 
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 eo 90 HID M 
Figure 5.5: Crossing numbers by the CA with best-select for a range of muta-
tion rates 
best-select (m-rate = 20%) are a little better than the ones for roulette-12 
(c_rate = 90% and m_rate = 20%) . 
.....v- rouleHe-f1 
-t-- roulette-f2 
- best-select -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 rv 
Figure 5.6: Crossing numbers by the CAs with roulette (h and h) and with 
best-select 
All of data are the average values of 20 tests for all graphs with different sizes. 
We also observe the medial values by the CA with best-Belection (m_rate = 
20%) and the CA with roulette selection (c_rate = 90% and m_rate = 20%). 
From Fig. 5.7, it can be seen that when the number of vertices is smaller, 
the CA with roulette selection is better than the CA with best-Belection, but 
reversely when the number of vertices is larger. 
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v, 
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Figure 5.7: Medial crossing numbers of 20 tests by the GAs with roulette and 
h and with best-select 
Comparison of GA and AVSDF+ 
In this subsection we present the results of comparison of GA with the best 
combination of parameters and AVSDF + (see Section 4.2). As shown in Table 
5.1, G A provides better results for all tested graphs, except for Halin graphs, 
for which AVSDF+ dominates, and for complete p-partite graphs, for which 
GA and AVSDF+ produce same results. 
Table 5.1: Percentage of graphs for which was found an outerplanar drawing 
with lower number of crossings 
G a hs r p I GA I same I AVSDF+ 
hypercubcs (4) 75% 0% 25% 
Halin graphs (18) 17% 17% 66% 
meshes (28) 79% 14% 7% 
Kn(p) (36) 0% 100% 0% 
ALF _CU (~~~) 9) 72% 21% 7% 
RND-BUP 169 60% 13% 27% 
Comparison of GA and BB+ 
In this subsection we present the results of comparison of GA and BB+ (see 
Section 3.5.3). As shown in Table 5.2, for all kinds of graphs, GA provides 
better results. 
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Table 5.2: Percentage of lower crossings between GA and BB+ 
Graphs I GA I ,ame I AVSDF+ 
hypercubes (4) 100% 0% 0% 
Halin graphs (18) 50% 28% 22% 
meshes (28) 86% 4% 10% 
K.(p) (36) 11% 89% 0% 
ALF _CU (268) 67% 21% 12% 
RND_BUP (169) 53% 18% 29% 
Comparison of GA, AVSDF+ and BB+ on RCG with different den-
sities 
We tested GA, AVSDF+ and BB+ on RCG with densities 5%, 3% and 1%. 
For each density, 12 groups of graphs with different number of vertices were 
tested; and for every group 10 different graphs were generated and the average 
running time and the average number of crossings were calculated. The G A 
produced the best results for RCG with densities 3% and 5%. When density 
was 1%, the GA was better for the graphs with set of vertices larger than 200. 
Comparison of average running time of GA, AVSDF+ and BB+ 
Table 5.3 shows the average running times for all three compared algorithms. 
Results show that the G A takes much longer time than the other two heuristics. 
Table 5.3: The average time of all algorithms on all graphs 
Graphs I GA (m,) I AVSDF+ (m,) I BB+ (m,) 
Halin graphs(18) 24,737 367 461 
hypercubes(4) 1,531,502 5,004 9,168 
mcshes(28) 14,930 234 273 
K.(p) (36) 6,920 791 232 
RCG (360) 910,713 6,630 424,065 
ALF_CU(268) 11,448 99 1,968 
RND..BUP(169) 19,716 154 2,879 
Total average time 386,744 2,832 170,032 
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5.3.3 Section conclusions 
For designing a high performance genetic algorithm, the choice of parameters of 
the genetic algorithm is very important. According to the experimental data, 
the genetic algorithm with roulette selection and fitness function 2 achieved 
the best performance when the crossover rate is 90% and the mutation rate is 
20%, the GA with best-select achieved the best performance when the mutation 
rate is 20%, and the latter is slightly better than the former. The GA for 
the outerplanar drawing produces best results for all test suites, except Halin 
graphs (where AVSDF+ algorithm (He & Sykora 2004) is better). The GA 
also produced the best results for RCG with different densities. However, 
the running time is longer than heuristic algorithms (see Table 5.3). We will 
investigate to improve the performance of GAs by parallelising GAs in Chapter 
7. 
5.4 GAs for the 2-page BCNP 
5.4.1 Modeling the problem with GA 
One of the most important issues when modeling a problem with GA is that of 
determining the characteristics of the problem, which makes it well-fitted for 
the genetic approach. The 2-page drawing problem is to find a good order of 
vertices and a good distribution of edges for a graph so that the 2-page BCN of 
the graph is as small as possible. According to the problem we need to solve, 
we define four important aspects of genetic algorithms for the 2-page drawing 
problem: chromosome, fitness function, genetic operations, and termination 
criteria. 
The chromosome 
TimGA (Eloranta & Miikinen 2001) drew graphs in an N x N matrix, and the 
authors presented a graph with n vertices and m edges by using a 2 x n matrix 
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to indicate the positions of vertices, and a 2 x m matrix to indicate the edges 
by storing pairs of vertices. We use a list of edges, e(u, v), to present a graph 
G = (V, E), where u, v E V and e(u, v) E E. For a 2-page drawing, the vertices 
of a graph are placed along a spine and edges are allocated in two pages. The 
key point of the 2-page drawing problem is to find an ordering of vertices and 
a distribution of edges minimising the 2-page BCN. So, a chromosome should 
include two parts, a permutation of all vertices, 7r = (vo, VI, ••• , Vn-I), and 
a string, S = (bo, bt, .. . , bm-t), where bi E {1,2}. Each bit corresponds to 
one edge, Le. bi=1 indicates the corresponding edge is in page 1, and bi=2 
indicates the corresponding edge is in page 2. If we consider a Ko page drawing, 
it is easy to extend our genetic algorithms by setting bi E {I, 2, ... , Ko}. 
The fitness function 
Similarly with the GA model for the I-page BCN, we can directly define the 2-
page BCN V2 as the objective function (to be minimised) and the inverse of one 
plus the square of the 2-page BCN as the fitness function (to be maximised). 
The fitness function, f(G, 7r, S), depends on the vertex order, 7r, and the edge 
distribution, S, in the current layout of a graph G. We use a table, adj, 
as an adjacency matrix in the current drawing D(7r, S) of G. If an element 
of S, which corresponds to an edge e(u, v), has the value x (Le. the edge 
e(u, v) is drawn in page x, with x = 1, ... , Ko), and the vertex u is in position 
i and the vertex v in position j in the current permutation 7r, then we set 
adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = x. Otherwise, we set adj[i][j] = adj[j][i] = o. We can 
calculate the number of crossings in a Ko-page drawing of G with formula (4.1). 
The genetic operators 
Selection For the 2-page BCNP, we used roulette selection, and set a proba-
bility prob to decide which individual will be picked for crossover. The proba-
bility of each individual in the current population is in proportion to the fitness 
value, which is defined as \D). The GA with the best-select can be used 1+ V2 
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too. 
Crossover Depending on the presentation of chromosomes, different crossover 
operators are used. Eloranta and Miikinen (2001) used two types of crossover 
operators, RedCrossover and ThreeNodeCrossover. For the 2-page draw-
ing problem, the chromosome includes two parts, permutation of vertices and 
distribution of edges, so the crossover will act on both parts. Our preliminary 
tests showed that the following crossover types for the two parts of a chromo-
some are adequate. Similarly with the model for the I-page BCNP, we use 
two circle queues to maintain the permutation and edge distribution, respec-
tively, so that the variation of permutation and edge distribution by crossover 
operators is double as that by using normal queues. 
For the crossover on permutation 7r, we still use Multi-point Order crossover 
(MOX) (Michalewicz 1994). The implementation of the crossover is the same 
as in the model for the I-page BCNP. 
For the crossover on page distribution S of edges, we use Multi-Point crossover 
(MPX) (Michalewicz 1994) on two parental strings, SI and S2. A continuous 
interval of the string SI is chosen, and also an interval starting at the same 
position and of the same length from S2. Two parents, SI and S2, swap the 
two selected intervals to get two new distributions of edges, SI' and S2' (see 
Algorithm 18). 
Algorithm 18 Crossover(st,s2) 
1: start = randomO mod m; 
2: len = randomO mod m; 
3: Swap the parts from start to ((start + len) mod m) in SI and S2; 
Mutation After creating {! children by the crossover operator, the step of 
mutation is executed. The mutation is done with some probability on each 
child in the population. Actually, there is a small chance that the crossover 
on 7r gets synchronous performance as the crossover on S. Our preliminary 
experiments show that a large probability of mutation is needed. Good results 
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are achieved where the probability of mutation is as high as 40%. The mu-
tation operator acts on both parts of the chromosome, 11" and S. On 11", the 
mutation is the swap of two randomly picked elements in a permutation. On 
S, the mutation is the change of a randomly picked element in a string, which 
indicates that the corresponding edge is changed to the opposite page from its 
current page. Finally, the best global chromosome will replace the worst child 
in the next generation. 
The termination criteria 
Here we used the similar termination criterion as the GA for the I-page BCNP. 
We define 
due = min(3(n + m) + 100, 1000). 
The evolution procedure will be repeated until the best solution shows no 
improvement up to due generations or the minimal crossing number is O. Our 
preliminary tests showed that this termination criterion allows sufficiently long 
running time for obtaining good solutions. 
5.4.2 Different Implementations of GA 
GA with SLOPE 2-page strategy 
The SLOPE 2-page strategy (He et al. 2005) distributes the edges between 
pages according to their slopes described as in Section 4.3.1. If the angle 
between an edge and the horizontal axis is larger than 90 ' , the edge is put on 
page 2, otherwise the edge is put on page 1. 
The GA implementation resembles the one for outerplanar drawings defined 
by He et al. (2005a). The chromosome includes only one part, permutation 11". 
Crossover and mutation operators act only on 11". Just before the fitness cal-
culation for each individual, edges will be arranged with the SLOPE strategy. 
We denote this as GA-2Ptg. 
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GA operators run in different ways 
Normally in the GA for the 2-page BCNP, the search space is implicitly defined 
by the order of vertices and the distribution of edges. We assume that the 
search space related to the ordering of vertices, is denoted SP", and equals 
the set of all permutations of n elements, where n = IVI, and that the search 
space related to the edges is SP. = {1,2}m, where m = IEI. Hence, we have 
ISPvl = n!, ISP.I = 2m. If the degree of a vertex is d, then the change of one 
vertex position is equivalent to the possible change of 2d edge distributions. 
So the vertex order evolution has more effect on the crossings than the edge 
distribution does. We design four models, in which the GA operators run in 
different ways. 
Crossover and mutation on 7r and S in each generation 
For this model, in every generation, the crossover operator includes two sub-
crossovers, operating on 7r and S, respectively. The crossover and mutation 
operators run on both 7r and S. We denote this as GA_2P. Obviously, the 
crossover and mutation run on the space SPv x SP •. 
Crossover and mutation on 7r and S alternatively 
In this model, the crossover and mutation run on 7r and S alternately. Namely, 
first crossover and mutation operate on 7r until the best solution shows no 
improvement up to L generations, which is an experimental parameter (L = 
20), and then crossover and mutation operate on S until the best solution 
shows no improvement up to L generations. The whole procedure will be 
repeated until the termination criteria are met, the search space alternating 
between SPv and SP •. We denote this as GA_2Px. 
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7r has priority over S 
In this model, the crossover and mutation mainly run on 7r, and the search 
space is decided by the order of vertices. When the best solution shows no 
improvement up to L generations, the crossover and mutation operate on S 
once, so that the search jumps out of the local SP" space. The procedure is 
repeated until the termination criteria are met. We denote this as G A..2Pxv. 
S has priority over 7r 
This model is reverse as the model above, the crossover and mutation mainly 
run on S, and the search space is decided by the distribution of edges. When 
the best solution shows no improvement up to L generations, the crossover 
and mutation are done on 7r once, so that the search jumps out of the local 
SPe space. The procedure is repeated until the termination criteria are met. 
We denote this as GA_2Pxe. 
5.4.3 Experimental Results 
Test GA on benchmark graphs 
We use the benchmark libraries, RND..BUP and ALF _CU in Rome graphs, and 
Random Connected Graphs. In Table 5.4, the number of times that each GA 
model achieves the best results on the benchmark graph libraries are listed, 
where the number in parentheses is the number of the tested graphs, and in 
Table 5.5, the numbers of sample graphs for which each GA model runs the 
smallest number of generations on the benchmark graph libraries are listed. 
For Rome graphs, models GA..2P, GA_2Ptg, GA..2Px, and GA..2Pxv have 
similar performance both in results and in the number of generations. Our 
other tests indicate that for RCG graphs, GA_2Ptg gets the best results, and 
for all graphs, GA..2Pxe gets the worst results. We can conclude that GA..2Pxe 
converges prematurely, and we exclude it from our further tests. 
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Table 5.4: The number of times that each GA model achieves the best results 
on benchmark graph libraries 
Graphs I 2P I 2Ptg I 2Px I 2Pxe I 2Pxv 
ALF _CU (268) 147 134 127 20 137 
RND..B~f(169) 74 63 65 13 78 
RCG(360 67 171 26 0 133 
total 288 368 218 33 348 
Table 5.5: The numbers of sample graphs for which each GA model runs the 
smallest number of generations on benchmark graph libraries 
Graphs I 2P I 2Ptg I 2Px I 2Pxe I 2Pxv 
ALF_CU 37 58 32 116 43 
RND..BUP 25 26 21 80 22 
ReG 13 19 9 300 19 
total 75 103 62 496 84 
Test on RCGs with different densities and sizes 
Next we examine the effect and efficiency of all GA models by statistical results 
of crossing number and number of generations on RCGs with different sizes and 
different densities. We use three densities: 1%, 2%, and 5%. For each density, 
12 groups of graphs with different number of vertices are tested, and for every 
group 10 different graphs are generated and average number of generations 
and average number of crossings are calculated. 
As shown in Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, for all densities, model GA_2Ptg always 
gets the best results. For densities 1% and 2%, from the best to the worst, we 
find the order: GA_2Ptg >- GA-2Pxv >- GA-2P >- GA-2Px. With the rise of 
density, the results become closer. And when density is 5%, GA-2P is better 
than GA_2Pxv. 
However, the numbers of generations needed differ substantially: 
• When density is 1%, the numbers of generations of the four models are 
quite similar. But occasionally, GA-2Ptg has the largest number of gen-
erations, and G A_2Pxv has the smallest number of generations. 
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Figure 5.8: Average numbers of 2-page crossings and numbers of generations 
each GA runs on RCG(l %) 
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Figure 5.9: Average numbers of 2-page crossings and numbers of generations 
each GA runs on RCG(2%) 
• When density is 2%, GA-2P and GA_2Ptg have the smallest numbers 
of generations. GA_2Px and GA_2Pxv have about the same numbers 
of generations, but occasionally, they have about the same number of 
generations as GA_2Ptg and GA-2P do . 
• When density is 5%, GA-2P and GA-2Ptg remain similar and have the 
smallest number of generations. With the rise of vertex number, G A-2Px 
has a much larger number of generations than the others. 
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Figure 5.10: Average numbers of 2-page crossings and numbers of generations 
each GA runs on RCG(5%) 
Test on circulant graphs 
The experiments of Cimikowski (2002) were done based on a fixed Hamiltonian 
cycle for some special structural graphs. However, not every Hamiltonian 
cycle corresponds to an optimal vertex order, and an optimal drawing might 
not correspond to a Hamiltonian cycle. Moreover, for an arbitrary graph, 
a Hamiltonian cycle might not exist, or even if it exists, we might not be 
able to find it. Our experiments aim at finding a 2-page drawing with 2-page 
crossings as small as possible for a graph. We test the circulant graphs used 
by Cimikowski (2002) with the four GA models. Fig. 5.11 show two circulant 
graphs. 
According to the percentage of the results, which are the same as or better 
than the best results listed by Cimikowski (2002), accounting for all test re-
sults, we get the order of the four models: GA_2Ptg(94%) >- GA_2P(91%) == 
GA_2Px(91 %) >- GA_2Pxv(26%). According to the number of times that each 
model gets the best results, we get the same order: GA_2Ptg(21) >- GA--2P(18) 
>- GA_2Px(8) >- GA_2Pxv(0). In the second rightmost column of Table 5.6, 
there are listed either the optimal values related to the fixed order of vertices 
based on the Hamiltonian cycles (Cimikowski 2002), or theoretical lower and 
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(a) C2o (1,2,3) 
Figure 5.11: Two circulant graphs 
upper bounds, if the branch-and-bound algorithm of Cimikowski (2002) was 
not applicable. The rightmost column contains the best results obtained by 
Cimikowski. According to the data, we get the chart shown in Fig. 5.12. All 
of our best results are better than the best results of Cimikowski related to 
the fixed orders of vertices. Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 show the best solutions for 
Fig. 5.11 (a) and (b), respectively, both crossing numbers of which are better 
than the optimal values related to fixed orders of vertices (Cimikowski 2002). 
In the drawing of Fig. 5.13, the order of vertices is a Hamiltonian cycle, but 
in Fig. 5.14 is not. 
Table 5.6 shows that our heuristics overcome the fundamental problem of 
Cimikowski's method: a heuristic based on a fixed vertex order seems to be 
too restrictive for the present problem. The circulant graphs that Cimikowski 
used were relatively small, and since the termination criterion of the genetic 
algorithm is directly proportional to the graph size, the running time of the 
genetic algorithm is quite short on a high-speed computer. 
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Figure 5.12: Our best results and Cimikowski's best results 
Figure 5.13: The best solution of C2o (l, 2, 3) (Fig. 5.11 (a)), 112 = 18 
5.4.4 Section Conclusions 
Models GA.2P, GA.2Pxv, and GA.2Ptg are the best for the graph sets ALF .CU, 
RNDJ3UP, and RCG, respectively. When the density of graphs increases from 
1 % to 5 %, the difference between the results becomes quite modest for RCGs. 
However, the numbers of generations needed are much more unbalanced when 
the density of graphs varies. For sparse graphs (density 1 %), the number 
of generations needed by GA..2Ptg has the largest fluctuation. With denser 
graphs (density 5 %), GA.2Px needs considerably more generations than the 
other models. The fluctuation on sparse graphs might indicate that the edge 
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Figure 5.14: The best solution of 024 (1, 3) (Fig. 5.11 (b)), 112 = 9 
distribution limits the possible vertex orders very little, and that the evolution 
process is more random than with denser graphs. It is also worth noticing 
that G A_2P is stable on all RCG graphs. In most cases, G A2Ptg has as 
many generations as GA_2P, and when density is 2% and 5%, their numbers 
of generations needed are smaller than with the other models. 
For circulant graphs, from the best to the worst, GA2Ptg >- GA_2P >- GA_2Px 
>- GA2Pxv. Moreover, the experiments of GAs even improve optimal values 
based on fixed orders of vertices of some circulant graphs used by Cimikowski 
(2002). 
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Table 5.6: 2-page crossings for circulants used by Cimikowski (2002). The 
column C-opt contains the optimal values (if available) related to a fixed order 
of vertices or theoretical lower and upper bounds, and the column C-best 
contains the best values obtained by Cimikowski (2002) 
All of n, t. In column. GA_2P to GA..2Pt. have varIable order. 
No. G" ,h, GA..2P GA..2Px C-opt C-be,t 
1 2 0 2 0 0 0 
2 18 18 31 18 22 22 
-. i:4' 68 7if 102 68 26: 870 70 
4 0 2 0 0 
5 22 -20- 35 2D 24 24-
6 5.7' 166 199 252 172 28: 1056 200 
-7 9 9 10 9 12 12 
R :fi' 60 83 62 72 76 
9 .5.7' 219 204 255 193 30: 1260 216 
10 ID 10 [2 10 
11 ,5: 63 68 92 64 6: 650 82 
12 .7.9\' 316 319 391 290 32: 1482 364 
'"""" 
12 12 16 
14 79 T 97 75 6: 756 86 
15 9: Jij:f 140 W:f 34: 122 98 
16 .7,9 524 I 555 746 508 62: 3080 560 
17 84 84 109 83 6: 870 96 
18 252 254 332 221 36: 1980 302 
19 7\ 352 36 492 346 66: 3540 392 
20 C 124 129 234 134 38: 2256 160 
21 96 98 122 96 6:~ 106 22 f2' ~ 3f.f 394 302 41): 574 23 :" I 42 67 42 6:1: 36 
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Chapter 6 
Neural Networks and Modeling 
the BCNPs 
6.1 Introduction 
Neural networks are viable and important computational models for a wide 
variety of problems in operation research, vision speech and image processing, 
and pattern matching (Hertz et al. 1991, Haykin 1994). Solving a combina-
torial optimisation problem on neural networks requires mapping the problem 
onto the neural networks so that it is possible to decipher a solution from 
the outputs of the neurons. A Hopfield network is a fully connected recursive 
single layer and unsupervised network, particularly suitable for optimisation 
problems. In this chapter, we first present a review of neural networks, which is 
mainly from the book of Haykin (1994). The objective is to investigate model-
ing the BCNPs with neural networks. We present two Hopfield network models 
for the I-page and 2-page BCNPs, respectively. We use stochastic binary units 
(Le. n x n neuron array) to represent possible solutions on the permutation 
of the vertices of a graph for the I-page problem (He & Sykora 2006). Two 
energy functions are presented for observing the convergence of the neural net-
work. For the 2-page problem, we build a Hopfield model with m neurons on 
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a fixed vertex order of a graph, where m is the number of edges of the graph 
tested (He et al. 2006b). The Hopfield model for the I-page BCNP achieved 
good results on p-partite graphs. Especially, the model for the 2-page BCNP 
achieves much better performance in the quality of solutions and efficiency for 
all tested graphs than the previous model by Cimikowski and Shope (1996). 
6.2 A review of neural networks 
6.2.1 Inspiration from neuroscience 
Anyone can see that the human brain is superior to digital computer at many 
tasks. A good example is the processing of visual information: a one-year-old 
baby is much better and faster at recognising objects, faces, and so on than 
even the most advanced AI system running on the fastest supercomputer. 
Today's research in neural computation is largely motivated by the possibility 
of making artificial computing networks. Yet, as the term "neural networks" 
implies, it was originally aimed more towards modeling networks of real neu-
rons in the brain. The brain is comprised of about 1011 neurons (nerve cells) 
of many different types. Fig. 6.1 is a schematic drawing of a single neuron. 
Tree-like networks of nerve fibres called dendrites are connected to the cell 
body or soma, where the cell nucleus is located. Extending from the cell body 
is a single long fibre called the axon, which eventually branches or arborises 
into strands and substrands. At the ends of these are the transmitting ends 
of the synaptic junctions, or synapses, to other neurons. The receiving ends 
of these junctions on other cells can be found both on the dendrites and on 
the cell bodies themselves. The axon of a typical neuron has a few thousand 
synapses with other neurons. 
The transmission of a signal from one cell to another at a synapse is a complex 
chemical process in which specific transmitter substances are released from 
the sending side of the junction. The effect is to raise or lower the electrical 
potential inside the body of receiving cell. If this potential reaches a threshold, 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic drawing of a typical neuron 
a pulse or action potential of fixed strength and duration is sent down the 
axon. We then say that the cell has "fired". The pulse branches out through 
the axonal arborisation to synaptic junctions to other cells. After firing, the 
cell has to wait for a time called the refractory period before it can fire again. 
6.2.2 McCulloch and Pitts' model 
McCulloch and Pitts (1943) proposed a simple model of a neuron as a binary 
threshold unit. Specially, the model neuron computes a weighted sum of its 
inputs from other units, and outputs a one or a zero according to whether this 
sum is above or below a certain threshold (Fig. 6.2): 
Vi(t + 1) = 'P(L WijVj(t) - 9i ) 
j 
(6.1) 
where Vi is either 1 or 0, and represents the state of neuron i as firing or not 
firing respectively. Time is taken as discrete, with one time unit elapsing per 
processing step. '1'( x) is the unit step function, or Heaviside function: 
'P(x) = { ~ if x ~ 0, 
otherwise. 
(6.2) 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of a McCulloch-Pitts neuron. The unit fires if 
the weighted sum L WijVj of the inputs reaches or exceeds the threshold (Ji 
j 
The weight Wij represents the strength of the synapse connecting neuron j 
to neuron i. It can be positive or negative corresponding to an excitatory 
or inhibitory synapse, respectively. It is zero if there is no synapse between 
i and j. The cell-specific parameter (Ji is the threshold value for unit i; the 
weighted sum of inputs must reach or exceed the threshold for the neuron to 
fire. Though simple, a McCulloch-Pitts neuron is computationally a powerful 
device. McCulloch and Pitts proved that a synchronous assembly of such 
neurons is capable in principle of universal computation for suitably chosen 
weights Wij' 
6.2.3 Models of a neuron 
A neuron is an information-processing unit that is fundamental to the opera-
tion of a neural network. There are three basic elements of the neuron model 
described as follows (Haykin 1994): 
(1) A set of synapses or connecting links, each of which is characterised by 
a weight or strength of its own. Specifically, a signal x j at the input of 
synapse j connected to neuron k multiplied by the synaptic weight Wij. 
The weight Wij is positive if the associated synapse is excitatory; it is 
negative if the synapse is inhibitory. 
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(2) An adder for summing the input signals, weighted by the respective synapse 
of the neuron; the operations described constitute a linear combiner. 
(3) An activation function for limiting the amplitude of the output of a neu-
ron. Typically, the normalised amplitude range of the output of a neuron 
is written as the closed unit interval [0,1] or alternatively [-1,1]. 
Fig. 6.3 shows the normal model of a neuron, which includes an externally ap-
plied threshold rh that has the effect of lowering the net input of the activation 
function. 
Input 
signals Xz ~,--_ 
-'P ~,---. @ 
Synaptic weights 
Activation 
function 
1\ 
Threshold 
Figure 6.3: Nonlinear model of a neuron. 
A neuron k can be described as 
and 
p 
Uk = LWijXj; 
;=1 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
where Xl> X2, ••. , xp are the input signals, Wk!, Wk2, ••• , Wkp are the synaptic 
weights of neuron k, Uk is the linear output, rh is the threshold, cp( *) is the 
activation function, and Yk is the output signal of the neuron. The use of 
threshold rh has the effect of applying an affine transformation to the output 
Uk of the linear combiner in the model of Fig. 6.3: Vk = Uk - fh. 
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6.2.4 Types of activation functions 
The activation function, denoted by <p( *), defines the output of a neuron in 
terms of the activity level at its input. There are three basic types of activation 
functions (Haykin 1994): 
(1) Threshold Function. For this type of activation function, described in 
Fig. 6.4 (a), the output of neuron k employing such a threshold function is 
expressed as 
if Vk ~ 0, 
if Vk < 0, 
where Vk is the internal activity level of the neuron; that is, 
P 
Vk = L WkjXj - rh. 
j=1 
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Figure 6.4: Three basic types of activation functions of a neuron 
(2) Piecewise-Linear Function. This function is depicted in Fig. 6.4 (b). The 
output of neuron k with such a piecewise-linear function is expressed as 
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1 
o 
'f 1 
I Vk ~ 2' 
'f 1 1 I - > Vk >--
2 1 2 
ifvk <--
- 2' 
(6.7) 
where the amplification factor inside the linear region of operation is assumed 
to be unity. This form of an activation function may be viewed as an approx-
imation to a nonlinear amplifier. The following two situations may be viewed 
as special forms of the piecewise-linear function: 
(i) A linear combiner arises if the linear region of operation is maintained with-
out running into saturation. 
(ii) The piecewise-linear function reduces to a threshold function if the ampli-
fication factor of the linear region is made infinitely large. 
(3) Sigmoid Function. The sigmoid function is by far the most common form 
of activation function used in the construction of artificial neural networks. 
It is defined as a strictly increasing function that exhibits smoothness and 
asymptotic properties. An example of the sigmoid is the logistic function, 
defined by 
1 
cp(v) = 1 + e av' (6.8) 
where a is the slope parameter of the sigmoid function. By varying the param-
eter a, a sigmOid function can have different slopes (Fig. 6.4 (ell. Sometimes, 
an activation function ranges from -1 to +1, in which case the activation func-
tion has an antisymmetric form with respect to the origin. Specifically, the 
threshold function of Equation 6.5 is redefined as 
cp(V) = { ~ 
-1 
if V> 0; 
if v = 0; 
if v < 0, 
(6.9) 
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which is commonly referred to as the signum function. For a sigmoid we may 
use the hyperbolic tangent function, defined by 
v 1 - e-V 
rp(v) = tanh( -) = "-1--2 + e-V (6.10) 
6.2.5 Architectures of neural networks 
The manner in which the neurons of a neuron network are structured is inti-
mately linked with the learning algorithm used to train the network. We may 
identify four different classes of network architectures (Haykin 1994): 
(1) Single-layer feedforward netwroks 
A layered neural network is a network of neurons organised in the form of lay-
ers. The simplest network is the single-layer one. There is only one input layer 
of source nodes that projects onto an output layer of neurons (computation 
nodes), but not vice versa. The "single-layer" refers to the output layer of 
computation nodes rather than the input-layer of source nodes (See Fig. 6.5). 
Input layer 
of source nodes 
Output layer 
of neurons 
Figure 6.5: Architecture of signal-layer feedforward netwrok 
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(2) Multilayer feedforward networks 
The second class of a feedforward neural network distinguishes itself by the 
presence of one or more hidden layers, whose computation nodes are corre-
spondingly called hidden neurons or hidden units. The function of the hidden 
neurons is to intervene between the external input and the network output. 
The hidden neurons give the net the ability to model all boolean functions 
extending the restricted ability of single-layer nets (Minsky & Papert 1969). 
Fig. 6.6 is said to be fully connected in the sense that every node in each layer 
of the network is connected to every other node in the adjacent forward layer. 
If some of the communication links (synaptic connections) are missing from 
the network, then it is said to be partially connected. 
Input layer Layer of 
of source nodes hidden 
neurons 
Output layer 
of neurons 
Figure 6.6: Architecture of multilayer feedforward networks 
(3) Recurrent network 
A recurrent neural network distinguishes itselffrom feedforward neural network 
in that it has at least one feedback loop. For example, a current network may 
consist of a single layer of neurons with each neuron feeding its output signal 
back to the inputs of all the other neurons, as illustrated in Fig. 6.7. 
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op<rntoB 
Figure 6.7: Architecture of recurrent networks 
( 4) Lattice structures 
A lattice consists of a one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or higher-dimensional 
array of neurons with corresponding set of source nodes that supply the input 
signals to the array. The dimension of the lattice refers to the number of 
the dimensions of the space in which the graph lies. Fig. 6.8 shows a two-
dimension lattice network. A lattice network is really a feedforward network 
with output neurons arranged in rows and columns. 
Input 1 
"""" 
ayer of 
ood .. 
- -
- -
- -
- -
Figure 6.8: Architecture of lattice networks 
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6.2.6 Learning process of neural network 
Before a neural network can be used it is necessary to subject it some form 
of learning during which process the values of the weights in the network are 
adjusted to reflect the characteristics of the input data. The learning process 
is one of developing a mapping between the output data and the input data. 
Haykin (1994) gave the definition of learning of neural networks, learning is a 
process by which the free parameters of a neural network are adapted through 
a continuing process of a stimulation by the environment in which the network 
is embedded. The type of learning is determined by the manner in which the 
parameter changes take place. 
There are two forms of learning: supervised learning and unsupervised learn-
ing. 
(1) Supervised learning 
In this form of learning, a target value is included as a part of each fact within 
the learning data. In this instance a fact incorporates all of the input data for 
the particular event and the required output expected from the network for 
this fact. The target value is the output value corresponding to a particular 
fact (van Rooj et al. 1996). 
Input ----~.I Neural training Network 
facts 
f r:::,'ywue L-___ &_ (include in 
training facts) 
Figure 6.9: Supervised learning in a neural network 
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(2) Unsupervised learning 
Unlike supervised leaning there is no target value in this form of training. 
Instead, the set of data which contains the facts is repeatedly applied to the 
network until a stable network output is obtained. It has been suggested 
that unsupervised learning is more similar to the biological neuron as in the 
biological situation there is not normally a target value (van Rooj et al. 1996). 
Input 
·1 Neural training Network • Output facts { 
Figure 6.10: Unsupervised learning in a neural network 
6.2.7 Hopfield neural networks 
The Hopfield model was proposed by John Hopfield (1982). He showed that 
models of physical systems could be used to solve computational problems. 
Such systems could be implemented in hardware by combining standard com-
ponents such as capacitors and resistors. He showed how an ensemble of simple 
processing units can have fairly complex collective computational abilities and 
behaviour. 
The Hopfield model consists of a single layer of processing elements where each 
unit is connected to every other unit in the network other than itself. The 
connection weight matrix W of this type of network is square and symmetric, 
i.e., Wij = Wji for i,j = 1,2, ... , m. Each unit has an extra external input 1;. 
This extra input leads to a modification in the computation of the net input 
to the units: 
m 
Uj = LXiWij + Ih 
i=l 
(6.11) 
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for j = 1,2, ... ,m. 
Discrete Hopfield neural network 
In the discrete Hopfield model, the units use a slightly modified bipolar output 
function where the states of the units, Le., the output of the units remain the 
same if the current state is equal to some threshold value: 
Vi(t + 1) = { ~i(t) 
-1 
if v > lIi ; 
if v = lIi; 
ifv<lIi , 
for i = 1,2, ... , m and where t denotes the discrete time. 
(6.12) 
An interesting property of recurrent type networks is that their state can be 
described by an energy function. The energy function is used to prove the 
stability of recurrent type networks. For the discrete Hopfield model with 
Wii = 0 and Wij = Wji using the asynchronous updating scheme (by choosing a 
neuron from the neuron array at random, and updating it alone), the energy 
function E is defined as (Hopfield 1982) 
1 m m m m 
E = -2 LLViWijVj - LViI;+ LVilli. 
i;:::l j=1 i=l i:;;:;l 
(6.13) 
where the local minima of the energy function correspond to the energy of the 
stored patterns. Hopfield (1982) has shown that the energy of the discrete Hop-
field model decreases or remains the same after each unit update. Therefore, 
the network will eventually converge to a local minimum that corresponds to 
a stored pattern. The stored pattern to which the network converges depends 
on the input pattern and the connection weight matrix. 
The energy of the discrete Hopfield model is bounded from below by 
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m m m m 
E= - LLIWijl- Ll1il + LllJil, (6.14) 
i=1 ;=1 i=1 i=1 
for all Vk, k = 1,2, ... ,p. Since the energy is bounded from above, the network 
will eventually converge to a local minimum corresponding to a stored pattern. 
Continuous Hopfield neural network 
The continuous Hopfield model is just a generalisation of the discrete case. 
Here, the units use a continuous output function such as the sigmoid or hy-
perbolic tangent function. In the continuous Hopfield model, each unit has an 
associated capacitor Ci and resistance ri that model the capacitance and re-
sistance of real neuron's cell membrane, respectively. Thus the state equation 
of each unit is now 
duo Lm U· C·_J = v·W··_ 2 +I· J dt • 'J R. J' 
i=1 J 
(6.15) 
where 
1 1 m 
-=-+ LWij, 
Rj Pj i=1 
(6.16) 
Just like in the discrete case, there is an energy function characterising the 
continuous Hopfield model. The energy function (Hopfield 1984) is given by 
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(6.17) 
where f is the output function of the units. It can be shown that dE/dt = 0 
when Wij = Wji. Therefore, the energy of the continuous Hopfield model de-
creases or remains the same. The minimum energy of the continuous Hopfield 
model also exists using analogous computation as that in the discrete Hopfield 
model. 
6.2.8 Neurodynamics and the convergence of neural net-
works 
Hirsch (1989) viewed neural networks as a nonlinear dynamic system called 
Neurodynamics, which present a conceptual and eclectic methodological ap-
proach to understanding neural network activity, and to use this perspective 
to bridge from neuroscience to cognitive science, conscious experience and be-
haviour. Conventional neural network architectures are often simplistic feed 
forward or recurrent models where the timing of events is not important to the 
processing being done. Assuming the dynamic system with n state variables 
YO,Yb"',Yn-b The network motion function is dx;/dt = -BE/By, where Xi 
and Yi are the input and output of the i-th neuron. The following equations 
hold true: 
From Equation 6.18, no matter what model of a neural network is used, the 
states of the network will move along the minus grades, as long as Yi is nonin-
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creasing on Xi. Finally the system arrives stable, when dE/dt = O. 
The dynamics of the Hopfield model are rather simple: when a given neuron 
is updated at time t + 1 (counting time in a discrete manner), it will do so 
looking at the value of its local field at time t, according to 
v(t + 1) = g(hi(v(t))) = sign(hi(v(t))), (6.19) 
where g(x) is the transfer function. Takefuji (1989, 1992) proved that the 
state of the binary model always converges to a local minimum. For a normal 
Hopfield neural network, 
Ui = L WijVj - Oi! 
j=l,j¥:i 
where Wij is the synaptic weight from neuron j to neuron i, and (Ji is the 
threshold. The convergence can be formalised as follows: 
Theorem 6.2.1. (Wiedermann 1990) Starting from any initial configuration, 
any symmetric neural network with energy function E computing in a sequen-
tial mode will achieve a stable state after at most O(p) computational cycles, 
where p = ~E~lEj=llwijl + E~ll(Jil. Moreover this stable state represents a 
local minimum of E. 
Using the synchronous or parallel updating scheme, the output of the units 
are updated as a group prior to feeding the output back to the network. On 
the other hand, using the asynchronous or sequential updating scheme, the 
output of the units are updated in some order (e.g. random or sequential) 
and the output are then fed back to the network after each unit update. Using 
the hybrid synchronous-asynchronous updating scheme, subgroups of units are 
updated synchronously while units in each subgroup updated asynchronously. 
The choice of the updating scheme has an effect on the convergence of the 
network. 
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6.3 A Hopfield model for the I-page BCNP 
6.3.1 The Hopfield model 
Hopfield and Tank (1985) first successfully used a neural network approach for 
the TSP. Similarly, we use a Hopfield model to solve the 1-page BCNP of a 
graph g with n vertices and m edges. The model for 1-page BCNP is described 
as below: 
According to the task of finding a good vertex order minimising the crossing 
number, each vertex has n possible positions. So we use an n x n array, 
in which each element corresponds to a neuron in the neural network. If a 
neuron is fired, namely v[x][i]=1, then the vertex x is at the i-th position in 
the vertex order of graph g. Table 6.1 shows the state array of the Hopfield 
neural network model for a five-vertex graph. Fig. 6.11 (b) is the 1-page 
(outerplanar) drawing of the graph in Fig. 6.11 (a) corresponding to the state 
array in Table 6.1, and the vertex order 7r = {V2' Vs, V4, VI, V5}' 
Table 6.1: State of the neural network for five-vertex graph 
nodeordcrll 121314 Is 
I 0 0 0 I 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 
s 0 I 0 0 0 
4 0 0 1 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 I 
6.3.2 Energy function 1 
The array of neurons should satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) Each vertex appears only once on the order; namely each row in the array 
has only one '1', other elements in this row are '0'. 
(2) Each position of the order is occupied by just one vertex; namely, each 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.11: A random graph with five vertices and its outerplanar drawing 
corresponding to the state of the neural network in Table 6.1 
column has only one '1', and other elements in each column are '0'. 
(3) There are n vertices in total; namely the sum of all elements in the ar-
ray is n. Therefore, an array of stochastic units Vij represents possible 
solutions, and there are n2 units in all. 
The following functions correspond to the goal of the outerplanar drawing 
problem and the constraints above: 
(1) The outerplanar crossing number is minimised: 
n n n n 
Ea = ALL L L e(x, y)e(z, w) 
where 
x,i=! y,j=l z,k=1 w,l=l 
·O(x, y, z, w)ll(i,j, k, I)VXiVyjVzkVwl' 
o(x,y,z,w) = { ~ 
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if x"# y"# z"# w, 
otherwise, 
(6.20) 
and 
~(;,;,k,l) = { : 
(2) One vertex has one position: 
n n n 
if i < k < j < I or i > k > j > I 
or k < i < I < I or k > i > I > j 
otherwise. 
Eb = BLL L VxiVxj' 
x=l i=l i=lJ#i 
(3) One position has one vertex: 
n n n 
Ec = CL L LVXivYi. 
x=l v=l,vi:x i=l 
(4) Totally n neurons are fired: 
Therefore the energy function is the sum of the four functions: 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
In the energy function 1, the state of neurons is a valid solution, only when 
Eb = Ec = Ed = 0, as these represent the constraints. Any invalid state, e.g. 
the number of neurons fired is less or more than n, will make Eb > 0, Ec > 0, 
or Ed > 0, which will be as a forbidden force acting on the neural network. Ea 
is always a forbidden force acting on the neural network, unless Ea = 0. It is 
possible that the neural network converge to a local minimum for which the 
state of the neural network does not correspond to a solution. For example, 
there exists a state when Eb + Ec + Ed f 0, but Ea = 0, so that the sum of 
energy values close to 0, Ea + Eb + Ec + Ed -t 0, and the neural network arrives 
at a local minimum. 
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6.3.3 Energy function 2 
We can also describe the constraints above with two terms as below: 
(1) L Vxi = 1 (for each vertex x); 
(2) L Vxi = 1 (for each position i). 
x 
Correspondingly, the energy function can be constructed by adding to the 
crossing number Ea two penalty terms which are minimised when the con-
straints are satisfied: 
n n n n 
E2 = ALL L L e(x,y}e(z,w} (6.25) 
x,i=} y,j=1 z,k=l w,l=} 
·c5(x, y, z, w}Cl(i, j, k, l}vxivyjVzkVwl 
En n en n 
+"2 L(L Vxi - 1)2 + "2 L(L Vxi - 1)2. 
x=l i=l i=l x=1 
As with energy function 1, it is possible that the energy value (E2 ) converges 
to a local minimum, but the state of the neural network will not map to a 
solution. 
6.3.4 Motion function 
According to Neurodynamics, assuming the dynamic system with n x n state 
variables Vu, V12, ... , Vnn ' the network motion equation is dUx;jdt = -{)E/{)vxi, 
where Uxi and Vxi are the input and output of the xi-th neuron. 
For energy function El, we have the motion function as follows: 
d n n n 
;Xi = -A L L L e(x, y)e(z, w) 
t y,j=! z,k=l w,l=! 
(6.26) 
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·c5(x, y, z, w)!l(i,j, k, I)VyjVzkVwl 
n n n n 
-B L Vxj-C L Vy;-D(LLvyj-n)-~, 
j=l,j#i y=l,y;<x y=l j=l 
where ~ is the threshold of input. 
For the energy function E2 , we can write the motion function as below: 
d n n n ~t = -A L L L e(x, y)e(z, w) 
1I,J=1 %,k=l w,l=l 
(6.27) 
·c5(x, y, z, w)!l(i,j, k, I)VyjVzkVwl 
n n n n 
-BL(Lvx;-I) -CL(Lvx; -1) -~. 
x=1 i=l i=l x=1 
6.3.5 Convergence algorithms 
We can apply a hill climbing approach to find out the best solution from the 
local minimum described in Theorem 6.2.1. 
At the startup, the network is randomly given an initial input U; E (-1,1). 
Correspondingly, the neuron states of the network are randomly initialised 
with 0 or 1. Initially the neural network is in an invalid state. According 
to the values of the motion equation, the state of each neuron is updated 
sequentially in each iteration. Consequently the vertex order will be formed 
gradually. Here a traversal of n2 neurons is viewed as an iteration. When 
the neural network arrives a stable state, the energy of the neural network 
arrives a local minimum. Sometimes, the stable state is not a solution, but the 
stable state must be around a local minimum solution. Therefore we can do a 
local movement described below. The program repeats the training procedure 
several times. The learning algorithm is described in Algorithm 19. 
In Algorithm 19, the termination criterion is to see if the current state is equal 
to the last state of the neuron array. Moreover, if the number of neurons fired 
is more than n or less than n -1, then the program will run another iteration. 
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Algorithm 19 Convergence algorithm of the Hopfield neural network 
1: t - 0; 
2: Randomly initialise the state of each neuron vij with 0 or 1; 
3: while t < MAX_ITERATIONS do 
4: k =0; 
5: repeat 
6: copy the state array of neurons v to lasLv; 
7: nn = number of neurons fired; 
8: for (I from 1 to n2) do 
9: i = randO mod n; j = randO mod n; 
10: Compute flUij at flt = 0.1 with Equation 6.26 or 6.27; 
11: Compute Uij(t + 1) with flUij; 
12: if (Uij > €) then 
13: Vij = 1; 
14: else 
15: Vij = 0; 
16: end if 
17: end for 
18: k=k+1; 
19: until v # lasLv or nn > n or nn < n - 1 
20: if (v is invalid) then 
21: loeaLmovement(v); 
22: end if 
23: er = ealculate_erossings(Q, v); 
24: if (1/1 > er) then 
25: 1/1 = er; 
26: end if 
27: t=t+1; 
28: end while 
This guarantees that the energy has reached a small enough value. Therefore, 
we can use the following rules to do the local movement: 
(1) if v[i][j] is a redundant neuron fired in the i-th row of neuron array, then 
look for another row k of the neuron array, where there is no neuron 
fired, and set v[i](j] = 0 and v[k](j) = 1; 
(2) if v[i](j] is a redundant neuron fired in the j-th column of the neuron 
array, then look for another column I of the neuron array, where there is 
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no neuron fired, and set v[i](j] = 0 and v[i][l] = 1. 
(3) if v[i](j] = 0, and there is no neuron fired in both the i-th row and the 
j-th column, then set v[i](j]=1. 
6.3.6 Experiments 
The sequential algorithm of the neural network model was designed in C lan-
guage for tests. We denote the neural network algorithm as NN. We examine 
the convergence of the two energy functions of the Hopfield model. We use 
p-partite graphs as test suites, and compare the results with the optimal values 
given by Fulek et al (2005). 
Test of convergence 
The parameters will affect the convergence of the neural network significantly. 
After plenty of preliminary experiments, we selected the parameters for the 
tests shown in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: Experimental parameters 
EnergyNo. I A I B I CiD I { 
1 I 0.068 I 0.24 I 0.24 I 0.36 I 0.26 
2 0.08 0.24 0.24 NI A 0.38 
In order to observe the energy trend, we record the energy value of each calcu-
lation in the first iteration. Fig.6.12 (a) and (b) show the convergence curves 
for the two energy functions in the first iteration. It can be seen that energy 
function 1 converges slowly, while energy function 2 converges very quickly. 
Fig.6.13 (a) and (b) show the values of the two energy functions for all itera-
tions. Both energy functions keep a downtrend in the first climbing. However 
the energy function 1 has large fluctuation after the first climbing, while the 
energy function 2 keeps almost the same value after the first climbing, and 
occasionally there is some fluctuation. 
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Figure 6.12: Energy convergence trend in the first iteration 
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Figure 6.13: Energy convergence trend for all iterations 
According to dynamics, an object will move along the direction of the com-
position of forces that act on the object. Fig. 6.14 shows three forces (f.'/b, 
and fe) act on the objects. If the direction of fa is changed dynamically, and 
If.1 f- 0, then the vertical composition and horizontal composition of fa are 
also changed dynamically. In order to keep the balance of the vertical com-
position and horizontal composition acting on the object, fb and fe must be 
changed dynamically. In the motion functions, each term can be viewed as a 
force that acts on a neuron. For motion function (6.27) as an example, simi-
larly, there are also three terms. Regardless of the crossing number minimised, 
the second and the third term should be symmetrical. However, the row and 
column balance of the neuron array will be broken, because of the changing 
crossing number in different states of neural network. Hence, it is hard to find 
out a group of parameters A, B, C to make the energy of the neural network 
decrease smoothly. 
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Figure 6.14: The composition forces act on an object 
In order to observe the learning procedures for energy functions El and E2 
clearly, Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b) show the number of iterations (NI) in each hill 
climbing for El and E2, respectively. It can be seen that each hill climbing 
runs several iterations for El, but for E2, only the first Hill Climbing runs 
more iterations, and the succeeding hill climbings all exit after one iteration. It 
means that the local movement can not make the network jump out the current 
local minimum. A possible solution is that the succeeding hill climbings start 
with a random state. This approach will be used for the model solving the 
2-page BCNP described in Section 6.4. 
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Figure 6.15: The numbers of iterations in each hill climbing for El and E2 
Moreover, for El, the total number of iterations (NI) varies with different 
tests, while the number of iterations (N2) for E2 keeps nearly same for every 
test, but usually NI < .N2 . The calculation time tl in each iteration for El is 
longer than t2 for E2. Therefore, TEI (= NI x t l ) varies, but TE2 keeps nearly 
the same time for different tests. For an example of testing K3(3), TEJ varies 
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from Is to 3s, while TE2 ~ 1.58 for 20 tests. However, the model with El has 
more potential to improve the results than that with E2 • 
Test on complete p-partite graphs 
The I-page BCN for complete p-partite graphs Kn{P) can be calculated by the 
following formula (see Section 8.3): 
(6.28) 
Table 6.3 show the I-page BCNs of some complete p-partite graphs. It can 
Table 6.3: I-page BCNs of Kn(P) tested with the neural network model with 
different energy functions 
::""'a"'ra"'ph"'."'lrv'-, ""(E;-,j"'1 "'v,'( En,')""1 "'O""p"-. 
K3(2 3 3 3 
K,(2 16 19 16 
K,(2 54 54 50 
K,(3) 54 56 54 
K,3 224 226 216 
K,3 628 617 600 
K34 290 286 279 
Kd 1045 1066 1024 
be seen that the results of the graphs tested by the model with both energy 
functions are close to the optimal values, but can still be improved. 
6.3.7 Section conclusions 
We successfully solved the I-page BCNP with Hopfield neural network, and 
achieved the results close to the optimal values of complete p-partite graphs 
tested. We examined the convergence of the neural network by using different 
energy functions. The running time for energy function 1 varies with different 
tests, while energy function 2 keeps nearly the same running time for different 
tests. However, energy function 1 has more potential to improve results than 
energy function 2. Our experiments have demonstrated the parameters of a 
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neural network are vital for the convergence of the neural network. We have 
done a lot of experiments for selecting a group of proper parameters. Our 
further work is to improve the performance of the network by using different 
approach to train the network parameters, and to compare the model with 
other kind of neural networks. 
6.4 An improved Hopfield model for the 2-
page BCNP 
The problem in the model of Cimikowski and Shope (1996) is that it uses two 
neurons (Vdown and Vup) to correspond to one edge in a graph. Actually, 
an edge in a graph can be drawn in one side only, above or below the spine. 
During the learning procedure of the neural network, there must be redundant 
states, such as (VUPij = 0, V dOWnij = 0), a missing-edge violation, to be pro-
duced. Cimikowski and Shope use hill climbing to compensate the problem. 
However, this increases the learning time a lot. Therefore, we present a new 
Hopfield model as an improvement of their model. If we use a model of binary 
neurons (McCulloch & Pitts 1943), the fired neurons indicate the edges which 
are in one page, e.g. upper side of the spine, and the unfired neurons indicate 
the rest edges on the other page (down side of the spine), Hence, we need only 
m neurons, where m is the number of edges in g. 
6.4.1 The improved model 
Suppose we have a graph 9 = (V, E) with edges ei(x, V), x, Y E {O, ... , n - 1}, 
x < y, and a fixed order (0, ... , n - 1) of vertices on the spine. Consider a 
model which consists of m neurons vo, ... , Vm-l. The condition (Vi = 1) (resp. 
(Vi = 0)) indicates that edge e; is above (resp. below) the spine. For each edge 
ei(x, y) in the edge list, we have x < y. Therefore, when a pair ei(x, y) and 
ej(z, w) of edges cross, it fulfills one of the following conditions: 
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(1) Condition 1: 
Vi = 1, Vj = 1 and x < z < y < w. 
(2) Condition 2: 
Vi = 1, Vj = 1 and z < x < W < y. 
(3) Condition 3: 
Vi = 0, Vj = 0 and x < z < y < w. 
(4) Condition 4: 
Vi = 0, Vj = 0 and z < x < W < y. 
According to Conditions (1)-(4), we define a function l:I.(x, y, z, w) to express 
the relationship of two edges in one page: 
l:I.(x, y, z, w) = { ~ if (x < z < y < w) V (z < x < W < V), 
otherwise. 
(6.29) 
For the fired neurons (edges above the spine), the crossing number can be cal-
culated by: 
m-I m-I 
crup = L L l:I.(X, y, Z, W)ViVj. 
i=O j=O 
(6.30) 
Similarly for the unfired neurons (edges below the spine), the crossing number 
can be calculated by 
m-I m-I 
crdown = L L l:I.(X, y, Z, W)ViVj. 
i=O j=O 
Therefore the energy function can be written as 
m-I m-I 
E=AL L l:I.(x,y,Z,W)(ViVj+ViVj). 
i=O j=O,ji=i 
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(6.31) 
(6.32) 
For a binary neuron, it holds Vi = 1 - Vi. Equation 6.32 can be written as 
m-I m-I 
E = ALL b.(x,y,Z,W)(ViVj+ (1- Vi)(1-Vj)) 
j=O j=O,#i 
m-I m-l 
= ALL b.(x, y, Z, W)(2ViVj - Vi - Vj + 1). 
i=O i=O,J#i 
(6.33) 
A d· h d . dUi 8E • h' . ccor mg to t e ynamlcs, ill = 8' we can wnte t e motIOn equatIOn as 
dUi ~ ill = -A L...J b.(x,y,z,w)(2vj -1). 
j=Odf-i 
(6.34) 
6.4.2 Convergence algorithms 
As described in Theorem 6.2.1, the state of the binary model always converges 
to a local minimum. Equation 6.34 shows that the input from feed back is linear 
to the sum of states of the neural network model. Therefore, we can simply 
apply hill climbing to find out the best solution from "the local minimum" 
described in Theorem 6.2.1. 
We suppose that an order of vertices 1r = 0,1, ... , n - 1, has been obtained 
by some heuristic algorithm. We refer to the vertices by their number in 
this order. Moreover, we suppose that an ordered edge list eo, eJ, ... , em-l 
is created. At the startup, the network is randomly given an initial input 
Ui E (-1, 1). Correspondingly, the neuron states of the network are randomly 
initialised with 0 or 1, i.e. all edges are placed in the upper page or in the 
lower page. According to the value of the motion equation in each iteration, 
the state of each neuron is updated, consequently the edge corresponding to 
the updated neuron is moved between page 1 and page 2. When the neural 
network arrives a stable state, the 2-page BCN is calculated, and the current 
embedding is output. The learning procedure is repeated with different initial 
states of the neurons for several times, and the best embedding is output. The 
learning algorithm is described as Algorithm 20. 
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Algorithm 20 Convergence algorithm of Hopfield neural network 
1: k - 0; v2-MAX_INT; 
2: while (k < max_iteration) do 
3: t = 0; 
4: Randomly initialise the state of neurons v[O .. m-l]; 
5: Calculate energy E with Equation 6.32; 
6: repeat 
7: for (i = 0 to m-I) do 
8: Compute lJ.u; for lJ.t = 1 with Equation 6.34; 
9: Compute Ui(t + 1) with lJ.u;; 
10: if (u; > 0) then 
11: Vi = 1; 
12: else 
13: Vi = 0; 
14: end if 
15: end for 
16: Calculate energy E with Equation 6.32; 
17: t = t + 1; 
18: until (lJ.E = 0); 
19: locaLv2 = calculate..crossings(Q, v[O .. m - 1]); 
20: if (locaLv2 < V2) then 
21: v2 = locaLv2; 
22: end if 
23: k = k + 1; 
24: end while 
6.4.3 Comparison of the new model with the previous 
model 
We compare the new model with the model of Cimikowski and Shope (1996) 
in the following aspects: 
Structure of the neural networks 
The Cimikowski and Shope (CS) model uses two neurons (Vdown and Vup) 
to correspond to one edge in a graph. Therefore, the model is an n x n neuron 
array. The new model uses m neurons to map m edges, as the fired neurons 
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indicate the edges in one page, and the unfired neurons indicate the edges in 
the other page. For the design of a parallel algorithm, the CS model needs 
n2 processors, but the new model needs just m processors, if each processor is 
dispatched for one neuron. 
Time complexity 
According to the motion function of the new model, the calculation in each 
neuron takes time O(m) in the worst case. Therefore, a sequential traversal of 
all m neurons takes time O(m2 ). Cimikowski and Shope (1996) reported that 
the sequential time of the CS model is O(n3). 
Parameter robust 
For the CS model, setting the penalty parameters A and B to small values can 
delay convergence considerably, and setting them to large values can adversely 
affect the solution quality. Generally, values in the range 1, ... , 3 are suggested. 
To encourage missing edges to enter the embedding, a C-value in the same 
range is recommended. Values above this range can lead to the appearance 
of too many duplicate edges. Ideally, to further improve the solution quality, 
these constants should be adjusted to fit each problem instance. Typically, this 
requires extensive experimentation before a good set of values can be found 
(Cimikowski & Shope 1996). However, Equation 6.34 shows that in the new 
model, the input from feed back is linear to the sum of states of the neural 
network model. So there is only one parameter A in Equation 6.34. This 
greatly simplifies the complexity of experiments. The following experiments 
verify this. 
Learning procedure 
For the CS model, during the learning procedure of the neural network, there 
must be redundant states, such as (VUPij = 1, VdOWnij = 1), for a duplicate-
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edge violation, according to the parameter robustness of the CS model de-
scribed above. For a missing-edge violation (VUPij = 0, V downij = 0), Cimiko-
wski and Shope use a hill climbing to compensate the problem. Namely, ifboth 
neurons are 0 then perform the excitatory force hill(VuPij, V downij) which re-
turns 1 ( not (VUPij or V downij)). Any violation of duplicate edges or missing 
edges will lead to next iteration. For the new model, there is no redundant 
state to be produced during the learning procedure, and input from feed back 
is an inhibitory force. Namely, any state will correspond a solution, as the 
edges corresponding to the fired neurons are in one side of the spine, and then 
the rest edge must be in the other side of the spine. Finally the network arrives 
at a stable state (a local minimum). Obviously, the convergence of the new 
model is much faster than that of the CS model. 
6.4.4 Experiments 
As in the work of Cimikowski and Shope (1996), a sequential version of the 
parallel algorithm was designed in C language for testing purposes. The test 
suites include complete graphs, some of which were used by Cimikowski and 
Shope (1996), complete p-partite graphs, 3-row and 4-row meshes, hypercubes 
and circulant graphs tested by Cimikowski (2002). For these graphs, it is easy 
to get the vertex order of the graphs, for some of which we know the optimal 
I-page solutions and their optimal2-page BCNs. We compare our results with 
those of Cimikowski and Shope or with the known optimal crossing numbers. 
Test on complete graphs 
For complete graphs K n , the vertex order does not affect the crossing num-
ber. We use complete graphs K s, ... , KlO tested also by Cimikowski and Shope 
(1996). We denote the model of Cimikowski and Shope as CS, and our model 
as HSM. In order to select the parameter A, we changed the initialisation of 
the program. The hill climbing iteration runs for a range of A from 0.01 to 1, 
and the initial input Ui is fixed as 0.5, namely each neuron state is initialised 
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with 1. The results indicates that no matter how parameter A was selected, 
the results keep the same. 
For all graphs K n , n = 5, ... , 10, CS and HSM achieve the same crossing num-
bers. However, as shown in Table 1, HSM needs much smaller numbers of 
iterations for reaching a stable state than CS. Moreover, the time needed for 
each iteration is much shorter in HSM than in CS. All of the following data 
indicate that HSM converges quickly, and the states of neurons in each hill 
climbing application arrive a stable state in less than 10 iterations. Each test 
run uses hill climbing at most 20 times. 
Table 6.4: The numbers of iterations of K5 - KlO with CS and HSM 
Graphs I ni (CS) I ni (HSM) 
K, 16 2 
K, 15 3 
KT 19 3 
K, 22 3 
Kg 13 3 
KlO 21 3 
For a graph G, 1I2(G) ~ cr(G). We test larger complete graphs Kll - K 200 • All 
results of the tested complete graphs are the same as the upper bound of the 
standard crossing numbers (see Theorem 3.3.7). Table 6.5 presents some of 
results, where m stands for the number of edges, e.g. the number of neurons. 
Table 6.5: 2-page~~~~n!!,ul!!m~be~r~s~oif~~~~lraphs with HSM 
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Test on complete p-partite graphs 
We have known the optimal I-page BCN of a complete p-partite graph Kn(P) 
shown as formula (6.28). 
The optimal I-page drawing solution for a complete p-partite graph is, as 
shown by Fulek et al. (2005), that all vertices of the partite sets are evenly 
placed around a cycle, i.e., the vertices of every partition form a regular n-gon 
(Fig. 6.16). It is easy to get the optimal order for a complete p-partite graph 
in linear time. The experiments were done based on the optimal order. 
Figure 6.16: Optimal order of K3(3) 
Based on the optimal order above, we also tested the complete p-partite 
graphs with CS algorithm (the implementation of the algorithm was from 
Cimikowski). In Table 6.6, lJ2(CS) and lJ2(HSM) are the 2-page BCNs of 
complete p-partite graphs tested with CS and HSM, respectively, and columns 
time(CS) and time(HSM) list the numbers of milliseconds of running time on 
CS and HSM, respectively. It can been seen that HSM is much better than 
CS in the quality of solutions and efficiency. 
Test on 3-row and 4-row meshes 
The optimal I-page drawings are known for 3-row meshes (Fulek et al. 2005) 
and conjectured for 4-row meshes (He et al. 2006). Fig. 6.17 shows the meshes 
P3 x Ps and P3 x P6 , and Fig. 6.18 shows the meshes P4 x Ps and P4 x P6 • 
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Table 6.6: 2-page BCNs of Kn{P and the mn;nrr times (ms) on CS and HSM 
"" 
,hs 
"2«'"; I I 
K2 0 < 1 < 
K2 ~lJ lU 7U3 < 
K 51 42 1922 16 
K 134 ll4 354, 31 
K ""U "54 6Ul' M 
K2 152 488 943, 09 
K2 "," ,""U6 
'"" K: 16 16 1422 
K ."{ 3641 
K 289 7641 78 
08 722 13875 
K ,";2 1529 23438 422 
~ 340: 2854 37141 797 56U47 
K 150 66 368, 16 
K. 588 336 9360 79 
K. 162U lU56 197"7 31" 
K. 3630 2564 3679, ~ K 6948 5300 ~~3 K 1186U 97n 
K 19836 16672 166906 4812 
K 441 '"6 75"' 47 
K 1620 916 19735 250 
K ~ ~ 44844 781 K ~ 7'1 K ~ 13711 3500 K 25U"U Tr5U 
K 50781 42506 357473 12343 
The solid lines indicate the the optimal vertex order in each graph. We have 
known that the 2-page BCNs of 3-row and 4-row meshes are 0 (He et al. 2006). 
It is easy to get the optimal vertex order in linear time. The experiments 
were done based on the optimal vertex order of the tested meshes. Table 6.7 
presents the 2-page crossing numbers of 3-row and 4-row meshes tested with 
CS and HSM, respectively and their running time in each test. HSM achieves 
the optimal results in every case, while CS does not, and the running time of 
HSM is much shorter than that of CS. 
Test on hypercubes 
The hypercube, Qd, of dimension d, is a d-regular graph with 2d vertices and 
d2 d- 1 edges (Leighton 1992, Cimikowski 2002). Each vertex is labelled by 
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0 3 6 9 12 0 3 6 9 12 15 
4 7 10 13 4 7 10 l3 16 
2 5 8 II 14 2 5 8':' II I' 17 
(a) Pa x Ps (b) Pa x p. 
Figure 6.17: The Hamiltonian path and cycle of P3 x Ps and P3 x P6 
o~ .... ~ 12 16 
I 5 9 13: 17 
..... 1---'< ....... ~. 
3H .. JI 
(a) P, x Ps 
o~ .... · .. H ..... 1.6~ 
5 9 13 17 21 
2 6: 10: 14: IS: 22 
3~ ... ..I.1~ ..... 1.9~ 
(b)P,xP. 
Figure 6.18: The Hamiltonian cycles of P4 x P5 and P4 x P6 
a distinct d-bit binary string, and two vertices are adjacent if they differ in 
exactly one bit (see Fig. 2.17). 
For the d-dimensional hypercube Qd, there are up to 2d- 3dl cycles (Sen et al. 
1993, Cimikowski 2002). An d-bit Gray code corresponds to a Hamiltonian 
cycle on an d-dimensional hypercube. One way to construct a Gray code for 
d bits is to take a Gray code for d - 1 bits with each code prefixed by 0 (for 
the first half of the code) and append the d - 1 Gray code reversed with each 
code prefixed by 1 (for the second half). This is called a "binary-reflected 
Gray code". We generate the Gray code to obtain the Hamiltonian cycle of 
Qd, and test hypercubes based on the Hamiltonian cycle with the new model. 
We compare the results with that presented by Cimikowski (2002). Table 6.8 
shows the results by HSM and CS models. It can be seen that HSM achieves 
better results than CS. 
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Table 6.7: 2-page BCNs of 3-row and 4-row meshes and the running times 
(ms) on CS and HSM 
"raph, 
'" (l") '" (H'M) I 
xP 0 0 < <1 
Xl-' 1 
" 
625 < 1 
xP 6 0 1360 31 
xl' 14 220" <1 
Xl-' U 
" 
3375 4C 
xP 54 0 4954 47 
Xl-' 
"" " 
7234 15 
xP 38 0 2969 32 
Xl-' 
-"" " 
52"" _< 1 
P X 128 0 7740 16 
P X 149 0 9765 16 
l-' X ", 1"2 
" 
12969 15 
P X ", 32. 0 18953 15 
Table 6.8: Results of Qd by HSM and CS, average numbers of iterations in 
each hill climb' d . HSM mgan runnin tImes on 
Graphs '" (CS '" (HSM ni HSM time ms)(HSM 
Q, 8 8 2 <1 
Q, 62 60 4 40 
Q6 376 370 4 300 
Q7 1874 1858 6 2063 
Q, NLA 8550 8 16153 
HSM achieves very good performance in running time, because there is no 
redundant state to be produced during the learning procedure. It can be seen 
the running time of HSM on Q8 (Table 6.8) is even less than the running time 
of CS on P4 X Pg (Table 6.7). Table 6.8 shows the ni is at most 8. Namely, in 
each hill climbing, HSM converges to a stable state very quickly. 
Test on circulant graphs 
We also tested the circulant graphs used by Cimikowski (2002). Fig. 6.19 
shows the 2-page crossing numbers of the circulant graphs tested with HSM 
and the results of Cimikowski (2002). It can been seen that all results gained 
with HSM are again the same as or better than those gained with CS. 
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Figure 6.19: The 2-page BCNs of circulant graphs tested with HSM and CS 
Hopfield models. 
6.4.5 Section conclusions 
We designed an improved Hopfield model with m neurons rather than 2m neu-
rons for the 2-page BCNP of a graph. The model exactly reflects the property 
of the 2-page book drawings, and avoids redundant states to be produced. So 
the model achieves much better performance in the quality of solutions and 
efficiency for all tested graphs than the previous model by Cimikowski and 
Shope (1996). 
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Chapter 7 
Parallelisation of Genetic 
Algorithms 
7.1 Introduction 
Traditionally, software has been written for serial computation: a serial pro-
gram runs on a single computer having a single Central Processing Unit (CPU). 
In the simplest sense, parallel computing is the simultaneous use of multiple 
compute resources to solve a computational problem. There are two primary 
reasons for using parallel computing: (1) save time - wall clock time; (2) solve 
larger problems. 
Genetic algorithms have been applied to solve the book crossing number prob-
lems successfully, but they work with one global population, so the search 
time and space are limited. Parallelisation provides an attractive prospect in 
improving the efficiency and solution quality of genetic algorithms. Moreover, 
genetic algorithms are good candidates for effective parallelisation, given their 
inspiring principle of evolving in parallel a population of individuals (Dorigo & 
Maniezzo 1993). In this chapter, we discuss the parallelisation of the genetic al-
gorithm for the 2-page BCNP as an example. We formalise all models of a par-
allel genetic algorithm with a function PGA(subpopulation size, cluster size, 
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migration period, topology), and compare the performance of three basic mod-
els of parallel genetic algorithms: master-slave, fine-grained, and coarse-grained 
(island) models, by adjusting the four parameters: subpopulation size, cluster 
size, migration period, and topology, which decide the framework of a parallel 
genetic algorithm (He et al. 2006, He et al. 2006). All implementations of the 
island model achieve super linear speedup. 
7.2 Parallel computing 
7.2.1 Parallel mechanism 
There are different ways to classify parallel computers. The most popular 
taxonomy was proposed by Flynn (1972). Flynn's taxonomy is based upon 
the number of concurrent instruction (or control) and data streams available 
in the parallel computer. Each stream can have only one of two possible states: 
Single or Multiple (see Table 7.1). 
Tbl71Tht FI 'T a e .. e our ynn s axonomy 
SIMD Single Instruction, Multiple Data 
SISD Single Instruction, Single Data 
MISD Multiple Instruction, Single Data 
MIMD Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data 
There is also a common extension to this taxonomy, which is: Single Pro-
gram, multiple data streams (SPMD) - mUltiple autonomous processors simul-
taneously executing the same instruction set (but at independent points) on 
different data. Also referred to as 'Single Process, Multiple Data'. 
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7.2.2 Designing parallel programs 
Understanding and partitioning a problem 
The first step in developing parallel software is to understand the problem that 
one wishes to solve in parallel. Before spending time in an attempt to develop 
a parallel solution for a problem, determine whether or not the problem is one 
that can actually be parallelised. For an example, calculation of the Fibonacci 
series (1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21, ... ) by using the formula: F(k+2) = F(k+ 1)+F(k), is 
a non-parallelisable problem because the calculation of the Fibonacci sequence 
as shown would entail dependent calculations rather than independent ones. 
The calculation of the k + 2 value uses those of both k + 1 and k. These three 
terms cannot be calculated independently and therefore, not in parallel. 
One of the first steps in designing a parallel program is to break the problem 
into discrete "chunks" of work that can be distributed to multiple tasks. This 
is known as decomposition or partitioning. 
There are two basic ways to partition computational work among parallel tasks: 
domain decomposition and functional decomposition. In the domain decom-
position, the data associated with a problem is decomposed. Each parallel 
task then works on a portion of the data. In the functional decomposition, 
the focus is on the computation that is to be performed rather than on the 
data manipulated by the computation. The problem is decomposed according 
to the work that must be done. Each task then performs a portion of the 
overall work. For parallelising a genetic algorithm, the common method is to 
partition the population of chromosomes evenly. 
Load balance 
Load balancing refers to the practice of distributing work among tasks so that 
all tasks are kept busy all of the time. It can be considered a minimisation of 
task idle time. 
Load balancing is important to parallel programs for performance reasons. For 
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example, if all tasks are subject to a barrier synchronisation point, the slowest 
task will determine the overall performance (Fig. 7.1). 
task 1 
task 2 
task 3 
task 4 
• work ________ ~t~im~e~ ________ ~~ 
o wait 
Figure 7.1: Load balance 
It is required to equally partition the work each task receives for array/matrix 
operations, where each task performs similar work, and evenly distribute the 
data set among the tasks. However, using dynamic work assignment for cer-
tain classes of problems will result in load imbalances even if data is evenly 
distributed among tasks. For example, in sparse matrices, some tasks will 
have actual data to work on while others have mostly "zeros". For the par-
allelisation of a genetic algorithm, each processor will run the same program. 
However, it is possible that the running time is different between two synchro-
nisation points because of the randomness of evolution procedure, although 
the population is partitioned evenly. 
Communication 
The need for communications between tasks depends upon the problem. There 
are two basic communication ways, synchronous and asynchronous communi-
cations. Synchronous communications require some type of "handshaking" 
between tasks that are sharing data. Asynchronous communications allow 
tasks to transfer data independently from one another. Interleaving computa-
tion with communication is the single greatest benefit for using asynchronous 
communications. 
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In parallel computing, granularity is a qualitative measure of the ratio of com-
putation to communication. 
For fine-grained parallelism, relatively small amounts of computational work 
are done between communication events. Therefore, the computation to com-
munication ratio is low, and it facilitates load balancing. But this implies high 
communication overhead and less opportunity for performance enhancement. 
If granularity is too fine it is possible that the overhead required for commu-
nications and synchronisation between tasks is longer than the computation. 
For coarse-grained parallelism, relatively large amounts of computational work 
are done between communication/synchronisation events. Therefore, the com-
putation to communication ratio is high. This implies more opportunity for 
performance increase, but it is harder to achieve load balance efficiently. 
11 Communication time 0 Computation time 
<a) Fine-grain (b) Coarse-grain 
Figure 7.2: Communication 
7.3 Parallel versions of genetic algorithms (PGAs) 
There are three basic types of PG As (Canttl.-Paz 1998, Canttl.-Paz 2000, Canttl.-
Paz & Goldberg 2000, Chipperfield & Fleming 1996, Dorigo & Maniezzo 1993): 
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(1) global single-population master-slave GAs, (2) single-population fine-grained 
GAs, and (3) mUlti-population coarse-grained GAs (also known as "island" 
PGAs). 
7.3.1 Three basic models of PGAs 
Master-slave Model 
Usually, a classical genetic algorithm is implemented in a master-slave (MS) 
model, and the master takes charge of selection, crossover, and mutation oper-
ation, while the slaves make evaluation for each individual respectively. Here 
the MS model has changed so that the master only performs the selection 
operation. All other operations, including the fitness calculation, are done on 
slaves. The procedure is repeated until the termination criterion is met. In-
dependently from machine architecture, the big problem for MS model is that 
all processors work synchronously in each generation, e.g. for a large problem, 
it is necessary to enlarge the search space. Each slave processor holds one 
individual of the population. Thus, a large number of processors is needed 
and required to be synchronised with the master processor. 
Selection 
Crossover 
Mutation 
Fitness 
Figure 7.3: Master-Slave Model 
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Fine-grained Model 
Fine grained (FG) PGAs have only one population, but it has a special struc-
ture that limits the interactions between individuals. An individual can only 
compete and mate with its neighbours, but since the neighbours overlap, a 
good individual can flow and spread like a migration to neighbours of the cell 
(Cantu-Paz 1998). So a good solution can diffuse rapidly through the whole 
population. This approach has the advantage of working with large popula-
tions enabling fast convergence, and reducing the number of iterations and 
the execution time. There were a lot of different implementations for different 
applications (Manderick & Spiessens 1989, Robertson 1987, Schwehm 1992). 
In the implementation of FG model, a local hill-climbing strategy is used as in 
ASPARAGOS (1989a, 1989b): after the chromosome has not been improved 
for N generations, a new random chromosome takes effect at the beginning of 
the next iteration. For this model, large population size indicates that there is 
a need of more hardware resource, as the cluster size is given by M = (I. Fig. 
7.4 show a fine-grained model with grid topology, in which the same colour 
cells are neighbours of the cell filled with the bias pattern. 
o 1 2 
o 
1 D 
2 
D 
Figure 7.4: Fine-grained model 
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Coarse-grained Model 
In the coarse-grained model, several isolated sUb-populations (of size k > 1) 
evolve in parallel and a SGA works on each processor. Periodically, their best 
individuals migrate to neighbours (Fig. 7.5), and if the best neighbour received 
by an island is better than the current best local solution, then the island will 
replace the best local solution with the best neighbour, otherwise, if the best 
neighbour is better than the worst individual in current subpopulation, then 
the island will replace the worst individual with the best neighbour. We denote 
the coarse grained model as ISLAND. 
Communication 
Figure 7.5: Coarse-grained (ISLAND) model 
7.3.2 Complexity of PGAs 
The running time (T) of each generation in PGAs can be divided into two 
parts, tccmp and t comm , where t comp is computation time, and tcomm is com-
munication time in each generation. For evaluating performance of PGAs, 
the Computation-to-Communication ratio definitely plays an important role 
(Digalakis & Margaritis 2003). We denote it as eTe = t comp . There are two 
tcomm 
basic factors that determine the performance of PG As. 
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• Chromosome size (,), which includes two parameters: vertex number, 
n, and edge number, m, for the 2-page BCNP. Chromosome size affects 
the running time of genetic operators, such as crossover, mutation, and 
fitness calculation directly . 
• Population size (11), in SGAs, a small population size indicates the 
variation of chromosomes is small in each generation, and search time is 
short, but it may lead to premature convergence of solutions. A large 
population size indicates the variation of chromosomes is large, and the 
search time is longer, but it may get better solutions. Therefore, the 
population size affects the final solution and running time directly. 
The chromosome size indicates the problem size, and the population size indi-
cates the space each generation explores. So the Population size-to-Chromosome 
size ratio (PTO = g) is an important factor that affects the quality of solu-
tions. Usually, sma)l PTO indicates that each generation explores a small 
space relative to the whole space; Large PTO indicates that each generation 
explores a large space related to the whole space, so there is a large chance to 
get a better solution. 
MS model 
In the MS model, the population size is equal to the cluster size minus 1. 
The population size affects the running time T significantly, although the 
computing has been parallelised, as the master must work with slaves syn-
chronously, and all slaves will communicate with the master in each genera-
tion. We denote the cluster size as M, and the time for one cycle of receiving 
and sending a chromosome as tcycl,' The communication time in each gener-
ation is thus tcomm = (M - 1) x tcycl,' It is in proportion to the population 
size and tcycl" which is affected not only by the chromosome size, but also 
by the network traffic and speed. The computation time in each generation, 
t comp = tcro"over + tmutaticm + t fitn'" + tselect . The former three items are related 
to the chromosome size, while the last item is related to the population size. 
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FG model 
If we describe the work on each cell in the FG model with an automata, each 
cell has three states. The states of all cells are updated according to a local rule, 
called a transition function, which replaces the selection operator in sequential 
genetic algorithm (Fig. 7.6). 
Figure 7.6: Automaton of each cell 
• State 1: Randomly generate a chromosome, permutation (ordering of 
vertices) and string (distribution of edges), and calculate the fitness value 
of each individual. 
• State 2: Get the best neighbour after the transition function is run. 
• State 3: Get two offsprings after applying crossover between the current 
chromosome and the best neighbour. Then the mutation operator, with 
probability, Pm, is applied to two offsprings, and the fitter offspring is 
used to update the current chromosome (state 1 is updated). 
The state of the entire automaton is evolved step by step. The global behaviour 
of the system is determined by the evolution of the states of all the cells as a 
result of multiple interactions. The communication time of each generation on 
each cell for the FG model is the transition time, t'ran,ition = I x tcycle, where I is 
the number of the neighbours, which is decided by the topology of cluster, and 
tcycle is the time for one cycle of receiving and sending a chromosome, which 
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depends on the chromosome size and the network speed. The computation 
time is given by tcamp = t oro88",.r + tmutation + t fitness> which is decided by 
the chromosome size. For a tested graph with a fixed size, the difference of 
running time of the FG model with different topologies results from ttransition, 
which is O(l(m + n)), where I is the number of neighbours of the current cell 
in the cluster topology. The population size does not affect the running time 
significantly because of distributed cells. 
ISLAND model 
For the ISLAND model, the migration of individuals from one island (deme) 
to another is controlled by several parameters like: (a) the topology that de-
fines the connections between the subpopulations, (b) a migration rate that 
control how many islands migrate, and (c) a migration interval that affects 
the frequency of migrations (Cantu-Paz 1998). We will investigate the effect 
of the migration interval (period) L on the performance of the ISLAND model 
with different topologies on fixed migration rate (100%). The migration period 
L, after which each island transfers the best local solution to its neighbours, 
will decide the speed, at which a good solution will spread through the whole 
population. Therefore it affects the convergence of PGAs. 
The computation time is given by tcamp = tcro88over + tmutation + tsetect, where 
both tcro88over and tmutation are related to the chromosome size, while tsetect is 
related to the size of the sub-population, k. The communication time is given 
by tcomm = I x tcycte in a fixed period of evolution generations, L, where I is 
decided by the topology of the cluster. In a similar way with the FG model, a 
good solution can cross through the whole population. 
Comparison of three models 
The biggest difference is that the size of the sUbpopulation k is larger than 1 for 
ISLAND model, while for FG and MS models k = 1, and usually the MS model 
does not affect the behavior of GA (Cantu-Paz 1998). If the FG model and the 
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Table 7.2: Time complexity of each generation on each processor for the four 
PGAs 
operators I fitness I crossover I mutation I aelecfo I mmu 'cat'o , n co m , n 
SGA O(e(n' ) o e(n+m ore Ore) 0 
MS OJn') On+m 01 O(M 0 e n + m 
FG O(n On+m 01 0 0 I n+m 
ISLAND O(kn': O(k(n+m)) Ok O(k) 0 I n+m) L) 
Table 7.3: CTC and PTC for the four PGAs 
Models I eTC I PTC 
SGA 00 ~ 
MS O(n') + O(n + m) + O(M) M 
arM n+mll -< 
FG O(n )+O(n+m) M 
-O~l(n+m < 
ISLAND O(kn') + O(k(n + m)) + O(k) kM O'!(n + ml/Ll -< 
ISLAND model use same topology, then tcomp(ISLAND)=ktcomp(FG), while 
tcomm(ISLAND)=tcomm(FG)/L. Comparing with the MS model, each deme of 
the ISLAND model communicates with other demes in the period of £ gen-
erations, so we have tcomm(ISLAND) :5 tcomm(MS)/ £, and tcomp(ISLAND) = 
ktcomp(MS). Actually, the FG-model can be viewed as a special case of the 
ISLAND model with the subpopulation size k = 1 and the migration period 
£=1. 
7.3.3 Different topologies for the implementation of PG As 
The topology is an important factor affecting the performance of the PGAs 
because it determines how fast (how slow) a good solution disseminates to other 
demes (Cantu-Paz 1998). If the topology has a dense connectivity (or a short 
diameter, or both) good solutions will spread fast to all the demes and may 
quickly take over the population. On the other hand, if the topology is sparsely 
connected (or has a long diameter), solutions will spread slower and the demes 
will be more isolated from each other, permitting the appearance of different 
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solutions. These solutions may come together at a later time and recombine 
to form potentially better individuals. The communication topology is also 
important because it is a major factor in the cost of migration. For instance, 
a densely connected topology may promote a better mixing of indi viduals, but 
it also entails higher communication costs. We use the following topologies. 
Linear Topology 
The simplest topology is the one-dimensional linear (ring) topology, which is 
the default topology in MPI, denoted as Linear. Gordon and Whitley (1993) 
implemented a multi-deme PGA with ring topology. In this topology, each 
processor receives information from its left neighbour and sends information 
to its right neighbour. We use the rank of a processor to denote a current 
processor. A fixed interval, step, between a processor and its neighbour is 
set (default step = 1). So, we have neb1e!t = (rank - step) mod M, and 
nebright = (rank + step) mod M, where M is the number of processors. 
Grid topology 
MPI provides two types of Cartesian topologies: Cartesian grid and random 
graph. It is common to use a 2-dimensional grid topology in fine-grained 
PGAs, because in many massive parallel computers the processing elements 
are connected with this topology (Cantu-Paz 1998). Cantu-Paz and Mejia-
Olver (1994) considered 4 x 4 toroidal mesh. In this topology, all processors 
can communicate with their neighbours, and each processor r(i,j) has 4 neigh-
bours. For example, if the grid of the cluster is z x z, then the neighbours of 
each processor are nebup = r(i, (j - 1) mod z), nebdown = r(i, (j + 1) mod z), 
neb1e!t = r((i - 1) mod z,j), and nebr;ght = r((i + 1) mod z,j). Each pro-
cessor receives information from its neighbours, and gets the best individual 
from 4 neighbours. For the FG model, current individual will crossover with 
the best neighbour, and keep better child. For the ISLAND model, if the best 
neighbour is better than the best local solution, the best local solution will be 
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replaced with the best neighbour. Otherwise, if the best neighbour is better 
than the worst individual in current subpopulation, the worst individual will 
be replaced with the best neighbour. We denote the 2D toroidal mesh as Grid. 
Graph topology 
The other Cartesian topology supported by MPI is the random connected 
graph topology denoted as Graph. Each island is mapped to a vertex of the 
virtual graph. All neighbours of a processor are the virtual vertices, which 
are connected to the virtual vertex mapped to the island. If the degree of 
a virtual vertex in Gtop is d, then the island mapped to the virtual vertex 
will communicate with d neighbours. There has been a lot of research about 
PGAs with dense topologies, but they all used some structural graphs, such as 
hypercubes (Cohoon et al. 1991, Tanese 1989a, Tanese 1989b), 4 x 4 toroidal 
mesh (Cantu-Paz & Mejfa-Olver 1994), bidirectional rings. The difference is 
that we use a random biconnected graph Gtop • 
An equivalent complete-connected ISLAND model 
We presented a novel implementation of the ISLAND model as the following: 
each island runs a serial genetic algorithm, and periodically, island 0 will col-
lect the best solutions of all islands, get the best global solution, and send the 
best global solution to all islands. Each island replaces the best local solu-
tion with the best global solution. We denote it as ISLAND-PS. Two MPI 
functions, MPLGather and MPLBcast make the implementation quite easy. 
Actually; the novel ISLAND model is a special case of the ISLAND model 
with the complete graph topology with M vertices, but we do not really set 
the topology with the virtual complete graph. Algorithm 21 describes the im-
plementation of the ISLAND model, where L is the migration period, k is the 
size of subpopulation, subpop is used to store the subpopulation, and G is the 
graph to be tested. 
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Algorithm 21 island_ps(G) 
1: MPLBcast(G) from rank 0; 
2: Initialisation(maxgn, L, k, subpop); 
3: while (gn < maxgn) do 
4: run operators of SG A; 
5: if (gn mod L =0) then 
6: MPLGather(localbest) to IBests of rank 0; 
7: gBest=getGlobalBest(IBests) on rank 0; 
8: MPLBcast(gBest) to localbest of each island; 
9: end if 
10: end while 
7.3.4 Formalisation of PGAs 
A large number of parameters can affect the performance of PGAs. We con-
sider the following factors: subpopulation size (k), cluster size (M), migra-
tion period (L), and topology (G top ), that decide the framework of basic 
PGA models. If we formalise an island model of PGAs with the function 
PGA(k, M, L, Gtop), then all kinds of models, e.g. ISLAND-PS, master-slave 
model, fine-grained model, and even SGA can be viewed as a special case of 
the island model (see Table. 7.4). ISLAND-PS is synchronised periodically 
by collecting the best local solution of each island and broadcasting it to all 
island. This is equivalent with the case that each island connected with all 
other islands, and get the best neighbour (Le. the best global solution) to 
replace the best local solution, if the best neighbour is better than the best 
local solution. So ISLAND-PS can be viewed as the ISLAND model with 
topology KM, the complete graph with M vertices, where M is cluster size. 
For the FG model, each cell can be viewed as an island with subpopulation 
k = 1 in the ISLAND model with migration period L = 1. For the MS model, 
because it is synchronised in each generation, if the master (rank 0) runs the 
select operator, 'best-selected', similarly with the ISLAND-PS model to the 
ISLAND model, the MS model is equivalent to the FG model with topology 
KM. However, if the master runs the select operator 'roulette', the MS model 
is equivalent to the FG model with a dynamic topology (Gdyn ) depending on 
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the roulette selection, although all cells of the MS model are synchronised in 
each generation. SG A can be viewed as the ISLAND model working on one 
processor without migration and topology. 
Table 7.4: Formalisation of the different models of PGAs 
Models I Formula 
ISLAND PGA k,M,L,Gto 
ISLAND-PS PGA(k, M, L, KM 
FG PGA 1,M,1,Gto 
MS PGA 1,M,1,KM orPGA{l,M,l,Gd n) 
SGA PGA(k, I, null,null) 
7.3.5 Experimental results 
At startup we broadcast the input graph to all processors, then every processor 
runs in its own RAM. Therefore our parallel programs are as independent as 
possible from the architecture of the parallel machine. Here we use the SGA 
model described in Section 5.4.1, which obtains good performance and the 
running time does not fluctuate randomly (He et al. 2006a). To observe the 
effect of the four basic parameters in the function described in Section 7.3.4, we 
performed some experiments by adjusting these parameters on the following 
test suites: 
RNDJ3UP from Rome graphs (GdToolKit n.d.). The experimental results and 
running times are the average values of 20 graphs in each group. 
We also use Xtrees because of their special feature - the graph size will be 
doubled when the level is increased by 1. Thus the effect of parameters will 
be distinct. The data are averages of 10 tests for each graph. 
Test of three models on RND..BUP 
To examine the performance of the three parallel models, ISLAND, FG, and 
MS models, our experiments are done on a fixed PTe. Namely, for the same 
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graph, all models run on nearly the same population size. We use the second 
termination criterion described in section 5.4.1. So the number of evolution 
generations is not related to the randomness of solutions in each run of PGAs, 
but only related to the chromosome size, which means that the number of 
evolution generations of the three PGA models retains unchanged for the same 
graph. Moreover, for the MS model, all slaves axe synchronous with the master. 
Our preliminary experiments showed that the MS model reached premature 
convergence, when we used the best-select operator described in Section 5.3.1, 
and the 'roulette' obtained better solutions than the 'best-select' for the MS 
model. Therefore, in the implementation of the MS model, we use the roulette 
select criterion. The FG and ISLAND models are implemented with a linear 
topology, and the size of subpopulation of the ISLAND model is 4. Table 7.5 
lists the conditions of all the tests. 
Table 7.5: Test conditions of the three PGA models 
Model I M I k 'f! 'L I select , topology 
MS 16 1 15 1 roulette NA 
FG 16 1 16 1 best-select Linear 
ISLAND 4 4 16 50 best-select Linear 
Fig. 7.7 shows that the ISLAND model achieves the best results, although the 
running time is longer than the other two models. When the chromosome size 
is smaller, the MS model gets slightly better results than the FG model. The 
MS and FG models have nearly the same running time. The running time is 
mainly decided by tcomp rather than t comm , as we use SGI Altix shared memory 
parallel machine. The experimental data indicate that the ISLAND model can 
improve the solution when having the same PTC as the MS and FG models. 
Test PGAs with different topologies on RND-BUP 
To examine the effects of topologies on the performance of PG As, we tested 
Linear, Grid, and Graph topology. A random biconnected graph with the same 
edge density as the grid with the same vertex number is used for the graph 
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Figure 7.7: Test of three basic PGA models on RND-BUP 
topology in the implementation of PG As. 
Test of the FG models with different topologies First, we test FG-
models to examine the effect of different topologies. Our experiments were 
done on a fixed cluster size (M=16), which is also the size of the population. 
Fig. 7.8 (a) and (b) show the results and running time the FG-Linear, FG-
Grid and FG-Graph models, respectively. The FG-Linear achieved the best 
performance both in results and running times. FG-Graph is slight worse 
than FG-Linear, but the running time of FG-Graph is the worst in the three 
topologies. The FG-Grid got the worst results, but it had almost the same 
running time as FG-Linear. 
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Figure 7.8: Crossing number and Running time of FG models with different 
topologies on RND-BUP 
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Test of ISLAND models with different topologies We tested the IS-
LAND models, including the ISLAND-PS as a model with a equivalent com-
plete connected topology. Our experiments were done on a fixed size of cluster 
(M=9) and a fixed subpopulation size (k=8) (Le. the size of global population 
is fixed). The migration period was fixed as L = 50. Fig. 7.9 shows the 
results and running times. Obviously, this case differs from the case of the 
FG model test. We can't say which topology obtains the best performance. 
The running times for the different topologies are very close to each other, 
because the migration is done once per migration period, and the average 
cost of communication in each generation is almost the same. The cases for 
ISLAND-Linear and ISLAND-Graph are similar with the cases for FG-Linear 
and FG-Graph. However, the performance of ISLAND-Grid differs from that 
of FG-Grid. When the chromosome size is smaller, ISLAND-Grid obtained 
almost the same results as ISLAND-Graph, but when the vertex number is 
larger than 80, the results become much worse than those of ISLAND-Graph. 
ISLAND-PS sometimes gets the best results (e.g., when the vertex number 
is 70), sometimes it shuttles between the other models. When IVI = 100, 
ISLAND-Graph has the similar results to ISLAND-Linear, and ISLAND-Grid 
gets the similar results to ISLAND-PS. 
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Figure 7.9: Crossing numbers and running times of ISLAND models with 
different topologies on RND..BUP 
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Test of ISLAND PGAs with different population size on Xtree 
For a graph, larger population size means that the PGA will search a larger 
space, and hence, there is a larger chance to get the best solution, when we 
fixed the number of generations. There are two ways to change the population 
size: when the cluster size is limited, we can change the subpopulation size. 
However, we cannot increase the subpopulation size too much if the input 
graph is quite large. Thus, an alternative way to enlarge the population size is 
to increase the cluster size, with a fixed subpopulation size. We will examine 
the two cases below. 
Different subpopulation sizes on fixed machine size To examine the 
effect of sub population size, we test the ISLAND-PS model with subpopulation 
size k = 4,8,16 on 16 processors for Xt(6) and Xt(7). Fig. 7.10 shows the 
results. Evidently, the results become better with the rise of subpopulation 
size for each migration period. 
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Figure 7.10: Crossing numbers when testing ISLAND-PS on Xt(6) and Xt(7) 
for a range of subpopulation size k and migration period L 
Different cluster size on fixed subpopulation size To examine the ef-
fects of the different cluster sizes, we test the ISLAND-Graph and ISLAND-
Grid models with fixed subpopulation size (k = 8) on different cluster sizes 
(4, 8, 16) for a group of graphs Xt(6), Xt(7), andXt(8). Fig.7.11 (a) and 
Fig. 7.12 (a) show the results become better with the increase of cluster size. 
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The interesting thing is that the running time of each generation for both the 
ISLAND-Graph and the ISLAND-Grid models decreased with the rise of the 
cluster size (Fig.7.11 (b) and Fig. 7.12 (b)). The reduction is more distinct 
when larger graphs were tested. However, regardless of the architecture of 
the parallel machine, the running time should not change, except for some 
fluctuation caused by network traffic, when the other test conditions are kept 
unchanged. 
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Figure 7.11: Average values of 10 tests with the ISLAND-Graph model on 
different cluster size 
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Figure 7.12: Average values of 10 tests with the ISLAND-Grid model on dif-
ferent cluster size 
Different migration periods 
To examine the effect of the migration period on convergence, we tested the 
ISLAND-PS model with different migration periods, L = {50, 100, 200} on 
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16 processors for Xt(6) and Xt(7). The best results were obtained when the 
migration period L is 50. Fig. 7.10 shows that they become worse with the 
rise of the migration period. The interesting thing is that there exists such a 
value of k that the difference of the results caused by the migration period is 
not distinct, e.g. in Fig. 7.10 (a) for Xt(6), k = 8 is such a value, and so is 
the k = 16 in Fig. 7.10 (b) for Xt(7). Fig. 7.13 shows the effect of migration 
period by testing the four island models with a fixed subpopulation size k = 8 
on 16 processors with different topologies for a range of the migration periods, 
L = {50, 100, 200} on Xt(8). For all models, similarly with the results of 
ISLAND-PS on Xt(6) and Xt(7), the result are the best when L = 50. For 
any L, ISLAND-Graph gets the best results and ISLAND-PS gets results close 
to those of ISLAND-Graph, while ISLAND-Linear and ISLAND-Grid obtain 
similar results. 
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Figure 7.13: Crossing numbers of Xt(8) by four ISLAND models with different 
topologies for difference migration periods 
Test of speedup 
The most important goal of paraIlelising a serial al~orithm is to speed it up. 
T(SGA) . 
The speedup can be defined as speedup = T(PGA)" However, this may be 
unsuitable because of different hardware platforms. So usually we express the 
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"speed up" as the ratio of the expected running time for one processor to that 
T(lprocessor) . for the M parallel processors (speedup = T(M )) (Shonkwller 1993). 
processors 
For a stochastic algorithm there is an inherent difficulty (Shonkwiler 1993), 
however, as we use the second termination criterion described in Section 5.4.1 
to guarantee the same number of generations for each tested graph. Namely 
we fix the "PTe" for each run, so that there is the same chance to get a good 
solution for all tests of a graph. To examine the "speedup", we keep the global 
population size at 64, and compare the results by running GA with population 
size=64 on one processor and by running ISLAND PGAs with subpopulation 
sizes 16,8,4 on 4,8,16 processors, respectively. Fig. 7.14 shows the "speedup" 
of the four ISLAND models. It can be seen that the four ISLAND models 
have nearly same "speedup" for a range of processor numbers, and achieve 
super linear speedup. From Fig. 7.15, we observe the quality of solutions. 
The ISLAND_Graph model achieved the best performance in the four models, 
ISLAND-Linear becomes worse with the increasing size of the input graph, 
but ISLAND-PS becomes better with the increasing size of the input graph, 
and the ISLAND-Grid is the worst in most cases. It can be seen that all four 
models achieved the best results with the subpopulation size k = 16, and the 
solutions become worse with the decrease of the subpopulation size. This is 
because subpopulation size affects the convergence of SG A on each island. For 
a larger problem, it is necessary to increase the size of global population to 
get a larger search space. Namely, PTC should be large enough to guarantee 
an increase of chance of getting the best solution. Therefore for a real large 
problem, it is important to look for the best combination of parameters. Fig. 
7.14 and 7.15 indicate that ISLAND-Graph has similar running time with other 
models, and achieves the best results. 
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7.4 Chapter conclusions 
Sequential genetic algorithms are a powerful search tool, but they work with 
one global population, so the search time and space are limited. Parallel 
genetic algorithms are a perfect way to improve genetic algorithms both in 
efficiency and search space. In this chapter, we implement three basic models 
of parallel genetic algorithms: master-slave, fine-grained, and coarse-grained 
models. Comparing with other two basic models of PGAs, the island model 
achieves the best solutions. Especially for a large problem size, the ISLAND 
model has complete superiority over other models. MPI provides automatic 
topology structure for the cluster. We examined three topologies, Linear, 
Grid, and Graph. For the FG model, the Grid topology is overshadowed by 
the other two topologies. The reason might be that the population size is 
small, and the FG-Grid passes a best solution through the whole population 
in several generations rapidly, so that it resulted in a premature convergence. 
There are two evaluating measures, Computation-to-Communication ratio (CTC), 
and Population size-to-Chromosome size ratio (PTC). The former can be a 
measure of efficiency for PGAs, the later links to effectiveness of PGAs. A 
large number of parameters of PGAs can affect these two measures, such as 
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Figure 7.15: Crossing numbers of Xt(6), Xt(7) and Xt(8) tested with the four 
models on different sizes of the cluster 
population size, cluster size, iteration, size of subpopulation, migration period 
and so on. We formalised all models of parallel genetic algorithms with a func~ 
tion PGA(subpopulation size,cluster size, migration period, topology). We 
have done some experiments by adjusting the four parameters: subpopulation 
size, cluster size, migration period and topology, which decide the framework 
of a parallel genetic algorithm. The experimental data show that the IS~ 
LAND model has more diversity, and prevents premature convergence. All 
the ISLAND models with different topologies achieves the similar super linear 
speedup. ISLAND-Linear becomes worse with the increasing size of the tested 
graph, but ISLAND-PS (with the equivalent complete connected topology) 
becomes better with the increasing size of the tested graph. ISLAND-Graph 
achieves the best results, while ISLAND~Grid obtained the worst results in 
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most cases. The size of subpopulation directly affect the performance of SGA 
on each processor, consequently affect the performance of PGA. Our exper-
imental data show that all ISLAND models achieved the best results at the 
subpopulation size 16. 
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Chapter 8 
Novel Exact Results and 
Conjectures 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, first, we present an implementation of a brute-force algorithm, 
which gives evidence for some theorems in the succeeding sections. Then we 
present the novel exact l-page crossing numbers for complete p-partite graphs, 
3-row meshes, and Halin graphs (Fulek et al. 2005), and the conjectured opti-
mall-page crossing number for 4-row meshes (He et al. 2005, He et al. 2006). 
We also present the exact 2-page BeNs for complete graphs and cartesian 
graphs, and conjectured optimal 2-page BeN for a special kind of circulant 
graphs (He et al. 2005, He et al. 2006). Our experimental data support the 
theorems and conjectures. 
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8.2 The implementation of an exact algorithm 
for the I-page BCNP 
Heuristic algorithms, genetic algorithms and neural networks give approximate 
solutions, although these algorithms can find very good results. On the other 
hand, exact brute-force algorithms are handy in solving small instances of 
hard problems. A brute-force algorithm for the I-page BCNP lists all possible 
permutations of the vertices,calculate the I-page BCN,and then find the opti-
mal solution. Assuming 7r is initialised as (0,1, ... , n - 1), we use a recursive 
method to implement the brute-force algorithm (see Algorithm 22). Since the 
I-page drawing is equivalent to the circular drawing, the crossing number is 
not related to the real positions but the relative positions. In other words, 
the crossing number is the same as long as the order of vertices on the cir-
cle is kept unchanged. Therefore, we can fix the last vertex position, so that 
the number of calculation times becomes (n - I)! from nL Namely, we can 
start from bf(n - 1) instead of bf(n). The brute-force algorithm is only for 
the smallest graphs. For example, we tested the algorithm on mesh P4 x P4 
with bf(15). We save every updated data during the run of the brute-force 
algorithm. It took around 20 days including the time for writing data into 
a file. However, from the point of view of applications, the development of 
approximate methods is important. 
8.3 The exact I-page BCNs and experimental 
data for some structural graphs 
8.3.1 The exact I-page BeN for complete p-partite graphs 
We will prove the following theorem for complete p-partite graphs Kn(P): 
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Algorithm 22 Bruteforce algorithm bf(n) 
1: if (n = 1) then 
2: er = calculate_erossings(1I"); 
3: if (er <= min_er) then 
4: best-solution = 11"; 
5: min_CT' = er; 
6: end if 
7: return; 
8: end if 
9: for (i = n - 1 to 0) do 
10: swap(1I"n_1o 1I"i); 
11: bf(n - 1); 
12: swap(7rn-t, '1ri)j 
13: end for 
Theorem 8.3.1. (Fulek et al. 2005) For the complete p-partite graph with n 
vertices in each partite set, we have 
Proof. The lower bound. From Theorem 3.3.36, we know the exact I-page 
BeN for bipartite graphs: 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
In every drawing of Kn(P) there are 3 types of crossings: for i = 2,3,4, in the 
i-coloured crossing, the end vertices of the corresponding edges are coloured 
by i colours. 
The number of the 2-coloured crossings is clearly (~) VI (Kn,n). 
The number of 3-coloured crossings is p(p; 1) (VI (Kn,2n) - 2VI(Kn,n))' We 
have p possibilities to choose the colour Cl which appears twice among the end-
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vertices of a crossing and (p; 1) possibilities to choose two distinct colours 
C2 and Ca. 
Then we identify the colours C2 and Ca, which gives the total number of 
1I1(Kn,2n) crossings. However this number contains the numbers of 2-coloured 
crossings given by the colours CI,C2 and CI,Ca which must be subtracted. 
The number of the 4-coloured crossings is (~) n4. Notice that any four vertices 
of distinct colours produce one 4-coloured crossing. Summing up the numbers 
of all 3 types of crossings and substituting (8.1) and (8.2) we get the lower 
bound. 
The upper bound. Place the vertices of the partite sets evenly around a 
cycle (Fig. 8.1), i.e., the vertices of every partite set form a regular n-gon. 
Then one can check, that the number of i-coloured crossings, for i = 2,3,4, is 
the same as in the lower bound proof. 
Figure 8.1: Optimal order of Ka(3) 
D 
8.3.2 The exact 1-page BeNs for 3-row meshes 
Let Pm X Pn denote the m x n mesh graph (see Section 2.1.7)(Fig. 8.2). 
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Lemma 8.3.2. The l-page BeN of the 3 x 3,4,5 mesh graphs are 
III (Pg x Pg) = 3; 
lIl(Pg x P4 ) = 4; 
lIl(Pg x P5) = 7. 
(0,0) (0,1) (0,2) (0,3) (O,n-2) (O,n-1) 
........... 0--0 
( 10) (1 1) (1 2) (1 3 (1 n-2) l,n-1) 
..... ·····tIf-~1t 
( , 0) (2 1) (; 2) (2 3 ) (2 n-2) 2,n-1) 
..... ······G--~III 
Figure 8.2: The mesh Pg x Pn 
Proof. We use the brute force algorithm to check all possible orders of the 
vertices around a circle to get the exact results. Fig. 8.3 (a), (b) and (c) 
present the optimal drawings of Pg x Pg, Pg X P4 and Pg x P5 , respectively. 
The solid edges form a Hamiltonian cycle or path. 
'!' 
4 ....... : ...... ~ 
(a) Pg x Pg (b) Pg xP. 
-
·······K·~ 
~ ... \ 
(c) Pg x Ps 
Figure 8.3: The optimal drawings of Pg x Pg, Pg X P4 and Pg x P5 
o 
We call the subgraph consisting of edges incident to the first (last) two column 
vertices the comb, respectively. 
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Lemma 8.3.3. In any drawing of Pa x P4 every comb contains at least 4 
crossings. 
Proof. Again, we used the brute force algorithm to check all possible placing 
of the vertices around the circle. 0 
The following fact is obvious. 
Lemma 8.3.4. Let 9 be a graph and let S be a subgraph of G. Let g' be a 
graph obtained from 9 by inserting new vertices on some edges (i. e. I doing a 
subdivision), which are not in S. Consider optimal outerplanar drawings of 9 
and g'. Then the number of crossings on the edges of S in the drawing of 9 is 
not greater than the number of crossings on the edges of S in the drawing of 
G' . 
Theorem 8.3.5. For any odd n ;::: 3, Vl(Pa X Pn ) = 2n - 3. 
Proof. The lower bound. An induction on odd n. The cases n = 3,5 are 
proved in Lemma 8.3.2. Suppose that the claim holds for some odd n ;::: 5. 
Consider an optimal outerplanar drawing of Pa X Pn+2 • By deleting the edges 
of the 4-th, ... ,(n + 1)-st column we get a graph homeomorphic to Pa X P4 • 
Combining Lemmas 8.3.4 and 8.3.3 we conclude that the left comb of Pa x P4 
contains at least 4 crossings. It means that that there are at least 4 crossings 
on the comb edges in the drawing of Pa X Pn+2 • By deleting the comb edges 
we get a drawing D(Pa x Pn). By the induction hypothesis we have 
The upper bound. The ordering of vertices for n = 3,5 is the same as in 
Lemma 8.3.2 and for n ~ 7 it is obtained in a similar way: 
(0,0), (0, 1), (0,2), ... , (0, n - 2), (0, n - 1), (1, n - 1), (2, n - 1), 
(1, n - 2), (2, n - 2), (2, n - 3), (1, n - 3), 
(l,n - 4), (2,n - 4), (2,n - 5), (l,n - 5), 
.. " 
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(1,1),(2,1),(2,0),(1,0). 
o 
Theorem 8.3.6. For any even n ;::: 4, III (P3 X Pn ) = 2n - 4. 
Proof. Similar as above. o 
8.3.3 The conjectured I-page BCNs for 4-row meshes 
Conjecture 8.3.7. For a 4-row mesh, III(P4 X Pn ) = 4(n - 2), n;::: 3. 
The same scheme can be applied to prove (hopefully) Conjecture 8.3.7. 
The upper bound is obvious. Fig. 8.4 (a) and (b) present the drawings of 
P4 x P4 and P4 x P5 respectively, which coincide with the Conjecture 8.3.7. 
For the lower bound we need to prove analogous results to Lemmas 8.3.2 (with 
the mesh 4 x 4, and 4 x 5) and 8.3.3 (with the mesh 4 x 5). However, the 
number of possible drawings is quite large. For this case, analysis seems to be 
necessary. 
-
4.········0--. 
4 .......•. -. 
(b)P,xP, 
Figure 8.4: Conjectured optimal order of 4-row meshes 
8.3.4 The exact I-page BCNs for Halin graphs 
Let 1l be a Halin graph (see the definition in Section 2.1.7). :F is the outer 
face of 1l, and T is the tree obtained by removing all edges of :F. 1l = TUC, 
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where C is the circle formed by connecting all leaves in turn. The tree and 
circle edges are called t-edges and c-edges, respectively. Fig. 8.5 (a) presents 
a Halin graph with 12 leaves on its circle. 
vl4 "2, 
v21 vO vi v,o 
vl5 '9 
v20 
v19··· ..... ."" v16 
vl8"······ vI7 Vl2 Vl3 
(a) A Halin graph with 12 leaves (b) A outerplanax drawing of (a) 
Figure 8.5: A Halin graph and its outerplanar drawing 
A plenty of experiments and drawings of Halin graphs suggested that the 1-
page BeN of a Halin graph with e leaves is e - 2. For the Halin graph (Fig. 
8.5 (a)) as an example, the number of leaves e = 12, we got an outerplanar 
drawing showed in Fig. 8.5 (b), and the outerplanar crossing number (I-page 
BeN) 1/1 is 10. The following theorem will be derived: 
Theorem 8.3.8. If a Halin graph 1£ has e leaves, then 1/1 (1£) = e - 2. 
Proof Lower bound Given a drawing of a Halin graph 1£, number the leaves 
of 1£ on circle starting from root in clockwise manner as uo, ... Ul_I' The leaves 
of the tree of 1£ divide the circle into e intervals of internal tree vertices which 
are either empty or contain some vertices of the tree of 1£. 
Observe that any edge between vertices of two different intervals cross at least 
2 edges of the circle of 1£. 
Further observe that a t-edge incident with a leaf and a vertex from a non-
neighbouring interval causes at least one crossing on an edge of the cycle. 
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Now, consider c-edges except e(uo, Ut-I). Any c-edge except e(uo, Ut-I) must 
cause at least one crossing apart from the case when it is incident with a vertex 
in the neighbouring intervals. Denote the vertex as v. For every interval there 
are at most two such leaves. As there exists a unique path between the vertex 
v and the root in the tree, there have to be an edge in this path crossing the 
circle at least twice. Thus we can assign to every leaf except Uo and Ut-I at 
least one crossing which implies at least £ - 2 crossings in any outerplanar 
drawing of 11.. 
Upper bound 
Theorem 8.3.9. (CoTnUlijols et al. 1983) Halin graphs are edge minimal .9-
connected and Hamiltonian. 
In general a Halin graph has a large number of Hamiltonian cycles (Cornm\jols 
et al. 1983). We can find a Hamiltonian cycle in a Halin graph in polynomial 
time. Fig. 8.6 shows that the solid edges form a Hamiltonian cycle. 
21 2,-..-_,.. 
25.-_. 
26e--~27. 1J 
10 
28 
29 
o 
Figure 8.6: Optimal order of a Halin graph 
Given a Halin graph 11. = TU C with £ leaves on C, we can cut all c-edges of C 
from 11. to get the tree T. We call a vertex that is not a leaf in T as in-vertex. 
There is only one path between any pair of vertices in a tree, so we can get 
paths between any pair of neighbouring leaves on C. We assume that the order 
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of leaves on C is {uo, UI, ... , Ut-I}, and denote the path between Ui and Ui+1 as 
P(Ui, Ui+I). Then V = P(uo, ud UP(UI, U2) U ... UP(Ut-2, Ut-I) UP(Ul-l, uo), 
and there exists a set of independent paths above, which cover all in-vertices 
and some leaves that are the ends of the paths, where any two independent 
paths do not have a common vertex. Therefore, we can obtain a Hamiltonian 
cycle by the following steps: 
(1) Calculate all paths of neighbouring leaves on C, P(uo, ud, P(UI, U2), ... , 
P(UI-2,U!-1), and P(Ul-bUO). 
(2) Find the longest path P(Ui, Ui+I)=Ui, Vb V2, ... , Vni, Ui+b which passes through 
the root of T. 
(3) Remove all vertices on the path from T. This will separate the tree into 
several subtrees. The root of each subtree is the vertex that connects 
to an in-vertex on the removed path. A subtree includes at least one 
in-vertex and two or more leaves unless the root of the subtree is just a 
leaf. 
(4) For all subtrees that are not a single leaf, repeat step (2) and (3). 
(5) For all independent paths found, replace c-edge e(ui, Ui+1) with P(Ui, Ui+I) 
on C, namely, insert the Vb V2, ... , Vni between Ui and Ui+1 on C to form 
a Hamiltonian cycle (see Fig. 8.7). 
There are three possible types of intersecting edge pair: a pair of t-edges, a 
pair of c-edges, and a t-edge and a c-edge. However, during the procedure 
described above, the order of leaves on C is not changed, so we have 
Lemma 8.3.10. There is no crossings between c-edges in the drawing with the 
constructed Hamiltonian cycle. 
According to the construction of the Hamiltonian cycle, each path comes from a 
separated subtree, the root of which is connected to the path found previously. 
In other words, all in-vertices on an independent path connect with at most one 
in-vertex on another path. Namely, there is at most one edge to connect two 
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independent paths. Furthermore, the inserted in-vertices on an independent 
path are kept in the order of paths, so we have 
Lemma 8.3.11. There is no crossings between t-edges in the drawing with the 
constructed Hamiltonian cycle. 
Only the replaced c-edges will cross with the t-edges, of which, one end-vertex 
is on the inserted paths. Assume the Hamiltonian cycle is formed by replacing 
kc-edges with k paths created by in-vertices of1l, and the i th c-edge is replaced 
by the ith path, which has ni in-vertices (see Figure 8.7). On the path there 
c-edges _- ________ ..... ,. t-edges 
',,,,,' ........ ." .\--~G··I-__ - ..... - ........... ~t--"~~/./ .. :.-. 
u j _ 1 Uj VI v2 vni u j +1 ui+2 
Figure 8.7: A path on the Hamilton cycle of Halin graph 
are ni + 1 t-edges. The number of the rest t-edges incident to the in-vertices 
on the path is 
Xi = dil - 2 + ci;2 - 2 + ... + dini - 2 
= dil + di2 + ... + dini - 2ni 
n, 
= Edij - 2ni. 
j=1 
The ith c-edge eci will cross with all the rest t-edges incident to the ith path. 
So, we have 
n, 
Xi (Pi, eci) = E dij - 2ni. 
j=1 
The total crossing number VI should be the sum of crossings by the paths and 
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replaced c-edges. 
k k ni k 
lJl(1l) = LXi(Pi, eci) = L L dij - 2 L ni· 
i=l i=l j=1 i=l 
The first term is the sum of degrees of all the in-vertices in the tree of the Halin 
graph. A tree with n vertices has n - 1 edges, so the sum of all the vertex 
degrees is 2(n -1) for the tree. The sum of all in-vertex degrees is 2(n-l) - £, 
where £ is the number of leaves of the tree. The second term is twice of the 
number of in-vertices. So we have 
lJl(1l) = 2(n -1) - £ - 2(n - £) = £ - 2 
Theorem 8.3.8 is proved. D 
8.3.5 Experiments on some structural graphs 
Now, we have proved the exact values of BCN for complete P'partite graphs, 
meshes, and Halin graphs, we can revisit our previous heuristic, genetic, and 
neural network algorithms and evaluate how close their results are to the op-
timalones. 
Complete p-partite graphs 
Tabel8.1 shows the I-page BCNs of complete p-partite graphs with n = 3 ~ 9 
and p = 2 ~ 5. It can be seen that in most cases all algorithms achieved 
the optimal results. The results are very similar or same. But, for heuris-
tic algorithms, it can be seen that AVSDF _LA and BRLA never achieved 
worse results than AVSDF ..sift and BB..sift. This indicates that LA has better 
performance than the sifting algorithm, although the sifting algorithm tries 
all possible positions for each vertex. The results by GA_best are always the 
same as or better than the ones hy G A.Ioulette. 
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Table 8.1: The 1-page BeNs of complete p-partite graphs obtained by different 
olmwith",o 
K4 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
Kl 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
K 245 245 245 245 245 245 245 
K8 _44~ 44" _ 44" 448 448 
K9 756 756 756 756 756 756 756 
K: 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 
K4 lib ll' li6 li6 lib lib 216_ 
Kl 600 600 600 600 600 604 600 
KI 4704 471 4704 4704 4704 4704 4704 
Kl 77, 7: 7b T, 76 777b T, (b 77: nb 
K: 279 279 279 279 279 279 279 
1024 \024 \024 
K6 5976 5
2
,9
0 
i', =+M5917~:6~~5~976J=+:gj 59'7~6=+~5~9'7~6==+~5~976~ K co, :-- 15 11515 1515 
KI :!p: 2U224 20224 2U2l4 20238 2U224 
--1K~!rr"" "''---_1-'3~3:L3''--'-_tii3~311;:.:....29_t_i~'''L=-29_t_i3f.if'3:L2''--9_t_i3f.if'3:L 29"-_+i ",!3~]]=-29_ 
K: 885"" 885 ""5 "85 ""5 _ 
K, 3120 3]20 3120 3120 3120 3120 312U 
K! 95445 95531 95445 95463 95445 95461 95445 
3-row and 4-row meshes 
Table 8.2 presents the experimental results for 3-row and 4-row meshes with 
column 3 ~ 9. It can be see that AVSDF -LA is the best among all algorithms 
(Fig. 8.8), and the results by AVSDF-LA are close to the optimal (or conjec-
tured optimal') values. AVSDF..sift is the worst among all algorithms (Fig. 
8.8). 
Halin graphs 
We have created a Halin graph library. We select some Halin graphs with 
vertex number between 10 and 39. The number of leaves in the tree forming 
the Halin graph is C = m - n + 1, where m is the edge number and n is the 
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Table 8.2: The I-page BCNs of 3-row and 4-rwo meshes obtained by different 
al . h 19ont ms 
MESH AVSDF_LA AVSDF-Sift BB.LA BB...sift GA_best GA_I'Oulette Opt. 111 
3x3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3x4 6 6 7 7 4 4 4 
3x5 7 11 9 9 8 7 7 
3x6 10 18 10 10 10 10 8 
3x7 11 27 21 21 13 13 11 
3x8 14 38 14 16 15 17 12 
3x9 15 51 16 17 20 22 15 
4x3 6 6 5 5 4 4 4 
4x4 12 17 12 12 12 10 8 
4x5 14 24 19 20 18 16 12-
4x6 20 35 29 29 20 21 16-
4x7 22 49 30 30 24 25 20-
4x8 28 64 43 43 34 35 24-
4x9 30 82 41 40 38 68 28-
vertex number. We denote a Halin graph with n vertices and f leaves in the 
tree as Hn(f). Tabel 8.3 shows that most of the best results by all algorithms 
are the same or close to the optimal results. 
From Fig. 8.9, we can't exactly say which algorithm is the best. In most 
cases, AVSDF .LA, BB_LA achieved better results than others, but BB.LA 
has larger fluctuation than AVSDF _LA. If we calculate the number of times 
each algorithm achieves the best results, we have the order: 
AVSDF.LA (16)--< BB.LA (13)--< BB..sift (12) --< AVSDF ..sift (10)-< GA_best 
(7) --< GA_roulette (5). 
8.4 Exact 2-page BeNs for some structural 
graphs 
8.4.1 Halin graphs 
Theorem 8.4.1. The 2-page BeN is 0 for all Halin graphs. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that the 2-page BCN is 0 for all 
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v, 
'0 .--"'----.~~ 
80 ~AVSDl'_Li 
___ .. SDP-si ft 
""""'ZB-sitt 
__ G!_but 
SO _&i_l'oulette 
.. ~ 
• • .. ..
Figure 8.8: Crossing numbers of 3-row and 4-row meshes by different algo-
rithms 
subhamiltonian planar graphs (Bernhart & Kainen 1979, Yannakakis 1986). 
Namely, 
1983). 
all Halin graphs are subhamiltonian and planar (Commljols et al. 
o 
A Hamiltonian cycle for a Halin graph can be constructed according to the 
description in Section 8.3.4. We know that only the replaced c-edges will cross 
with t-edges, of which, one end-vertex is on the inserted paths. So if we put 
all replaced c-edges to the other page, then we can get the optimal 2-page 
drawing (0 crossings) of the Halin graph. 
We tested 400 Halin graphs with 2-page strategies based on I-page algorithms. 
According to the number of times each strategy gets 0 crossings, we obtain 
the order: AVSDF+_CRS(214) >- BB+_CRS(162) r AVSDF+-LEN(132) >-
BB+..LEN(88) r AVSDF.BP(26) r AVSDF+...8LOPE(7) = BB+...8LOPE(7). 
8.4.2 Complete p-partite graphs and complete graphs 
The optimal I-page drawing solution for a complete p-partite graph is that 
(Fulek et al. 2005) all vertices of the partite sets are evenly placed around 
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Table 8.3: The I-page BCNs of Halin graphs obtained by different algorithms 
Ha1in I AVSDFJ..A I AVSDF..1Iift I BB-LA I BB..1Iift I GA best I GA-.roulette I best I Opt VI 
-
HlO 7) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
HIl 8) 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 
H12(8) 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 6 
H13 9L 8 8 7 7 8 8 7 7 
H" 9) 10 10 7 7 7 7 7 7 
H" 11 9 9 11 11 10 9 9 9 
H16 10 8 10 9 10 9 9 8 8 
H17 11 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
H18 12 11 11 10 10 12 11 10 10 
H19 13 12 12 15 15 13 12 12 11 
H20(12) 12 13 12 13 14 18 12 10 
H'I (13) 11 11 12 12 12 14 11 11 
H2O 14 14 15 13 12 15 14 12 12 
H23 15 13 13 14 14 16 18 13 13 
H" 16 18 18 14 14 17 19 14 14 
H" 15 14 14 27 27 16 19 14 13 
H2O 16 15 16 23 23 18 18 15 14 
H21 18 17 17 16 17 19 18 16 16 
H28 17 17 18 18 18 19 19 17 15 
H2O 20 20 21 18 18 20 23 18 18 
Hao 20) 18 27 25 25 23 20 18 18 
H:n (20 21 25 19 18 20 36 18 18 
H32(20) 20 22 22 22 26 25 20 18 
H33(20 22 22 23 23 25 28 22 18 
H,,(22) 25 22 26 26 24 30 22 20 
H,,(22) 27 28 25 26 22 31 22 20 
H36 24 22 24 26 26 30 30 22 22 
H37 22 26 25 23 24 26 34 23 20 
H3B 24 26 30 25 25 27 40 25 22 
H39 23 31 32 31 31 29 33 29 21 
a cycle, Le., the vertices of each set in the partition form a regular n-gon 
(Fig.6.16). It is easy to get the optimal order for a complete p-partite graph in 
linear time. The test was done based on the optimal order (see Table 8.4). It 
is shown that the neural network achieved the results better than or same as 
that other algorithms did for all the tested complete p-partite graphs except 
for K3(4), for which SLOPE achieved the best result. SLOPE was the second 
best among all 2-page algorithms. 
For complete graphs, we directly apply the strategies of edge distribution on 
the initial order O,I, ... n-l (see Table 8.5). SLOPE gets optimal (or conjectured 
optimal *) results every time, some of which were presented by Cimikowski 
(2002) as well. Moreover, all the best results in our experimental data coincide 
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Figure 8.9: Crossing numbers of Halin graphs by different algorithms 
with the equality in Theorem 3.3.49. 
Comparing with the lower bounds for the rectilinear crossing number of the 
complete graphs K4 - KlOo presented by Aichholzer et al. (2002), the results 
by SLOPE are same as the lower bounds except for KlO whose lower bound is 
62. The following open problem is therefore suggested: 
Problem 8.4.2. For any graph Q, is the inequality CTlin(Q) 2': V2(Q) true? 
8.4.3 3-row and 4-row meshes 
For 3-row meshes, Pa x Pn , we know the optimal 1-page crossing number 
described in Theorem 8.3.5 and 8.3.6, and the optimal drawings are shown as 
in Fig. 8.3. 
Fig. 8.4(a) and (b) show the Hamiltonian cycles of two 4-row meshes. For all 
4-row meshes, we can get Hamiltonian cycles in this way, and each column will 
add 4 crossings, which is also supported by our experimental results. Therefore, 
we have Conjecture 8.3.7 about the 1-page BCN for 4-row meshes. 
For a 3-row or 4-row mesh, it is easy to construct a Hamiltonian cycle or path 
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Table 8.4: The optimal I-page BCNs and the 2-page BCNs of Kn(P) by 2-page 
strategies and th . d H fi Id d I b d . aJ I-page drawings e Improve opt e mo e ase on optim 
Graphs Opt. VI) SLOPE LEN eRE NN 
K3(2 3 I I I I 
K.(2 16 4 6 4 4 
K,\2 50 16 16 16 16 
K6(2 120 36 36 36 36 
K,(2) 245 81 81 81 81 
K,\2 448 144 160 144 144 
Kg(2) 756 256 256 256 256 
K3(3) 54 16 16 16 16 
K4(3 216 68 80 68 66 
K,(3 600 196 198 196 196 
K.\3 1350 450 452 454 450 
K,(3 2646 900 900 900 900 
K.(3 4704 1616 1620 1616 1616 
Kg 3 7776 2704 2704 2704 2704 
K34 279 86 90 87 88 
K.4) 1024 336 338 344 336 
K,4 2725 916 916 916 916 
K.4) 5976 2052 2056 2056 2052 
K,(4) 11515 4002 4002 4002 4002 
K,4 20224 7104 7110 7108 7104 
Kg(4 33129 11720 11721 11720 11720 
K35 885 291 299 291 289 
K.5 3120 1056 1064 1064 1056 
K,(5) 8125 2813 2813 2813 2811 
K. 5) 17580 6156 6156 6156 6156 
K, 5) 33565 11887 11887 11887 11885 
K, 5) 58560 20864 20902 20868 20864 
Kg 5) 95445 34233 34233 34233 34231 
to get the optimal I-page drawing in linear time (Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4). 
As in the proof of Theorem 8.4.1, we can conclude 
Theorem 8.4.3. For a 3-row mesh, V2(P3 X Pn) = 0; 
and for a 4-row mesh, V2(P4 X Pn) = O. 
We tested 3-row and 4-row meshes with the strategies of edge distribution 
and the 2-page neural network model (NN) based on the Hamiltonian Cycles 
(or paths) of the tested meshes. Table 8.6 shows the experimental results by 
running the heuristic algorithms and NN on 3-row and 4-row meshes. LEN, 
CRS and NN get 0 crossing for every mesh tested. 
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Table 8.5: The 2-page BCNs of Kn by 2-page strategies and the Hopfield model 
based on a fixed order 
I I> LI>N lS NN 
K. 0 0 0 
1< 1 
K 3 3 3 
X 9 9 9 9 
K I. 2U 19 19 
X 36 38 36 36 
1< 10 60 05 02 ~ 
K II lUU" 100 100 100 
X 
." ISO' 155 154 154 
1< 13 2"5" 227 225 225 
X 14 315' 315 315 315 
X ·1' 441' .. , 441 441 
K 16 5 •• ' 606 5 •• 596 
X 
." 784' 786 784 784 
1< 1U0. lU. 18 
K I" 1296' 1296 1296 1296 
X ." 1620' 1620 ~ 1620 K 21 2U25' 20"5 2U25 
J( 22 2475' 2475 2475 2475 
K 23 ~ 3U25 3U"5 ~ K 24 3630 3630 
J( 
." 4356' 4356 4356 4356 
K 
" 
51 •• ' 51 •• 
'I" 51., J( 
." 6084' 6084 6084 6084 
X ." 1""- ; 7098 K 29 .2.1' 8281 82.1 
8.4.4 Cartesian product Cm X Cn 
There is a lot of research about Cartesian product graphs Cm X Cn (Adamsson 
& Richter 2004, G1ebsky & Salazar 20041 Shahrokhi et al. 1998). There is a 
natural drawing of Cm X Cn having (m - 2)n crossings: draw Pm X Cn with 
no crossings (the cycles are taken to be concentric) and then to each path add 
one edge, crossing m - 2 of the concentric cycles (Adamsson & Richter 2004). 
Fig. 8.10 presents the drawings of C4 X C4 , C4 X Cs and Cs X Cs. 
Obviously, as the drawings shown in Fig. 8.10, all Pm X Cn are subhamiltonian 
planar graphs. 
Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 8.4.1, we can conclude 
Theorem 8.4.4. For a cylindrical mesh graph Pm X Cn, V2(Pm X On) = O. 
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Table 8.6: The 2-page BCNs of 3/4-row meshes by 2-page strategies and the 
Hopfield model based on optimal 1-pa e drawmgs 
Graphs slope len era slopeJen slope-ers NN 
Pa x p, 1 0 0 0 0 0 
P3X~ 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Pa X P6 4 0 0 1 0 0 
P3XPr 7 0 0 2 0 0 
P3XPS 6 0 0 1 0 0 
P3XP9 9 0 0 1 0 0 
P4 X P", 2 0 0 0 0 0 
P4 X 1\ 6 0 0 2 2 0 
P4 X P6 10 0 0 0 0 0 
p, x Pr 12 0 0 4 2 0 
P4 X Ps 14 0 0 0 0 0 
P", X Pg 18 0 0 2 2 0 
In Fig. 8.10, the solid edges form a Hamiltonian cycle or path. For a Cartesian 
graph Cm X Cn with m ~ n, when n is even, we can construct a Hamiltonian 
cycle as Fig. 8.10 (a). When n and m are odd, we can construct a Hamiltonian 
cycle as Fig. 8.10 (d). When n is odd but m is even, we can construct the 
Hamiltonian cycle as Fig. 8.10 (c), but it is not optimal. In this case, we 
can also construct a Hamiltonian path as Fig. 8.10 (b). So we test Cartesian 
products Cm X Cn based on the Hamiltonian cycle (or path) of each graph. 
Table. 8.7 shows the test results, and the italic data indicate that the results 
are equal to the conjectural optimal values. 
G1ebsky and Salazar (2004) proved the following theorem about cartesian prod-
uct graphs: 
Theorem 8.4.5. Let m, n be integers such that n;:::: m(m + 1), m ;:::: 3. Then 
cr(Cm x Cn ) = (m - 2)n. 
For any drawing V of a graph G in a plane, we have cr(9) ~ /I(V), where 
/I(V) is the crossing number in the drawing V of the graph 9 (Lin et al. 2005a). 
Hence, we always have /12(9) ;:::: cr(9). Therefore the 2-page BCN of Cm X Cn is 
at least (m-2)n. According to our experimental results, we have the following 
conjecture: 
Conjecture 8.4.6. For the Cartesian product Cm X Cn with 3 ~ m ~ n < 9, 
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Figure 8.10: Drawings of C. x C4 , C4 X Cs and Cs x Cs 
8.4.5 Conjectures for the circulant graphs 
Winterbach (2005) proposed heuristics for the 2-page BCN and applied them 
to estimate the planar crossing number of some small complete multipartite 
graphs. In contrast, we use the standard crossing number of some graphs with 
our experimental results to conjecture the optimal 2-page BCN of the graphs. 
Winterbach's test was based on the complete multipartite graphs with IVI = 
6 ~ 13, except for the complete multipartite graphs that were isomorphic 
to the corresponding complete graphs with the same vertex number. A tabu 
algorithm was used to produce a good arrangement of vertices, and then either 
GreedySide algorithm or the neural network of Cimikowski and Shope (1996) 
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Table 8.7: The 2-page BeNs of Cm X Cn by 2-page strategies based on the 
fixed Hamiltonian cycles(paths) 
Graphs I slope lIen I era I slope len I slope-ers 
-
Ca x Ca 4 3 4 4 4 
Ca x Col 4 4 4 4 4 
Ca x Cs 8 5 11 5 5 
C3 X Ca 14 6 6 10 10 
Ca x e7 27 15 13 7 11 
C3 X Cs 24 8 8 16 16 
C3 x C9 37 15 15 11 11 
Col X C4 8 8 8 8 8 
Col X Cs 16 15 15 JO JO 
Col X Cs 28 J2 12 20 20 
Col XC7 41 23 19 J4 22 
C .. x Cs 48 J6 16 32 32 
C4 xCg 66 27 23 24 28 
Cs xCs 22 23 23 J5 J5 
Cri x Ca 44 24 18 32 32 
Cs x e7 63 31 34 2J 35 
Cs x Cs 76 32 24 52 52 
Cs x C9 100 39 40 41 60 
C6 x Ca 62 36 24 46 46 
Ca x e7 86 41 30 28 52 
Ca x Cs 108 48 32 76 76 
Ca x C9 137 53 38 58 58 
e7 x e7 112 41 63 35 70 
e7 x Cs 144 64 40 104 104 
e7 x C9 179 51 73 77 115 
Cs x Cs 184 48 48 136 136 
Cs x C9 224 57 56 98 98 
C9 x C9 274 69 63 121 186 
was used to find a good distribution of edges. Our experiments use the genetic 
algorithm to find a good vertex order and edge distribution directly, and we 
get exactly the same results for those complete multipartite graphs tested 
by Winterbach with the genetic algorithm GA_2Ptg, except for the graph 
K11 (2,2,2,2,2,1), for which we obtained 61 and not 60. 
We tested another family of circulant graphs Cmk(l, k)(see Fig. 8.11), which 
are regular Hamiltonian graphs with n = km vertices, V = {o, 1,2, ... , km-I}, 
where E = {(i,i+1),(i,(i+k) mod n)li E V}. Table 8.8 shows the results of 
our experiments. 
We know the crossing number of circulant graphs, cr(Cn (l, Ln/2J)) = 1 (Yang 
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Figure 8.11: C4x5 (1,5) 
& Zhao 2001). Therefore, for this family of circulant graphs, C2k (1, k) (see 
Fig. 8.12), the 2-page BeN is at least 1. From our experimental results in 
Table 8.8, we obtain the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 8.4.7. v2(C2k(1, k)) = 1. 
Similarly, we know the crossing number of circulant graphs, cr(C3k(1, k)) = k, 
for k > 3 (Lin et al. 2005b). So we have v2(C3k(1, k)) ~ k, for k > 3 (see Fig. 
8.13). And from our experimental results in Table 8.8, we have the following 
conjecture: 
Conjecture 8.4.8. v2(C3k(1, k)) = k. 
Moreover, from our experimental results, we have a conjecture for C4k(1, k), 
k > 4, as follows (see Fig. 8.14): 
Conjecture 8.4.9. v2(C4k(1, k)) = 2k + 1. 
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Table 8 8' The 2-page BeNs of Omk(l k) by all GAs .. , 
No. I Graphs I GA.2P I GA_2Px I GA_2Pxv I GA.2Ptg 
1 C2><3(1,3 1 1 1 1 
2 C2x4(1,4) 1 1 1 1 
3 C2x5{l,5 1 1 1 1 
4 C,x,(I,6) 1 1 1 1 
5 C2><7(I,7 1 1 1 1 
6 C2><8(1,8 1 1 1 1 
7 C,x9(I,9) 1 1 1 1 
8 C3><3(I,3 3 3 3 3 
9 C3x4(1,4 4 4 4 4 
10 C3x5(1,5 5 5 5 5 
11 Cax6{1,6 6 6 6 6 
12 C3X1P,7 7 7 7 7 
13 C3><8(I,8 8 8 8 8 
14 C3x9(1,9 9 9 10 9 
15 C4xa{1,3 4 4 5 4 
16 G.lx4(1,4 9 9 9 8 
17 C4x5t1,5 11 11 14 11 
18 C4><6(1,6 13 13 14 13 
19 C'x,(I,7) 17 15 18 15 
20 C4)(8(1,8 17 17 24 18 
21 C4><9(1,9 19 21 24 19 
o o 5 
, 
6 5 7 
(.) (b) 
Figure 8.12: Drawings of 02x5(1, 5), V2 = 1 
o 7 8 
s o 
/I~'--" 4 6 Il 
7 6 2 10 
Figure 8.13: Drawings of 03x4(1, 4), V2 = 4 
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Figure 8.14: A drawing of 04x5(1, 5), 1/2 = 11 
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Chapter 9 
Conel usions 
9.1 Introduction 
The crossing minimisation problem is of utmost importance in the field of graph 
drawings. The simplest graph drawing method is that of putting the vertices of 
a graph on a line and drawing the edges as half-circles. Such drawings are called 
book drawings (x:-page drawings). The minimal number of edge crossings over 
all k-page book drawings of a graph is called the k-page book crossing number 
(BCN). The I-page and 2-page BCNs of a graph provide an upper bound for 
the standard planar crossing number of the graph. To minimise the crossing 
number, the I-page book crossing number problem (BCNP) is to find a good 
order of vertices, and the 2-page BCNP is to find a good vertex order and edge 
distribution in 2 pages. Both problems have been proved to be NP-hard. The 
main objectives were to develop various algorithms for the I-page and 2-page 
BCNPs, and the exploration of graph theory. 
In this thesis, the previous research on the crossing number problem, espe-
ciallyon the I-page and 2-page BCNPs, was reviewed. Based on the previous 
research, the following work on the BCNPs has been done: 
(1) presented new heuristic algorithms for the BCNPs (He & Sykora 2004, He 
et a!. 2005, He et a!. 2006); 
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(2) applied genetic algorithms to solve the BCNPs (He et al. 2005a, He et al. 
2006a); 
(3) created neural network models for the I-page and 2-page BCNPs, respec-
tively (He & Sykora 2006, He et al. 2006b); 
(4) parallelised genetic algorithms for the I-page BCNP (He et al. 2006, He 
et al. 2006); 
(5) studied some structural graphs through various experiments of algorithms 
above, found exact solutions of some structural graphs, and presented 
some theorems and conjectures (Fulek et al. 2005, He et al. 2005, He 
et al. 2006). 
9.2 Heuristic algorithms 
The I-page and 2-page BCNPs belong to combinatorial optimisation problems. 
For the I-page BCNP of n-vertex and m-edge graph, there are n! permuta-
tions of vertices, and for the 2-page BCNP, there are 2m combinations of edge 
distribution on a fixed order of vertices. Usually we find approximate methods 
to solve such an NP-complete problem by analyzing and using properties of 
the problem and structures of graphs tested. Therefore, first we launch on 
heuristic algorithms for the I-page and 2-page BCNPs. We presented an Algo-
rithm of Vertex with Smallest Degree First (named as AVSDF) for the I-page 
problem (He & Sykora 2004). Compared with previous famous heuristic algo-
rithms, such as the algorithm (MA) of Miikinen (1988), CIRCULAR algorithm 
of Six and Tollis (1999), and the algorithm (BB) of Baur and Brandes (2004), 
AVSDF achieved better results than MA and CIRCULAR, and comparable 
results to BB. Especially, for graphs with lower densities, AVSDF produced 
better results than BB. A local adjusting algorithm (LA) as a postprocessing 
of AVSDF was presented. The performance of LA and sifting was investigated. 
The experimental data indicate that LA has better performance than sifting in 
results and running time, although the sifting algorithm tries all possible po-
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sitions for each vertex. Actually, during the procedure of sifting, it is possible 
to form deadlock, consequently, the results can not be further improved. 
There are three possible ways to solve the 2-page problems: 
(1) based on fixed linear order of vertices; 
(2) based on I-page drawing of the graph tested; 
(3) synthetically considered vertex order and edge distribution. 
The most important paper in this area is that by Cimikowski (2002), where 
first an order of vertices for some structural graphs is given by a Hamiltonian 
cycle, then eight different heuristic algorithms to find a good distribution of 
edges between the two pages were designed and tested. However, not every 
Hamiltonian cycle corresponds to an optimal vertex order, and an optimal 
drawing might not correspond to a Hamiltonian cycle. Moreover, for an arbi-
trary graph, a Hamiltonian cycle might not exist, or even if it exists, we might 
not be able to find it out efficiently. Three new 2-page algorithms SLOPE, 
LEN and CRS, were designed based on the latest I-page algorithms, BB..sift 
(Baur & Brandes 2004) and AVSDF..LA (He & Sykora 2004), and a hybrid 
algorithm (AVSDF _EP) was designed by combining AVSDF with edge distri-
bution (He et al. 2005, He et al. 2006). Compared with the best results of 
circulant graphs tested by the eight heuristic algorithms of Cimikowski, the 
new algorithms achieved better or comparable results, especially some results 
were even better than the optimal results tested with branch and bound algo-
rithm based on fixed Hamiltonian cycle by Cimikowski (2002). 
9.3 Genetic algorithms 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have shown to be good global optimisers for a broad 
range of optimisation problems. One of the most important issues is to ab-
stract the characteristics of a problem to make the problem well-fitted for 
the genetic approach. The genetic operators (select, crossover, and mutation) 
drive the whole evolution procedure of genetic algorithms, and termination 
criteria greatly affect the running time and quality of solutions, as the product 
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of population size and generations number indicates the search space in each 
run of GAs. All of these factors affect the performance of GAs. A genetic 
algorithm for the I-page BCN (outerplanar crossing number) was designed by 
He et al. (2005a). For designing a high performance genetic algorithm, the 
choice of parameters of the genetic algorithm is very important. According 
to the experimental data, the genetic algorithm with roulette selection and 
fitness function 2 achieved the best performance when the crossover rate is 
90% and the mutation rate is 20%. The GA with best-select achieved the best 
performance when the mutation rate is 20%, and the latter is slightly better 
than the former. Compared with heuristic algorithms AVSDF+ and BB+, the 
GA obtained the better results for the tested graphs. However, the running 
time is much longer than with heuristic algorithms. 
A GA model to solve the 2-page BCNP was designed by He et al. (2006a), and 
different implementations of the genetic algorithm were investigated, including 
the genetic algorithms 
(1) with slope 2-page strategy (GA-2Ptg)j 
(2) with crossover and mutation on vertex permutations and on edge distri-
butions in each generation (GA-2P)j 
(3) with crossover on vertex permutations and on edge distributions alter-
nately (GA_2Px)j 
(4) with crossover on vertex permutations prior over on edge distributions 
(GA_2Pxv), and 
(5) with crossover on edge distributions prior over on vertex permutations 
(GA_2Pxe). 
The experiments were done on the benchmark test suits, Rome graphs, Ran-
dom Connected Graphs, circulant graphs etc. Models GA_2P, GA_2Pxv, and 
GA_2Ptg are the best for ALF_CU, RND.BUP, and RCGs, respectively. With 
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the rise of density, all models, except GA_2Pxe that gets the worst results, 
get closer results for RCGs, but the numbers of generations have larger differ-
ence. For circulant graphs, from the best to the worst, there is the order of 
methods: GA_2Ptg >- GA2P >- GA2Px >- GA_2Pxv. Significantly, almost 
all of the best results for the circulant graphs are even better than or equal 
to the optimal results tested with the branch and bound algorithm based on 
fixed Hamiltonian cycle by Cimikowski (2002), and the results tested with 
the GA models on a special kind of circulant graphs provided evidences for 
conjecturing the exact BCNs of these graphs. 
9.4 Neural networks 
Solving a combinatorial optimisation problem on neural networks requires 
mapping the problem onto the neural networks so that it is possible to de-
cipher a solution from the outputs of the neurons. Moreover, the training of 
neural networks plays an important role in the implementation of neural net-
works. A lot of methods can be used for training neural networks, such as hill 
climbing, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms. 
Modeling the BCNPs with neural networks was investigated, and two Hopfield 
network models for the I-page and 2-page BCNPs respectively were presented. 
For the I-page BCNP, during the procedure of training, there could be re-
dundant invalid states produced that will greatly affect the performance of 
neural network. The hill climbing algorithm with local movement was used for 
improving the convergence of the Hopfield neural network. The convergence 
of the neural network was investigated by using different energy functions. 
The experimental data show that both energy function obtained similar re-
sults. From the point of view of convergence, energy function 2 converges 
faster than energy function 1. However, the model with energy function 1 has 
more potential to improve results than that with energy function 2. Numerous 
experiments have demonstrated the parameters of a neural network are vital 
for the convergence of the neural network. The I-page neural network model 
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achieved the results close to the optimal values of complete p-partite graphs 
tested. 
For the 2-page BCNP, an improved Hopfield model on a fixed vertex order 
of a graph was built, comparing with the neural network model created by 
Cimikowski and Shope (1996). Since the new model exactly reflects the edge 
distribution of the 2-page drawings, there is no redundant states to be produced 
during learning procedure. Thus, the model converged quickly, and achieved 
much better results for all tested graphs than the model of Cimikowski and 
Shope (1996). 
9.5 Parallelisation of genetic algorithms 
Genetic algorithms have been applied to solve the I-page and 2-page BC-
NPs successfully, but they work with one global population, so the search 
time and space are limited. Parallelisation provides an attractive prospect in 
improving the efficiency and solution quality of genetic algorithms. There 
are two measures to evaluate the performance of PGAs: Computation-to-
Communication ratio (CTC) (Digalakis & Margaritis 2003), and Population 
size-to-Chromosome size ratio (PTC). The former can be a measure of effi-
ciency for PGAs, the later links to effectiveness of PGAs. The complexity 
of PG As based on the two measures was investigated. Three basic mod-
els of PGAs, i.e. master-slave, fine grained, and island models (Cantu-Paz 
1998) were implemented with MPI, and their performance in scaling and 
speedup was examined. A large number of parameters can affect the per-
formance of PGAs. If an island model of PGAs is formalised with the function 
PGA(subpopsize,clustersize,period, topology), then the master-slave model 
is formalised with PGA(I, clustersize, 1, Kn); the fine-grained model is given 
by PGA(I, cluster size, 1, topology), and SGA equals PGA(subpopsize, 1, null, 
null). i.e. master-slave model, fine-grained model, and even SGA can be a 
special case of island model. To observe the effect of the four basic parame-
ters in the function on the performance of PG As, a lot of experiments have 
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been done by adjusting these parameters. A novel island model with periodical 
synchronisation (denoted ISLAND-PS) was implemented. The new implemen-
tation of the island model combines the basic island model with master-slave 
model, and can be formalised with PGA(subpopsize,clustersize, period, Kn). 
The experimental data show that ISLAND model has more diversity, and pre-
vents premature convergence. ISLAND-Graph achieved the best results, while 
ISLAND-Grid obtained the worst results in most cases. 
9.6 Exploration of graph theory 
Normally, theory is used to direct the experiments, and the experimental re-
sults will further support the exploration of the theory. 
The exact solutions for the minimal number of crossings over all I-page draw-
ings of the following classes of graphs were derived: 3-row meshes (Theorems 
8.3.5 and 8.3.6), Halin graphs (Theorem 8.3.8) and complete p-partite graphs 
with equal size partite sets (Theorem 8.3.1). The conjectured I-page BCNs 
for 4-row meshes (Conjecture 8.3.7) was presented. 
Some theorems about the 2-page BCNs for 3-row and 4-row meshes (Theorem 
8.4.3), Halin graphs (Theorem 8.4.1), and cylindrical mesh graphs Pm X en 
(Theorem 8.4.4) were proved. The conjecture about the 2-page BCNs for 2-
dim toroidal graphs (Conjecture 8.4.6), and a special kind of circulant graphs 
(Conjectures 8.4.7, 8.4.8 and 8.4.9) were presented. 
9.7 Further work 
Previous researchers have proved the I-page and 2-page BCNPs to be NP-
complete, and the experiment on mesh P4 X P4 has demonstrated how hard a 
brute force algorithm runs on a very small graph. Therefore, developing avail-
able and efficient algorithms is important for applications in different areas 
such as graph drawings, VLSI, QCA and even the bioinformatics computing. 
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Different methodologies for the I-page and 2-page BCNPs have been inves-
tigated. Heuristic algorithms as an approximate algorithm are available for 
some special graphs, as it explores the properties of graphs. Further analysis 
of the attribution of graphs to develop better algorithms, especially different 
algori thms aiming at different structural graphs will be investigated. 
Genetic algorithms are a power tool for optimisation problems. The GAs for 
the I-page and 2-page BCNPs achieved good results, especially for tandom 
graphs. The three genetic operators drive the evolution procedure towards 
the optimum direction. All factors incident to the procedure will affect the 
convergence. If more properties of graphs were used in genetic algorithms, then 
the solutions might be closer to the optimal values and have faster convergence. 
Hopfield neural networks are good for optimisation problems. The most im-
portant is to create a model as exactly as it can map the problem solved. 
The model for the 2-page BCNP is a good example. Training neural networks 
is very important for improving solution quality. More methods for training 
neural networks are worthy to be explored. 
Comparing the three methodologies, heuristic algorithms can obtain more ex-
act results aiming at the properties of the certain kind of graphs. Neural 
networks can be viewed as a dynamic system, and its convergence depends 
on the property of the neural network and the internal relationship between 
neurons, i.e., the weight between neurons. Therefore, the results produced by 
heuristic algorithms can be seeds of genetic algorithms or training samples of 
neural networks. 
Usually, heuristic algorithms have a good running time, while genetic algo-
rithms and neural networks as a meta heuristic algorithms take a long running 
time or training time. From the point of view of parallelisation, it is easy to 
parallel genetic algorithms and neural networks, because the property of ge-
netic algorithms and the special structure of neural networks, while it is hard 
to parallelise a heuristic algorithm. For a large problem, usually we need to 
divide the data of the problem for parallel computing. Parallelisation of neural 
networks is another future work. 
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APPENDIX A 
Visualisation Test System 
Visualisation of graphs is helpful for testing algorithms. A visaulisation test 
system should have the following features: 
• The user should not have to type a long list of textual specifications Vi-
sual specification of aesthetic criteria associated with optimisation prob-
lems 
• Extensibility: tbe user should not be limited to a prespecified set of visual 
representations. 
• Flexibility: the user should not have to give precise geometric specifica-
tions. 
A visual test system for heuristic algorithm test was presented in JAVA. 
Class Definitions 
The key class is the graph class, which has several public variables, such as the 
vertex number n, the adjacency matrix adj, density, and so on, the methods 
for generating the adj of a few kinds of graphs, such as mesh, Halin, RCG, 
hypecube, and self-defined connected graphs. For each algorithm a class is 
defined, and a graph is passed as an object parameter (Figure 1). 
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AVSDF CIRCULAR 
Graph 
"'runCircularQ 
·runAVSDFO ~um:int 
~ ~adjacency : IIIlint 
·genMeshO BB 
·genHalinO Bruteforce 
·runBBO .genHypercubeO .runBruteforceO 
.genRCGO 
/ ·genTreeO ~ ·userOefineO 
Makinen 
·calCrossingsO Sifting 
·runMakinenQ 
.printOrderQ 
·runSiftingO 
Figure 1: The class diagram of the test system 
Circular Drawing 
The coordination of the top left on the screen is (0,0). The start coordination 
(start.x, start.y) of the circle depends on the distribution of objects on screen. 
The maximal number of vertices is 64 (n :5 64). An experimental formula, 
(80 - (n - 10) * 2) * n = -2n2 + lOOn is given to calculate the circumference 
(variable C), so that the circumference of the circle depends on the number of 
vertex, and it has a maximal value when n = 25 ( see Algorithm 23). 
dC 
Let dx = 0, where x = n. 
d(-2x2 + 100x) = -4x + 100 = 0 => x = 25· 
dx ' 
so we get the maximum of the circumference, 1250, in limited size of screen, 
when n = 25. When n > 25, the program keep the size, when n = 25, but the 
interval between two vertices will be decreased. 
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Figure 2: Circular layout 
Algorithm 23 Drawing graphs 
1: if (n < 25), the circumference C = -2n2 + lOOn; 
2: else, C = -2 X 252 + 100 x 25 = 1250; 
3: calculate radius, r = C j(21f); 
4: calculate center of the circle: 
center.x = start.x + radius; 
center.y = start.y + radius; 
5: calculate the position of each vertex, and drawing each vertex (a circle 
with radius=lO); 
6: for (all vertices) do 
7: Vi.X = r * cosa + center.x; 
8: Vi.y = r * cosa + center.x; 
9: a= a+6; 
10: end for 
11: drawing all edges; 
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Figure 3: The visualisation test system 
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